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Blockchain is believed to have the potential to digitally transform and disrupt industry
sectors such as finance, supply chain, healthcare, marketing, and entertainment. However,
obstacles and challenges can be observed with its widespread applications. The Special
Issue, “Blockchain: Applications, Challenges, and Solutions”, in the Journal of Future
Internet, covers the trending research topic of Blockchain applications, the challenges it
faces, and the value it brings to different industry sectors. We received 15 submissions;
nevertheless, after the initial screening and the peer review process, only eight papers
have been finally accepted for publication. Accepted articles can be divided into two
sets: (1) the review of applications and (2) technical solutions addressing the challenges of
the technology.

The first set presents reviews of Blockchain applications in different domains.
Rocha et al. [1] review blockchain applications in the agribusiness sector using a
PRISMA-based systematic review. In 71 articles, they identified Blockchain applications
for finance, energy, logistics, environmental, agricultural, livestock, and industrial sup-
port. They conclude that the research into blockchain applications in agribusiness is at
an early stage, as most of the prototypes are in the developing or laboratory phase. Nev-
ertheless, the applications could mature and promote greater reliability and agility in
information with a reduced cost in the future. A comprehensive overview of Blockchain
applications, challenges, solutions, alternatives, and usage for developing decentralized
applications is presented in Antal et al. [2]. They employed a three-tier architecture for
Blockchain applications to systematically classify the technology solutions. The paper
presents a multi-step guideline for decentralizing the design and implementation of tra-
ditional systems. Leiding et al. [3] present the Machine-to-Everything (M2X) Economy
concept, which follows an open, decentralized, and distributed smart-contract-based
approach. M2X supports the corresponding multi-stakeholder ecosystem and facilitates
M2X value exchange, collaborations, and business enactments. Kapassa and Themis-
tocleous [4] use a systematic literature review (SLR) approach to analyze Blockchain
applications in the area of Demand-Response Management (DRM) in the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV). They end up with research challenges on blockchain-based DRM in IoV.

The second set of articles addresses technical solutions to the current challenges of
Blockchain technology. Sun et al. [5] present an off-chain solution to relieve the storage
burden of blockchain nodes while ensuring the integrity of the off-chain data. The so-
lution is implemented based on Hyperledger Fabric (HLF). The authors’ experimental
results show that their solution significantly outperforms the original HLF. Akbar et al. [6]
propose a hybrid algorithm that combines Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and Proof-of-Work (PoW)
mechanisms to provide a fair mining reward to the miner/validator. The proposed al-
gorithm can reduce the possibility of intruders performing double mining based on the
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experimental results. Xu et al. [7] propose EconLedger, an Electrical Network Frequency
(ENF)-based consensus mechanism that enables secure and lightweight distributed ledgers
for small-scale Internet of Video Things (IoVT) edge networks. The proposed consensus
mechanism relies on a novel Proof-of-ENF (PoENF) algorithm. A proof-of-concept proto-
type is developed and tested in a physical IoVT network environment. The experimental
results on the designed prototype validate the feasibility of the proposed EconLedger
to provide a trust-free and partially decentralized security infrastructure for IoVT edge
networks. Finally, the key areas of decentralization, fundamental system requirements,
and feasible mechanisms for developing decentralized product anti-counterfeiting and
traceability ecosystems utilizing blockchain technology are identified in Yiu [8] via a series
of security analyses compared with solutions currently implemented in the supply chain
industry with centralized architecture.

We would like to thank all the authors for their papers submitted to this Special Issue.
We would also like to acknowledge all the reviewers for their careful and timely reviews to
help improve the quality of this Special Issue.
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Abstract: Blockchain is a technology that can be applied in different sectors to solve various problems.
As a complex system, agribusiness presents many possibilities to take advantage of blockchain
technology. The main goal of this paper is to identify the purposes for which blockchain has been
applied in the agribusiness sector, for which a PRISMA-based systematic review was carried out. The
scientific literature corpus was accessed and selected from Elsevier’s Scopus and ISI of Knowledge’s
Web of Science (WoS) platforms, using the PRISMA protocol procedures. Seventy-one articles were
selected for analysis. Blockchain application in agribusiness is a novel topic, with the first publication
dating from 2016. The technological development prevails more than blockchain applications since
it has been addressed mainly in the Computer Sciences and Engineering. Blockchain applications
for agribusiness management of financial, energy, logistical, environmental, agricultural, livestock,
and industrial purposes have been reported in the literature. The findings suggest that blockchain
brings many benefits when used in agribusiness supply chains. We concluded that the research
on blockchain applications in agribusiness is only at an early stage, as many prototypes are being
developed and tested in the laboratory. In the near future, blockchain will be increasingly applied
across all economic sectors, including agribusiness, promoting greater reliability and agility in
information with a reduced cost. Several gaps for future studies were observed, with significant
value for science, industry, and society.

Keywords: Internet of Things; information technology; innovation; supply chains; transparency;
traceability; safety; food systems; transactions; smart contracts

1. Introduction

Agribusiness is a sector of paramount importance for a country; its potential is the
result of a set of several factors, especially investments in technology and research, which
can increase productivity. The agribusiness aggregate is composed of several inputs or
product supply chains operating in different natural ecosystems. In a supportive context,
the supply chains are embedded in an institutional environment formed by financial, R&D,
and technical assistance organizations and institutions with a strong influence on their
performance [1].

Supply chains involve a set of activities that are gradually structured from the produc-
tion to manufacturing and marketing of a product or service. A supply chain is understood
to be the operations involving everything from the manufacturing of inputs, production
on the farm, transformation process (industrialization), distribution, and trading to reach
the end consumer [2]. Thus, the agribusiness supply chains of a country may have great
prominence all over the world since they are complex, diversified, and dependent on the
organization of each link in the productive system and the relation between them. The
farmers operate in a strong, participative, and comprehensive system with an increasingly
interconnected integration within a wide business and cooperation network. A farm repre-
sents an important node, integrated with other nodes such as infrastructure, commerce,
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finance, technology, labor relations, and the entire public and private institutional appara-
tus [2,3]. In addition to the number of actors and transactions, their complexity is increasing
over time, taking into account the countless amount of country-specific economic, political,
environmental, social, cultural, legal, and sanitary norms and conventions [3].

Many resources are changed through the links between actors involved in an agribusi-
ness supply chain. In one direction, there is a flow of products and services, while in the
opposite direction, financial resources are exchanged. Today, information is a valuable
resource, which flows both forward and backward [4,5]. Information sharing is subject to
many benefits and constraints depending on objectives, interests, technology, trust, and
control, among other factors [6]. The asymmetric nature of information and misinformation
is a constant challenge to be overcome in supply chain management, and consumers are
demanding traceable products, transparency, and safety information [7–10].

The fast growth and development of information technology, attributed to a platform
of public services aiming to improve the management of distant resources and services,
became the key to solving frictions between the demand and supply of products in organi-
zations [10]. The blockchain is a communication network where data are stored and shared
in a distributed manner between all links, eliminating any trusted authority centralized
in different business models, and where each node can coordinate without a unified data
center [11]. The concept was introduced in 2009 by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto,
who created Bitcoin to solve double-spending problems. The nodes in the Bitcoin network
incorporate mutually agreed validations on the blockchain, carrying the transactions on
the ledger, that is, a kind of cash book determining who has data in that chain [12].

Blockchain is considered a technological innovation that comes from the incorpora-
tion of existing technologies and, lately, has received more attention due to its autonomy,
anonymity, and data immutability, becoming an emerging subject in science and organi-
zations [11]. It is a distributed database, in which a group of people controls, registers,
and shares information, that can be used in different kinds of applications and is inter-
connected through platforms and hardware all over the world. It has been identified as a
technology that has a concept based on a protocol that is inviolable to human action and it
is also based on three underlying technologies: peer-to-peer networks (P2P), cryptography,
and distributed consistency algorithms [13]. It is also accompanied by a smart contract,
which is not a necessary part of blockchain-based systems but provides natural support for
transactions carried out using the technology [14].

A blockchain is a chain of information blocks interconnected in the digital environment
of the internet, allowing for information on transactions of various kinds to be stored, linked,
and recovered, forming a large database [15]. The blockchain networks can be categorized
into public, private, and federated blockchains, based on the network management system
adopted and the permissions allowed [16]. A private blockchain is a permissioned access
platform; a public blockchain is a permissionless open data network in which any user
can add data in the form of a transaction, which is an identification data package in the
system, and these data can also be checked and copied; a federated blockchain combines
the features of both private and public blockchains [16,17].

Blockchain technology is claimed to be a technology of inviolable validation, having
decentralization as a safety measure that creates consensus and confidence in direct com-
munication between two parts, without third party intermediation. It is appropriate for
situations requiring privacy, identity control, and permissions [17,18]. Thus, a blockchain
provides immutability, transparency, and almost instantaneous insurance in the form of
information shared between two or more participants in a single transaction, eliminating
the need for third parties, creating an immutable record which can be seen by all the
relevant parties without being altered.

When addressing the blockchain theme, it is common to think of cryptocurrencies,
especially Bitcoin. However, experts in technology and economics are signaling that
blockchains may be relevant in technological research and can be used in many areas in
addition to Bitcoin [19]. Many organizations have integrated technologies which have been
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changing the environment and markets, making it easier to develop activities favoring all
parts of the process, including the agribusiness segments, resulting in positive contributions
to the agri-food supply chain.

The current agribusiness supply chains are ineffective because their integrity can be
easily counterfeited. Blockchain applications have the potential for automated control in
which the product is traced from the farm to the consumer’s table, depending on the 3P’s
(party, product, and premises) conditions; with this technology, the end consumer can
select the product they want to consume, with safety in the product quality. In addition
to the product quality differential, the price received by the producer tends to be higher
because of the guarantees. In this way, blockchains can improve traceability in agribusiness,
adding value not only for the producer but the entire production chain as well. Thus, an
infrastructure supported by the use of this technology can help guarantee food safety, as ef-
fective tracking reduces losses in the logistic process [7–10,19–23]. Blockchain applications
have been reported for other purposes related to agribusiness, such as precision agriculture
and environmental monitoring [24], transactions certification [25], smart agriculture and
smart contracts [26], consumer–retailer relationships [27,28], sustainability and coordina-
tion, performance, and order management [29], development of safer algorithms [30], and
fair-trading practices [31].

Although blockchain is a new technology, its uses and potential applications in
agribusiness are already being reported. However, the literature lacks studies that in-
vestigate the purposes for which blockchain technology has been employed. Therefore,
this study is conducted using the following research question: what are the purposes for
which blockchain has been applied in agribusiness supply chains? The main goal is to
identify the purposes for which the blockchain has been applied in the agribusiness sector.

The article is structured in five sections. The first section addresses the subject, evidenc-
ing the research problem and objective. The second section explains the methodological
procedures used to achieve the objective. In the third section, the data analysis is presented
and discussed; conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for future studies are offered in
the last section.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the steps and techniques used to achieve the objective of this research
are presented. The study is exploratory and quali-quantitative in its nature. A systematic
review of the literature was accomplished to solve the research question and reach the
objective. The review was based on articles indexed in the Elsevier’s Scopus and ISI of
Knowledge’s Web of Science (WoS) databases searched on 5 July 2019, with no restriction
on the date of publication. Relevant and high-impact studies were selected, taking into
account the databases chosen.

Following the procedures stated by the PRISMA protocol, a bibliometric review
followed by a systematic content analysis of the articles was carried out. Bibliometrics is
a quantitative and statistical technique for systematically measuring production indexes
that contribute to the topic in the academic environment, characterized by measuring
the influence of journals, researchers, and their trends [32]. The PRISMA protocol helps
researchers improve the reporting of systematic reviews or meta-analyses, since it is based
on an objective question, uses detailed and clear methods, and allows for identifying,
selecting, and critically evaluating the most relevant research on the studied subject [33].

The systematic review is presented in the following steps: (i) formulate the research
question; (ii) define the inclusion or exclusion criteria; (iii) select and evaluate the quality
of the literature included in the study; and (iv) analyze, synthesize, and disseminate the
results [34]. This choice was made due to its reliability as well as the methodological
rigor necessary to develop it. Likewise, its scope allows a general analysis of the articles’
contents, with a clear structuring of the information found [35]. The analysis continues
with two phases of operational procedures:
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First phase: two search queries were used in the databases (Scopus and WoS) to
retrieve a larger number of studies. The following keywords were inserted in the search
engine: the first attempt started using the terms “agr*” and “blockchain”, or “block chain”
and “block-chain”, returning 82 articles in the Scopus database and 221 in WoS, totaling 303
studies. In the second attempt, the search was carried out with the keywords “blockchain”,
and a sub search inserting the term “agr*”; it found 266 studies in Scopus, and 160 in
WoS, totaling 426 articles, as shown in Figure 1. The terms were searched under “title”,
“abstract”, and “keywords”, selecting “article” as the type of document.

Figure 1. Search criteria and documents retrieved in Scopus and Web of Science databases.

On completing this procedure, 729 articles were found. Then, the methodology of the
PRISMA protocol was applied, as shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. PRISMA flowchart and selection of articles for bibliometric and systematic review.

Figure 2 shows that, of the 729 articles found in the survey, only 71 met the four steps
of the protocol: identification, selection, eligibility, and inclusion. The articles that did not
have agribusiness as the study objective, those that did not make their full text available on
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the web, and those dealing with theoretical and bibliometric works, systematic reviews
and literature analyses were disregarded. However, the excluded articles contributed to a
better comprehension of the subject under study, since they were reviews of blockchain.
Thus, during this stage, it was required that the central theme of an article for inclusion was
blockchain and agribusiness, being the selected articles on the applications of blockchain
for some purpose related to agribusiness.

Second phase: frequency of articles over time, areas of knowledge, number of pub-
lications per country, institutions, and authors, as well as the word cloud, were defined
as the main bibliometric indicators; objectives, methodological procedures, purposes for
blockchain application, and countries where the study was developed were the most im-
portant topics for the systematic review. The analysis and discussion of the results were
developed through a quali-quantitative analysis, making a systematic review of the articles
by reading each of them in depth and extracting fragments of interest.

3. Results and Discussion

In the search for results regarding the purposes for which blockchain has been ap-
plied in the agribusiness supply chains, bibliometric analyses and discussions based on
a systematic review of the literature were used to find evidence from studies. Therefore,
this section presents the main results from the bibliometric analyses, and a qualitative
systematic review on the purposes for blockchain application.

3.1. Bibliometric Analysis

The bibliometric results are outlined in different parameters, such as chronological
evolution, areas of publication, countries, institutions, and authors that have published on
the subject. We found that an article from 2016 was the earliest publication in WoS, when
no publication about blockchain in agribusiness was retrieved in the Scopus database. In
2017, two studies in Scopus and five in WoS were identified; in 2018, Scopus presented
eight publications and WoS, 13. In 2019, there was a substantial increase to 32 documents
in Scopus, and 10 in WoS, showing that the subject is a recent hot topic.

Blockchain in the agribusiness sector is just beginning to be applied since the first
article was published in 2016. However, it was observed that most publications appear in
2019 and the Scopus platform stands out in terms of the number of publications. It was
deduced that research on the subject has grown significantly in the last three years. This
upward trend highlights the emerging nature of blockchain and increasing interest from
researchers, universities, and organizations, although it was only introduced in 2009 with
the Bitcoin core technology. The academic community, after some years, has identified the
potential of blockchain and its possible applications.

Sometimes, blockchain is used as a synonym of Bitcoin, having previously been used
only for cryptocurrency applications. In terms of the areas of knowledge publishing on
blockchain, it was noted that Engineering (25%), Computer Science (24%), and Social
Science (12%) were the most evident in Scopus. With WoS, it is the following: Computer
Sciences, 32%; Telecommunications, 17%; Engineering and Environmental Science, 12%
(Figure 3). However, knowledge areas vary greatly, enriching the subject interdisciplinarity
since some studies are classified in more than one knowledge area. Interdisciplinarity
is the meeting of different subjects for the construction of new knowledge, either from
a pedagogical or epistemological point of view [36]. This breakdown is justified by the
fact that blockchain is a technology that needs software developers to create programs
and algorithms that adapt to needs. Likewise, the technology is discussed in relation to
operation and development, and the application process is still very restricted. The findings
suggest that the subject is still in an exploratory phase where the technology development
precedes its application.
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Figure 3. Knowledge areas with the highest number of publications in both databases.

Ten countries stand out, China being the leader in the publishing index, with 39%,
and the USA, with 25%. Together, these two countries account for almost two-thirds
of publications worldwide. As for the other countries, Australia, South Africa, Finland,
the United Kingdom, Italy, and Germany account for 5% each, and Spain and Brazil,
account for 3% each. It should be observed that in these countries, there are institutions
investing strongly in this technology area, besides being world leaders in technological
innovation [37].

The main institutions that stand out in terms of numbers of publications on blockchain
in agribusiness are Worcester Polytechnique Institute and Beijing Technology and Business
University each with three articles published, and China Agricultural University, National
Institute of Industrial Engineering, California State University, Bakersfield, Lancaster
University, Shanghai University, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Purdue University, and
Purdue University System, with two articles each. The first two universities represent the
countries that excel in research, located in the USA (Massachusetts) and in China (Pequim),
and are known for being prominent in research investment.

The authors that excelled in numbers of publications in Scopus were Hao, Z; Kouhizadeh,
M; Mao, D; Wang, F., with three publications, and in WoS, the author Xie, C., with two
documents. It should be stressed that only the author Alcarria, R. appeared in both databases,
with one publication on each platform, and the others have publications in only one database.
Figure 4 shows the last bibliometric indicator of this study, which aimed at generating a word
cloud with the most frequent keywords mentioned in the 71 articles.

The word cloud was generated using the 692 keywords extracted from the 71 articles
evaluated. It was possible to identify that the most frequent expressions are: Blockchain,
Technology, Food, Energy, Smart, Supply Chain, Management, Traceability, System, and
Agricultural. It is observed that these words are related to agribusiness, which corroborates
the objective of this study. The following is the systematic analysis of the 71 selected studies.
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Figure 4. Word cloud of the most frequent keywords in the 71 articles on blockchain in agribusiness.

3.2. A Qualitative Systematic Review

Blockchain applications are pointed out in several sectors, including finance, in which
a significant percentage of networks were formed and used Blockchain 1.0 for cryptocur-
rency [37,38]. Other authors are categorized according to versions “2.0 and 3.0”, which are
smart contracts encompassing all the financial and economic areas with efficient applica-
tions in economics, markets, general sciences, and governmental areas [34–36]. A scheme
of the purposes for which blockchain has been applied in agribusiness was constructed in
the analysis of the selected articles, and is outlined in Figure 5. The purposes are related to
financial, energy, logistical, environmental, agricultural, cattle breeding and livestock, and
industrial management, with some specific uses within each segment. It is important to
stress that blockchain implementation has been identified in some supply chains, but they
are prototypes still in the laboratory tests and applications phase, which are related and
exemplified in the next subsection.

 

Figure 5. The purposes for which blockchain has been applied in the agribusiness sector.
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3.2.1. Blockchain Application for Finance in Agribusiness

Blockchain is considered to be one of the most promising technologies for secure finan-
cial transactions for various economic activities, including agribusiness. In agribusiness in
particular, it has the potential to revolutionize support for financial transactions for agriculture
and improve the credit system. Blockchain allows the reduction of information asymme-
try, establishing a fluent channel for transmitting information, increasing the reliability of
transactions, improving efficiency, and reducing the costs of agricultural financing [37,38].
The mechanisms for recording, storing, validating, and protecting data are aimed at solving
financing problems between all actors in agricultural supply chains. This includes farmers,
development agencies, banks, insurance companies, and other financial institutions [37,38].
The AgriDigital and OlivaCoin platforms, both enabled for blockchain, are cited as examples
of faster and safer payment opportunities in rural credit management [7,39]. Tripoli and
Schmidhuber [40] state that an integrated payment solution has been launched to increase
liquidity in private bonds and global payments using distributed ledger technology (DLT)
applied in financing and agricultural insurance through smart contracts.

Hu et al. [41] mention the study applied to delay-tolerant payment that focused
on remote rural villages in India, which have a community-run station, such as Nokia
Kuha, connected to the public internet through unreliable satellite links. Mao et al. [42]
implemented a credit assessment system, adopting blockchain to strengthen the supervision
and management of traders in the food supply chain where the entire processing flow and
logistics are provided by smart contracts. The smart contracts are programs that combine
computer protocols from the user interface to execute the terms of a contract. Since, with
blockchain, the whole process becomes more simplified, no longer needing intermediaries
involved in asset contracts, it controls the damage of the properties, tangible or intangible,
by sharing the access data [43].

3.2.2. Blockchain Application for Energy in Agribusiness

The current stage of agricultural development seeks to face the constant increase in
production with the use of new equipment and facilities. This makes the agriculture sector
a major consumer of energy. In this context, more efficient management of energy resources
in agriculture is a fundamental requirement.

Zheng et al. [44] proposed a study to minimize the consumption of photovoltaic
energy in greenhouses by using blockchain. In this system, the index that measures the
ratio of photovoltaic consumption is defined to assess the condition of consumption in
each greenhouse. As a result, the optimal load operation scheme is always recorded on
the blockchain. The authors conclude that the blockchain control strategy can effectively
improve local energy consumption. This reduces costs with the purchase and losses of
energy, improving the quality of electric grid voltage in the farms.

Another application that is also being tested is the development of an irrigation
system that minimizes energy consumption, especially in times of drought. In this field
of blockchain application, Enescu et al. [45] proposed a study on the use of photovoltaic
energy to power a soil improvement system. According to the authors, this technology can
help small farmers to better manage water resources during periods of drought.

Blockchain applications for energy purposes have encouraged users to join the re-
newable energy system. Smart systems are being tested by several industries related to
energy production in agriculture. Many of these blockchain applications are still in the pilot
project phase, but they already show considerable results in training energy producers and
distributors. The technology also acts as a facilitator in the negotiation, bringing greater
flexibility, playing an important role in the storage of data, and guaranteeing security in
the transactions and commercialization of energy.

Zhang [46] presents a digital coupon or cryptocurrency that could be introduced
into the trade of waste, energy and by-products, such as fertilizers or raw materials,
among farmers and entrepreneurs. This system could maximize the use of agricultural
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waste by encouraging farmers and companies to work together in the production and
commercialization of energy.

3.2.3. Blockchain Application for Logistics in Agribusiness

The proper management of logistic processes is essential for every agribusiness supply
chain. Blockchain has the potential to facilitate and streamline logistic processes in agribusi-
ness supply chains, and these processes can be reproduced in real time due to complete
digitalization and its automation. With the help of smart contracts, financial transfers can
be optimized, making them easier [47–49]. For those authors, this generates a guarantee of
a direct network between the incoming and outgoing of goods, and payment operations
can be carried out with more autonomy and efficiency. The invoices that are currently
created on paper and sent by post can become unnecessary with the use of technology.

Blockchain can help lower costs, in addition to adding value to products. The con-
sumer benefits from more transparency and control in the quality of the products. One of
the critical points in long supply chains is ensuring food safety. Although the development
of traceability mechanisms has brought more security to the consumer, blockchain has
elements that can make it a great differentiator in this process. This is one of the most
relevant topics in blockchain applications in agribusiness supply chains. Traceability via
blockchains allows the consumer to track the food from its origin to retail marketing, where
all of the information can be shared securely through a blockchain [50]. According to their
preliminary analysis, Lucena et al. [51] concluded that traceability and blockchain-based
certification can increase grain exports by 15% in the Brazilian context. Given that the
blockchain allows for the identification of what type of fertilizer was used to grow a given
crop, for example, this information can be accessed by retailers, auditors, and governments,
among others interested in the supply chain [52].

Another element that facilitates logistical processes in agribusiness supply chains is
smart contracts. Choi et al. [53] applied a mean-variance model to evaluate the risk sensi-
tivity of decision-makers, examining the transactions and previous data using blockchain
records. They concluded that this technology could facilitate the use of information and
increase knowledge about the demand for the products, besides being accompanied by
smart contracts, and it can be automated to the contracting mechanism, improving the
efficiency of the processes. Chang et al. [54] developed an alternative project of a private
chain to increase transparency and collaboration in product process distribution. The
project notifies status alterations to concerned parties specified in the smart contract reg-
istry; these are captured in real time and information changes are achieved through the
push of a button. This technology system proposed in the blockchain achieves a better
level of efficiency for logistics and operations. The participants of the supply chain can
reduce costs associated with the manual operations for the confirmation of tracking, with
installations of expensive information systems such as the Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).

It is worth noting that blockchains can be used in logistics, product identification, and
contract design. They allow better visualization of transactions between buyers and sellers,
without the intervention of intermediaries. The use of blockchain-based applications in
supply chains can guarantee security and induce more consistent contract management
among interested parties. Blockchains improve the management performance of complex
supply chains and enhance the customer’s services and transportation systems with new
decentralized architectures.

3.2.4. Blockchain Application for Environmental Management in Agribusiness

Agribusiness fights against the image that it negatively impacts the environment [55].
Blockchain can play a key role in the environment due to its data monitoring capability.
Research suggests that its adoption can make ecological and sustainable practices in
the supply chains easier [56,57]. Lin et al. [24] presented an evaluation tool with social
and technical requirements applying blockchains in Information and Communications
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Technology (ICT) systems in agriculture, using an interface to visualize the application in
its operation, which can promote better development and incorporation of data into local
climate, energy use, pesticides, soil quality, production costs, and biodiversity conservation.

Spreng and Spreng [58] proposed studying advances in Information Technology (IT) us-
ing social media, identifying the feasible options for an alternative global transnational climate
policy. In the research, they included consumers, fossil fuel industries, non-governmental
environmental organizations (NGOs), insurance industries, IT companies, representatives of
public administrations, and UN agencies. The label accurately shows the reliability of climate
impact and the total energy incorporated into final goods and services. Since the monitoring
system is transparent, consumers have more trust in the label.

Paiva Sobrinho et al. [59] present a management proposal for the Jundiaí River Basin,
based on the adoption of a complementary currency created with the support of blockchains.
Technological innovation, such as payment schemes for environmental systems (PES), does
not depend on the traditional financial system. Thus, it is immune to economic crises
because its creation and management are independent of banks, with the rewards being
paid to the makers in the form of cryptocurrency.

Figorilli et al. [60] implemented a blockchain prototype for open-source electronic
wood traceability, using Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) Technology, in which the
process is tracked from the standing tree to the end user. In the first step, the tree is identified
in the forest and this first stripe is associated with the information in the database: marking
date, Global Positioning System (GPS) point of the tree, species, diameter, and height.
Other information such as cutting, labels, stacking and production flows are detected by
an antenna where the information is again associated with the database. Therefore, labels
are produced during production and sale and applied on the final products destined for
the end consumer.

It was identified that the utilization of blockchain in the environment is essentially
focused on payments for environmental services, forest mapping, traceability, and climate
and soil control. However, it has the potential to be explored in several other ways,
including problems of climate change and carbon sequestration.

3.2.5. Blockchain Application for Agriculture (Farm) in Agribusiness

Agriculture is one of the most relevant fields in a country, since its production provides
food security, nutrition, and health of the population, besides maximizing the economy. In
recent years, the agricultural sector has adopted different technologies, such as Internet
of Things (IoT) and blockchain, to reach higher yields in production processes [61]. Au-
thors such as Tian [17], Li’na et al. [62], Lin et al. [24], and Mondal et al. [63] have been
dedicated to researching the use of blockchain in agriculture, essentially directed to the
production traceability.

Li’na et al. [62] proposed an agricultural product based on blockchain and logical
architecture in the supply chain, aiming at the involvement and adherence of farmers
to technologies to minimize the problem of mutual trust. Those authors presented a
food safety traceability system based on blockchain and Electronic Product Code (EPC)
Information Services. They developed a prototype to track the product from the farm to
the end consumer.

Tao et al. [64] suggested a collaborative tracking system based on blockchain and
Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS). The system adopts a smart contract
at an innovative business level to solve the issues of disclosing information sensitive to
data adulteration and reliability. Kamble et al. [65] analyzed smart contracts and the use
of blockchain in fruits and vegetables in India, addressing sustainability issues in human
relations between facilitators and Agriculture Supply Chain (ASC) practitioners. The
intention was to convince the organizations to adopt blockchain in their supply chains to
track production from farms to the final consumer.

Tian [47] and Mondal et al. [63] created blockchain inspired by IoT, that is, an architec-
ture to create a transparent food supply chain. For this purpose, they used blockchain, IoT,
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and RFID indexing terms. According to the authors, the sensing modality was integrated
with the identification for tracking and monitoring the quality of the packages, with the
food being digitized at different times along the way and the sensor data being updated, in
real time, using blockchain, providing a counterfeit-proof digital history. Therefore, any
consumer can check, in public accounting, the information on the food packages.

Dos Santos et al. [66] proposed a prototype for the certification and traceability of food
products, aiming at tracing the origins of the raw materials without revealing confidential
business information. They used the code within Rinkeby Testnet blockchain, applying it to
practical examples, including peanuts, cocoa, and apple juice, which are basic ingredients
of recipes, thus, demonstrating the feasibility of using the Ingredient Token (IGR) as a
methodological figure of certification of ingredients from the farmer to the final consumer,
without exposing the formula of the product mixture.

Patil et al. [67] presented a proposal for agriculture with a smart greenhouse, based
on activities managed by blockchains, which works through IoT devices. In the project,
the authors exhibited this model to achieve security, a light and decentralized privacy
project, optimization of resources, and energy consumption. Munir et al. [68] outlined a
project, based on an IoT system, used to monitor gardens, controllable from anywhere
using a smartphone. The system uses input data collected in real time by sensors that
guide farmers and gardeners with a mobile device displaying a list of suggested plants,
according to the climate of a particular region.

Scuderi et al. [69] demonstrated the application of blockchain to citrus fruit production
in Italy, specifically that referring to Near Field Communication (NFC), in which the process
phases involving orange juice are: production, processing, distribution, and sales, with
records in a digital profile. According to the authors, key information about citrus farms is
stored in digital profiles including the environment and cultivation, soil, water, area, season,
plant quality, growing conditions, planting season, and information on the fertilizers and
pesticides used for growing oranges. Then, the product is marketed after a digital contract
is signed and stored in blockchain.

Borrero [70] tested a traceability system for the food supply chain using blockchain,
helping the agricultural cooperatives improve transparency on the origin and processes
incorporated into the products. They developed a proof-of-concept blockchain model
(PoC) in the agri-food field for the traceability of the supply chain, proving the origin of
berry production, and personalizing the roles of each actor in the supply chain. Blockchain,
developed with this PoC concept, is being implemented and tested in a Spanish Agri-
cultural Cooperative that uses a book with permissions (hyperledger), based on a smart
contract. The demonstration was based on a previous analysis of the berry chain and the
interactions between farmers, cooperatives, their certifiers, suppliers, and supermarkets to
allow the digital representation of a large number of berries to be associated with a single
digital certification.

Salah et al. [71] suggested a system of sequence diagrams based on blockchain for
soybean traceability. They also created an algorithm model for selling soy among the several
participants, using smart contracts to track and control all interactions and transactions of
the participants involved in the ecosystem of the supply chain.

It is inferred that blockchain is being used in the agricultural sector to improve
food security, the production process, processing, and transport, besides being applied
in a management system of the supply chain to provide transparency, safety, neutrality,
and reliability in all the operations of the supply chains. Blockchain, together with IoT,
contributes to the resolution of challenges related to operation safety, quality certification,
and product origin.

3.2.6. Blockchain Application for Livestock in Agribusiness

The livestock sector is in constant evolution, requiring effective alternatives for its
process and management. Advances in transportation and communication technologies
promote the development of world markets and facilitate the establishment of animal pro-
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duction units. In that context, several authors have been discussing the use and possibility
of blockchain in that sector.

Liu et al. [72] highlight the application of blockchain in the pig meat supply chain
by addressing its influence on information sharing and state that it solves problems of
matching supply and demand in the supply chain. They added that the transaction costs
between the actors involved can be reduced, bringing several benefits: time, money, and
improvement for the whole chain through efficient management of the farms.

Sittón-Candanedo et al. [73] implemented a blockchain platform on a dairy farm to
minimize costs, through which it was possible to identify and use the available resources
more efficiently, besides making it possible to track the animals’ locations and monitor
their health conditions in real time.

Sander et al. [74] designed a study on the acceptance of blockchain in the traceability
and transparency of the meat supply chain. They highlighted the different perspectives
and opinions of stakeholders, investigating the transparency and traceability system (TTS)
of certification and customers’ perceptions as to the potential of technology in traceability.
The results of adopting the technology as a solution for the current problems affecting the
meat production chain in several countries, including Brazil, are promising.

3.2.7. Blockchain Application for Agroindustry

Blockchain can be used in the food industry in different ways since production goes
through processing and final packaging to the consumer. Several pieces of research have
been carried out focusing on this sector using, for example, two-dimensional bar code (QR
Code) technology, which can already be used in many product packages, since it makes it
possible to save a variety of data in a minimal amount of space. The final consumer can
view the whole history of the product, from production, processing, to final packaging, on
a smartphone [64,65].

The first applications are already being tested in retail companies. Walmart, in part-
nership with IBM, is using the technology in the traceability of mangoes and pig meat,
since it is possible to track the entire supply chain in a few seconds. Furthermore, with
blockchain, there is the possibility of identifying contaminated products and eliminating
them quickly and efficiently [75]. Blockchain has been also tested for traceability in the milk
industry. Behnke and Janssen [76] researched four different dairy industries with distinct
features. They investigated every process in the supply chain, from mass production to
small product batches, and identified the conditions of information ensuring improvements
in batch traceability.

Kouhizadeh et al. [56] propose the application of blockchain in a research context in
the circular economy. The authors identified the various ways in which those areas interact
between management research and its implications, improving the country’s economy and
the environment. They conducted the study with initiatives of circular economy at three
levels: macro, meso, and micro. Thus, they identified how technology can contribute to the
product, its suppression, and its synergies.

Zhu and Kouhizadeh [11] conducted a case study with industries to track the sales
performance of their products using blockchain. The uses of blockchain aimed at supplying
the following sustainability efforts in the chain: management, product reuse (recycling),
regeneration, manufacture, and waste management, which can be tracked for decision
making and product disposal. The blockchain can track information from stakeholders
such as retailers and customers.

Tallyn et al. [77] developed a Bitbarista prototype with the objective of providing
opportunities for the creation of autonomous systems aiming at contributing to the most
independent and transparent organizations. The research presented a study conducted in
three environments in an office, for one month, exploring the impact of an autonomous
coffee machine in the daily activity of coffee consumption. The Bitbarista measures the
coffee consumption using autonomous processes in blockchain, presenting the data of
origin at the time of the purchase, while aiming to reduce intermediaries in the trade of
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this product. The report of interactions with the Bitbarista and around it explores the
implications for daily life, its structures, and social values.

It has been identified that the technology can be successfully implemented in various
sectors and departments of an industry, which allows understanding for how to apply
blockchain in the development of daily activities within an industry.

4. Conclusions

Based on the bibliometric analyses, as in the results presented, it was found that the
blockchain subject has grown in academia in recent years. However, regarding the analysis
of the studies, it was possible to ascertain that, although blockchain emerged more than
ten years ago, the discussion of its application in the context of agribusiness is still very
recent. Moreover, as the technology development moves first in science, it is possible to
say that practical applications in agribusiness supply chains are less advanced.

It was verified that most publications are concentrated in the areas of Computer Sci-
ence and Engineering, which is justified by the fact that blockchain is a technology that
requires software developers to create models adapted to certain demands. Blockchain
development is concentrated in countries such as the United States and China. Although
American agribusiness is well developed, other countries where the sector plays an impor-
tant role, such as Brazil, have made a modest contribution to the scientific development of
blockchain technology.

It is relevant to note that research on the application of blockchains in agribusiness
segments is still at an early stage, including its experimentation. In the case of this study,
laboratory prototypes were found in the analysis of the articles, which are in the application
testing phase. There are several applications of the technology in the “proof of concept” phase,
and few are implemented on a large scale. There are other application possibilities, since its
potential at the moment may not be correctly estimated, as it is still an emerging technology.

Financial, energy, logistical, environmental, agricultural, livestock, and industrial are
the main purposes for which blockchain has been applied in agribusiness supply chains,
as reported in the scientific literature. The purposes are not independent or mutually
exclusive of each other. On the contrary, blockchain application in agribusiness supply
chains can provide cross-factor benefits. Blockchain applications with a logistical purpose,
for instance, may also result in energy, financial, and environmental advantages.

Blockchain is a technology in development within different sectors, with several ap-
plication possibilities and vast advantages, such as an increase in confidence, reduction of
risks in transactions, less bureaucracy, reduction of costs due to the elimination of interme-
diaries, reduction of risks and frauds, and greater privacy due to the rigorous controls made
much more secure due to the immutability of the data. Evidence has been identified that
blockchain brings countless benefits when used in agribusiness supply chains by reducing
intermediaries and transactional cost, and improving the processes as a whole. It enables
the transformation of different transactional processes, making them simpler and faster.
Accordingly, the use of blockchain in agribusiness supply chains can facilitate collaboration
safely and reliably among the participants involved in business networks. Traceability and
smart contracts are frequently reported as advantageous applications in agribusiness.

For future studies, it is suggested that issues, such as transaction costs, information
governance, new business models, information asymmetry, and the use of blockchain as a
management tool in the agribusiness sectors, be explored. Another area for investigation is
the implementation cost of that technology.
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Abstract: The Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) provides an infrastructure for developing
decentralized applications with no central authority for registering, sharing, and synchronizing
transactions on digital assets. In the last years, it has drawn high interest from the academic
community, technology developers, and startups mostly by the advent of its most popular type,
blockchain technology. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive overview of DLT analyzing
the challenges, provided solutions or alternatives, and their usage for developing decentralized
applications. We define a three-tier based architecture for DLT applications to systematically classify
the technology solutions described in over 100 papers and startup initiatives. Protocol and Network
Tier contains solutions for digital assets registration, transactions, data structure, and privacy and
business rules implementation and the creation of peer-to-peer networks, ledger replication, and
consensus-based state validation. Scalability and Interoperability Tier solutions address the scalability
and interoperability issues with a focus on blockchain technology, where they manifest most often,
slowing down its large-scale adoption. The paper closes with a discussion on challenges and
opportunities for developing decentralized applications by providing a multi-step guideline for
decentralizing the design and implementation of traditional systems.

Keywords: distributed ledger technology; blockchain; decentralized applications; technology review;
development guidelines; architecture

1. Introduction

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a disruptive technology that provides an
environment with no central authority for registering, sharing, and synchronizing transac-
tions on digital assets. By joining several computer sciences disciplines such as distributed
systems, cryptography, data structures, or consensus algorithms, it offers highly desirable
features (decentralization, openness, immutability, transparency, traceability, security, avail-
ability, etc.). Gartner has included DLT technology in the hype cycle for the first time in
2016 at the phase of an innovation trigger [1] mostly due to the advent of its most popular
type the blockchain technology. In 2017–2018, research has been committed to developing
the mechanisms to accommodate the technology to requirements such as privacy, scala-
bility, permissions, and interoperability which are essential to decentralized applications
implementation perspective and emerging business models. By 2018 the DLT has passed
the peak of inflated expectations, assuming to reach a plateau of productivity in the next
5 to 10 years [2], while in 2019 the innovation potential of the DLT is considered by Gartner
to be driven not only by the technology expectations but also by the social ones [3].

In this sense, the development of decentralized autonomous organizations and imple-
mentation of decentralized applications and the decentralized web is of high interest for
the next 10 years. Building such decentralized applications is not a straightforward process
since many technological solutions have emerged, generating a confusing context with lots
of challenges for the software industry [4].
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The main contributions of this paper are a comprehensive overview of nowadays DLT
solutions and a set of guidelines for decentralized application development. To streamline
and organize the review we have defined and used a three-tier conceptual architecture [5,6]
(see Figure 1). Each tier aggregates alternative DLT solutions to address specific issues in
the implementation of decentralized applications:

• The Protocol and Network Tier (PN-Tier) aggregates the core DLT elements and
organizes them in two layers. The Protocol Layer contains technology solutions for
digital assets registration, transactions, data structures, privacy, and business rules
implementation. The Network Layer contains technology solutions for creating a
peer-to-peer network, ledger replication, and consensus-based validation.

• The Scalability Tier (S-Tier) runs most of the time a parallel DLT network and ag-
gregates technological solutions for addressing the scalability issues raised by the
PN-Tier. We have focused on solutions for blockchain ledger scalability problems such
as storage scalability, transaction throughput, and computational scalability.

• The Interoperability Tier built on top of the previous two tiers addresses integration
and interoperability of multiple DLT applications and systems deployments.

Figure 1. Three-tier architecture for decentralized applications development.

For each architectural tier, we have identified the main technological challenges and
used them as criteria of including relevant solutions, and technologies aiming to create a
consistent overview of the current technological state of the art. In the case of Scalability
and Interoperability Tiers, the focus is mostly on blockchain technology. The reason for
this is the higher level of maturity the applications developed using blockchain are often
facing problems related to the transaction throughput, storage space, gas consumption, or
interoperability with other chains.

Finally, we provide a guideline for building decentralized applications discussing
the main steps and the technologies selection concerning the challenges that need to
be addressed.
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Most distributed ledger technology reviews found in the literature are focusing almost
exclusively on the blockchain ledgers [7,8] and do not consider the other DLT variations
such as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) [9] and other combinations or hybrid solutions [10].
In our review, we have addressed these DLT variations in the Protocol and Network Tier.
Even though in the Scalability and Interoperability Tiers we focus on the blockchain ledgers,
being the more mature technology, some of the solutions and patterns referenced can be
adopted by other DLT variations. At the same time, our review was driven by a decentral-
ized application architecture that has been used and validated in previous publications.
We have successfully used it for the implementation of decentralized applications in the
domains of smart energy grid (demand response [6], peer to peer energy trading [11],
flexibility management [12], etc.), stock exchange [13], or vaccine distribution [14]. As
result, the criteria for selecting the technologies and organizing the review are strictly
related to the development issues that may be encountered and need to be addressed in
each tier. Finally, the guideline for decentralized application development provided on top
of the reviewed literature can drive the selection of various DLT alternatives based on the
issue encountered helping the community orienting in such an effervescent and confusing
technological context. We could not find a similar guideline in the reviewed literature.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the technological
solutions for the PN-Tier, Section 3 reviews the mechanisms of S-Tier for improving the PN-
Tier’s scalability in three directions: storage, transaction throughput, and computational,
Section 4 describes the interoperability solutions among federated blockchain ledgers,
Section 5 discusses guidelines for developing decentralized applications, while Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Protocol and Network Tier

Different solutions for PN-Tier have been proposed addressing specific challenges [4,15–19].
We have identified the technological components that are grouped at the protocol and
network layers. The security of the entire tier is ensured as a result of integrating the public-
private key cryptography for locking and unlocking transactions, with the tamper-resistant
data structures and consensus algorithms.

2.1. Protocol Layer

The protocol layer represents the core of the technology that runs on each full node
in the peer-to-peer network. It is governed by rules that specify what, when, how, and
by whom the assets are operated on the chain and features four types of technological
components: asset representation, data structure, privacy, and business rules enforcement.

2.1.1. Type of Asset and Data Structures

The tokenization process refers to the possibility of modeling different goods in a DLT
system as digital assets that can be issued and transferred according to a predefined set of
rules. The common terminology for an asset representation in DLT systems is Token or
Coin. We have identified two types of tokens that can be represented in the system (see
Table 1): native tokens and tokens based on real assets (asset-based tokens). Native tokens
are tokens defined in the DLT system, completely independent of the real world, thus the
rules governing the issuance and the transfer are completely defined in the system (through
Initial Coin Offerings or mining reward schemes), and do not rely on any third trusted
party. Bitcoin [4], Ether [15], EtherTulips [20], Grid [21], Rarible [22], CryptoKitties [23],
NRGcoin [24] or Telcoin [25] are examples of such tokens that are completely virtual and
have economic value based on supply and demand.
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Table 1. Type of digital assets modeled using blockchain.

Type Token Example Fungibility Issuers

Native tokens
Bitcoin, Ether, CryptoKitties [4,15,23] Yes Mining Reward Schemes

ERC20, ERC223, ERC-621 [26] Yes Initial Coin Offerings
ERC721 [26] No Initial Coin Offerings

Asset-Based Tokens

Real Estate [27] No Government Land Registries [28]
Patents [29] No U.S. Patent & Trademark Office [30]

Academic Records [31] No The Registrar’s Office [32]
Gold Yes Royal Mint Gold [33]

Real-life assets can also be represented through tokens in DLT systems, offering the
opportunity to represent, transfer and track them. By using asset-based tokens, the chain
can keep track of different kinds of assets, both tangible (real estate, cars, money, art,
etc.) and intangible (patents, trademarks, copyrights, etc.). The DLT systems representing
real-life assets must rely on a trusted third party to issue each token concerning the real
object. Similarly, a transfer on-chain must be done under the governance of such a trusted
party since any issue regarding a wrongful transfer on the chain can be verified only by
communicating with the external systems.

In DLT systems, the real-life flow of assets is represented in the network as transactions
between peers. The DLT requires specialized data structures at its core that can ensure
three properties over the stored transactions: provenance, asset ownership validation, and
immutability. Hash pointers have been frequently integrated with different data structures
intended for DLT usages. Due to the hash functions’ collision-resistant, data concealing,
and data binding properties, the hash pointers are the best choice for adapting common
data structures to the DLT requirements thus obtaining: linked list with hash pointers (e.g.,
blockchain), binary trees with hash pointers (e.g., Merkle Trees), graphs with hash pointers
(e.g., Hash Graphs), etc.

Two main directions identified are related to distributed ledger data structures for
representing peers’ transactions, namely blockchain and direct acyclic graph (DAG).

The blockchain structure, as its name suggests, is a chain formed by linked back blocks,
also known as Linked List using hash pointers (see Figure 2a). Each block contains all
the transactions that occurred in the system in a short period (e.g., ~10 min for Bitcoin,
or ~12 s for Ethereum). All the transactions contained in the block are hashed together in
a Merkle Tree data structure, where the root of the tree is referenced in the block header
and acts as a digital fingerprint of the entire collection. Thus, blockchain becomes an
append-only data structure that gathers all the benefits of the hashing and cryptographic
functions and, with the integration of a consensus algorithm, ensures an immutable history
log of the entire activity of the network. The blockchain structure is implemented in
well-known solutions such as Bitcoin [4], Ethereum [15], Litecoin [17], Hyperledger [34],
CryptoNode [35], Ripple [36], and Zerocash [19].

A less popular data structure is DAG firstly mentioned in [37]. Since its proposal,
several platforms have been developing solutions based on DAG variations: Dagcoin [38],
IOTA [16], HashGraph [39], or hybrid systems like Holochain [40], and Flowchain [41].
Among the DAG-based systems, IOTA is the most used solution. It uses a DAG, called
tangle, as a ledger for storing the transactions as depicted in Figure 2b. The entire graph
starts with a genesis transaction that is approved directly or indirectly by all the transactions
in the graph. Whenever a new transaction is submitted, it must validate and confirm two
previous transactions from the graph that were not yet approved (i.e., tips). The tips
selection algorithm is based on the family of Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms and
it considers the cumulative weights of sub-tangles. Whenever a situation of conflicting
transactions appears, the higher the cumulative weight of the transaction is, the more
secure it is.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Data for representing peers’ transactions structures: (a) blockchain using linked lists and (b) Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAG).

While the most successful solutions and research directions are focused on blockchain-
based DLT, the DAG solutions have yet to overcome considerable shortcomings in terms of
centralization and scalability to be considered suitable alternatives to blockchain-based
DLTs [42].

2.1.2. Privacy of Transacting Parties and Data

Most of the popular DLT solutions preach the properties of transparency and openness
to be major benefits brought by the technology. By providing open information about
the transacting parties (pseudo-anonymous most of the time) and transacted assets, the
systems offer clear history and audit advantages. However, in many use cases where the
privacy of data is highly required [43] (e.g., medical use cases [44,45]), many of the DLT
solutions may prove to be unsuitable due to their transparency and openness. With the
emerging General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) restrictions, the privacy of data is
one of the most controversial subjects in the DLT systems. In this direction, solutions have
emerged that aim to hide the details regarding the transaction information, while at the
same time keeping the reliability of the system by allowing consistency checks, validation,
and audit regarding the previous actions and history [46].

In Bitcoin versions of the DLT, the value of the transacted asset is clearly stated,
and the nodes can easily check the ownership over the asset by checking the history and
identifying the unspent transaction outputs (UTXO). The biggest challenge is that by hiding
the transaction data, the nodes in the system should still be able to validate the availability
of the funds and the ownership of the sender over that asset. Coin Mixers have been
developed over Bitcoin to hide information and prevent tracking and tracing of transacted
assets. One of these approaches is CoinJoin [47] which aims to aggregate multiple users
to agree upon several inputs and outputs and then sign the transactions. This makes it
harder for the coins to be traced across the transactions since the group of inputs provided
to a transaction will not belong to the actual sender. Similarly, Dash [48] aims to provide
mixing services but instead of using a central point that is responsible for mixing inputs
and outputs like CoinJoin, it provides a second layer of master nodes over Bitcoin.

A private-public key cryptographic mechanism is proposed by Quorum [49] to hide
the transacted value. The encrypted transactions are shared point-to-point only to the
involved parties, and a private state is defined by the Quorum node, where these encrypted
transactions are stored. The encryption keys are shared between the involved parties, to
validate the transaction. However, the shared blockchain (public state) only contains the
hash of the encrypted transaction. This leads to a shortcoming of the system since the
network cannot verify the validity of the private transactions, this being done only by the
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involved parties. The shortcoming of Quorum is overcome by integrating Zero-Knowledge
proof mechanisms [50] with DLT systems.

Zero-knowledge proofs have been added to digital currencies, such as Zerocoin [19,51]
to create anonymous Bitcoin transactions without the need of third parties such as CoinJoin
and Dash. The Zero-Knowledge proof mechanisms, mainly succinct Non-Interactive
Zero-Knowledge proofs (ZkSnarks) [52] are used to ensure the transactions’ validation
without revealing actual information about the parties involved. The Zero-Knowledge
proofs require that a Verifier could easily check that the Prover owns a secret, without
revealing the actual secret to the Verifier. Consider a simple scenario, where the network
owns a hash value H. An actor wants to prove to the network that he holds the secret
s, that hashed offers the value of H. Normally, the actor would need to reveal the secret
to the network. ZkSnarks aim to enhance this model, by allowing the actor to prove
ownership over the data without disclosing any information regarding the secret. In this
sense, ZkSnarks introduces a proving function, that can be used by the actor to issue a proof
showing that the private secret is indeed corresponding to the public information H and
a verification function that can be executed by any participant in the network to validate
whether the proof corresponds to the public information H. ZCash [19] implements a
ZkSnarks mechanism as an improvement of the Bitcoin system that ensures the privacy of
the transactions. It requires any transaction to be locked by a secret, called a commitment,
and unlocked by a participant that holds the secret and who can generate the relevant proof,
called the nullifier. The commitment is issued off-chain by the sender of the transaction,
having as secret information the value and the receiver’s public key. Similarly, the nullifier
is computed off-chain by the receiver, proving that he owns the necessary information to
spend the locked value. The commitment and the nullifier are registered on-chain. The
commitments are registered in the commitment tree, and each time a transfer is required, a
nullifier for one of these commitments needs to be issued and then registered in the nullifier
set as future proof for avoiding double-spending attacks. The verifiers of the nullifier are
all mining nodes that need to validate the integrity of the transactions.

Homomorphic encryption is another approach that aims to improve the privacy of
blockchain solutions in MimbleWimble [53], a system designed to provide an untraceable
version of Bitcoin. It is a side chain that takes advantage of cryptographic properties to
hide transacted values. In Bitcoin, each transaction is represented by an input amount
that has an associated past UTXO that it unlocks, and an output amount locked by the
receiver’s key. The restriction imposed by the Bitcoin system is that the output amount of a
transaction should never exceed the input amount of it. MimbleWimble uses Elliptic Curve
Cryptography and Homomorphic encryption, leveraging on the fact the computations
applied on the cyphertexts offer the same results as if applied on the plaintext. Therefore,
in MimbleWimble the transacted amounts are blinded and by applying computations on
the obtained cyphertexts they are further involved in mathematical operations proving
that the input values of the transaction equal with the output values, obtaining the same
results as they would have been performed directly in plaintext.

Another commonly used strategy, that hides the transferred asset amount of a trans-
action and the parties involved, is the ring signature. CryptoNote [54] is one of the first
protocols that proposes the use of ring signatures for issuing transfers by specifying a
group of possible signers to avoid the possibility of discovering the exact sender of the
money. Considering a group of N parties (sub-group of network participants) involved in
the ring, one of the parties can sign the message, resulting in a signature that can be verified
by anyone in the network, but without the possibility of detecting the exact signing party.
Furthermore, in Monero [18], the authors use Stealth addresses for the receiving parties.
Each Monero account is composed of two private keys (view and spend key) and the public
address. As their name suggests, the view key is used to track all the transactions that were
published and are destined for that account. The spend key is used to send transactions
and the public address is the one used by a sender to compute the one-time public key
(stealth address), unique for each transaction. The stealth addresses offer non-linkable
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transactions, which means that the outputs are not associated with the addresses of the
wallets. However, this solution does not provide complete privacy since the sender can
trace when the money is spent by the receiver. A completely private system would need to
offer both non-linkable and non-traceable transactions.

Table 2 presents comparatively the main privacy-preserving techniques identified for
DLT and the privacy features they are offering. The coin mixers do not offer complete
privacy, although they offer non-traceability mechanisms, the actual values transmitted
are still visible. In terms of non-traceability however, the Zero-Knowledge Proofs were not
yet validated as completely untraceable, due to the complexity of the algorithms involved.
ZCash aims to provide traceable capabilities for the system, to be able to detect malicious
users, which leads to the conclusion the transactions may not be completely untraceable [19].
Private-Public Key cryptography and Coin mixers also have one main disadvantage,
because they rely on central authorities to provide Key sharing services and mixing services
respectively. Another important property is the advanced scripting capability, where Coin
mixers and Homomorphic Encryption mechanisms prove not to be a good solution, while
the Zero-Knowledge Proof solution although feasible, has the drawback of using high
computational resources for applying the cryptographic algorithms.

Table 2. DLT main privacy presenting techniques.

Features
Private-Public

Key Encryption
Zero-Knowledge

Proofs
Ring

Signatures
Homomorphic

Encryption
Coin

Mixers

Hidden Data yes yes yes yes no
Non-traceable yes n/a yes yes yes
Non-linkable no yes yes no yes
Decentralized no yes yes yes no

Private Business Enforcement no yes no no no
Transaction validation by network no yes yes yes yes

2.1.3. Business Rules Enforcement over Transactions

The capability of a DLT system to support business implementation that can be run
in a decentralized way, and then be verified and audited by all the nodes in the system,
is usually provided through smart contracts. Opposed to the concept suggested by their
names, the smart contracts are not very smart and may not provide a contract in the legal
sense, but rather they are pieces of code similar to the stored procedures that are executed
and validated by the nodes in the system, whenever they are triggered. However, there are
DLT systems such as Bitcoin that are offering few possibilities for scripts to be implemented.
Not being a Turing Complete language, the Bitcoin script language does not permit the
implementation of complex business logic required for more advanced use cases. As a
result, new DLT systems have emerged that allow customizing decentralized applications
and enforcement of business logic in a decentralized way regarding when, how, and by
whom may an asset transfer be executed.

In Table 3 a comparison of the main state of the art approaches for enforcing the
business rules on DLT is presented. There are two types of approaches that allow smart
functionality to be implemented and run across the nodes of the network: stateless and
stateful [55]. The Stateless implementation is offering the possibility to implement custom
logic at the level of transactions. Whenever a transaction is issued there is a set of rules that
can be verified before rendering the transaction valid. The Stateful systems, on the other
hand, offer Business-oriented functionalities, by focusing on the rules that govern the use
case, and keeping the state of the business in tamper-resistant structures (Patricia Merkle
Trees, adapted from [56]) that are easily verifiable and audited by the entire distributed
system. In the Stateful Systems, the transaction has the role of triggering changes and
applying updates on the stored state.
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Table 3. Business rules enforcement on DLT.

Type Implementation Platform
Enforcement

Flexibility
Costs Exploitation Risks

Stateless Transaction
Oriented

Transactional Rules

Built-In Enforcement
Bitcoin [4], Litecoin [17] Limited None Low

Nxt [57] Templates None Low
Piggy Backed Enforcement Counterparty [58] Turing Complete Fee per instruction High

Stateful Business
Oriented

State Storage
Smart Contracts &

Merkle Patricia Tree Ethereum [15] Turing Complete Fee per instruction High

Smart Contracts & NoSQL DB HyperLedger [34] Turing Complete None High

In terms of functional complexity, some systems allow full computation capabilities
by supporting Turing Complete languages for smart contract implementations or partial
capabilities by offering a limited range of operations or fixed predefined templates. Both
approaches have their advantages. On one hand, full capabilities are desired to be able to
model and enforce any complex business system. Turing Completeness allows this, but
it requires higher transactional costs. The on-chain computation demands for each node
to execute possibly complex scripts; thus, the costs are proportional with the number of
instructions. Furthermore, a complex and flexible language makes the system susceptible to
different kinds of attacks that can be caused by exploiting different language shortcomings
or human errors during the business logic implementations like call depth attack, race
conditions, timestamp dependency, transaction ordering dependency, etc. On the other
hand, the risk of exploits is highly reduced by limiting the operations allowed or by
providing predefined templates.

2.2. Network Layer

The network layer technologies are related to the peer-to-peer network formed by
the nodes that hold copies of the ledger (full nodes or light nodes) and participate as
active players in the network. The main technological components identified at this layer
are targeting the data propagation among the nodes, the peer’s registration and network
permission, and the consensus among peers.

2.2.1. Data Propagation and Replication

In terms of transaction data propagation, the first generation of DLT systems (Bit-
coin [4], Litecoin [17], Ethereum [15], etc.) relied on full-discovery or global disclosure.
This is one of the strongest features of blockchain systems since a complete replication of
the data offers high availability and reliability. However, there are use cases (e.g., banking,
enterprise data) that impose restrictions regarding access to transaction information [59].
Two categories of systems have been identified based on how the transactions are propa-
gated in the system. Firstly, the global disclosure mechanism, implemented by the systems
where all the full nodes have access to all the transactions published in the system, and
secondly, the selective disclosure mechanism where nodes have access only to exclusive
transactions that are targeting either specific businesses or only the involved parties.

Most of the blockchain ledgers adopt a global disclosure approach to offer high
reliability in an open system where any node can join. The entire system is a peer-to-peer
network, where all the nodes are equal. Whenever a new event is issued (a new transaction,
a new block) the data is propagated through the entire network, and each node can verify
and validate the integrity of the data. The redundancy in storage and computation makes
it very difficult for a malicious node to influence the system to its advantage. To attack (e.g.,
double-spending attack) on a globally disclosed DLT, an elaborate plan must be conducted
by the malicious node. It must analyze the network topology (network segmentation) and
issue contradictory actions for each half of the network, with the purpose of convincing
half of the network to agree with the malicious action taken.

Having a global disclosure between all the peers in the network has obvious advan-
tages since such a system benefits from the high replication and availability brought by a
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large number of nodes, as well as Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus between these nodes
regarding the data. However, some clients/businesses prefer having more privacy and
control over their data. This property is especially desired in private and consortium chains
(e.g., banking systems), where the transactions are required to be shared only between
the transacting parties. Although such a paradigm shift may lead to lower reliability
in the system, the risks are highly attenuated if these requirements are implemented in
permissioned systems where each stakeholder has its identity known and can be held
accountable for his actions.

One of the selective disclosure approaches is presented in the Hyperledger Multichan-
nel Architecture [60]. The system relies on third-party entities, called Orderers, which are
required to order the transactions and publish them according to the category (business
specific) in a corresponding channel. A Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus protocol is im-
plemented between the Orderers, to ensure consistency between the decisions. A channel is
a business-specific queue that broadcasts all the transactions to the subscribed parties. All
the subscribers (peers) will receive the transactions in the same order in cryptographically
linked blocks. A peer can be subscribed to more than one chain, but the chains do not inter-
act with each other and each block received will contain only transactions corresponding
to the corresponding business. Quorum [49] is another approach that aims to improve
security by keeping the exclusive transactions shared only between the involved parties.
The system is a hybrid between the global and selective disclosure paradigms, by allowing
public transactions to be fully replicated and exclusive transactions to be shared only across
the parties. The Quorum’s privacy engine defines a private state tree that is updated with
contracts and transactions that are sent point-to-point only to the interested parties. The pri-
vate transaction contents are encrypted using Public Key cryptography, and only the users
holding the private keys have access and can decrypt the actual content of the transaction.
Proof of these events is also registered in the public chain, by hashing the encrypted private
transaction. A similar permissioned implementation is also designed in Corda [61] where
the network is formed of permission services, notary services, and peers. The system aims
to provide redundancy while also keeping the transactions only known to the involving
parts. Any transaction that occurs in the system must be signed and approved by both
participants, and by the notary service responsible to validate transactions and prevent
double-spending events. The notary service can be one entity or multiple entities that are
coordinated by a consensus algorithm.

In Table 4, the comparison between the Data propagation patterns found in the
literature is presented. One of the biggest disadvantages of the current selective disclosure
systems is their trust in different central authorities. The Quorum system requires some
level of trust between the private parties, and the other systems rely on central authorities
that are responsible either for forwarding the messages like in the case of the Hyperledger
MultiChannel system or on authorities responsible to validate the integrity of transactions
like in the case of Corda [61] or Plasma [62]. Consequently, selective disclosure should be
considered only in trusted environments, where the central authorities can be considered
a source of truth, while for public environments, global disclosure should be considered
such that any party involved in the network can validate the integrity of the transactions.

Table 4. DLT data propagation patterns.

Type Platform Trusted Parties
Global Disclosed Selective Disclosed

Data Structure Data Structure

Public DLTs Ethereum [15], Bitcoin [4], etc. - All transactions Blockchain - -

Business Specific
Chains

HyperLedger Multi-channel [60] Orderer - - Exclusive
transactions Queues, Blockchain

Plasma [62] Central Authority,
N delegates

Public Transactions
+ settlements Blockchain Exclusive

transactions Blockchain

Point-to-Point
transactions

Corda [61] Notary Service - - Exclusive
transactions Local database

Quorum [49] Private parties
Public transactions,
Hashes of Exclusive

Transactions
Blockchain Exclusive

transactions Merkle Patricia Tree
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2.2.2. Permission Mechanisms

Over the years the private institutions that realized the potential of the systems behind
DLT, started to evaluate the integration of such systems with their businesses. However,
some key components rendered the public chain unsuitable for many institutional and
enterprise solution requirements, so they started to investigate new systems that address
the issues regarding the governance and the permissions of the system. Firstly, in an
enterprise solution, the participants need to be known and vetted before given access. Such
a decision has a great impact on the system, even in terms of security and consensus. Since
the participants are known, thus can be held accountable for their actions, the need for
a high energy-consuming algorithm like Proof-of-Work is no longer justified. Therefore,
there is a strong relationship between the requirements regarding access rights and the
consensus algorithms suitable for a specific business.

The difference between public, private, permissionless, and permissioned DLT/
blockchain is given mainly by the rights of the users in the system. Based on the classifica-
tion presented in Table 5, the difference between private and public chains is established
according to the target audience that has access (reading rights) to the chain. Restricting the
access of a group to the chain renders the chain private. According to the group of people
accessing the chain, it can be a consortium or an enterprise solution, where the consortium
solution operates under the leadership of a group of companies, and the enterprise solution
is under the operation of a single entity.

Table 5. Public vs Private Blockchain permissions.

Action
Public Chain Private Chain

Permission-Less Permissioned Consortium Enterprise

Chain Access Everyone Everyone Group Owner Group Owner
Transactions Everyone Owners & Validated Users Owners & Validated Users Administrator

Commit to chain Everyone Owners & subset of
Validated Users

Owners & subset of
Validated Users Administrator

In public DLTs, some restrictions can also be imposed regarding the users’ access
and permissions. In a permissioned ecosystem, the validators are known and accountable
for their actions, thus a certain level of trust between the nodes can be considered. In
a permission-less system, on the other hand, any user can perform any type of action
(transactions of an asset, as well as commits of new blocks to the chain). Consequently,
permission-less DLTs require Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus algorithms, since the
openness of the system allows even malicious nodes to join, making the network susceptible
to a larger range of attacks.

2.2.3. Consensus Protocols

Figure 3 presents a taxonomy of the consensus algorithms which are classified in Non-
Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms and Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms. The difference
is given by the ability of algorithms to reach an agreement, integrity, and termination in
case of existing faulty or attacker nodes in the distributed system, thus Non-Byzantine
fault-tolerant ones rely on the assumption that all the nodes are fair, while the Byzantine
fault-tolerant algorithms can handle situations when the number of malicious nodes is as
high as half of the total number of nodes.
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Figure 3. Consensus algorithms taxonomy.

The Non-Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols are leader-based, such as 2-Phase Commit [63]
and RAFT [64], where a leader election algorithm is used to select a leader that will
centralize the votes and commit the transaction. Furthermore, they are quorum-based,
where a subset of the processes is selected to validate the transaction using a voting scheme.
A well-known algorithm of this class is the Paxos algorithm [65] that solves consensus in a
network of processes that may fail but are correct (there exist no faulty processes that may
lie). In Quorum, RAFT algorithm is used, where a predetermined leader is creating a block
that is sent to each node in the cluster [66].

The Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols aim to assure that the peers can agree on a system
valid state even in case some of them feature faulty or malicious behaviors. The idea is to
find a model and protocol for a network of message-passing processes, some of them being
faulty, such that a general agreed state can be extracted from the distributed system. The
Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols can be classified as Byzantine Agreement protocols and
Proof Protocols [67]. In terms of finality, proof-protocols are known not to be final, however,
they offer probabilistic finality, since once many blocks are sealed over, the probability of a
block’s state to change is very low.

The Byzantine Agreement (BA) protocols use a quorum-based mechanism where a
subset of the nodes must agree on a transaction validity. Examples of such algorithms are
the Byzantine Paxos algorithm [68], the Practical byzantine fault tolerance algorithm [69],
and variants that address the robustness such as Ardvark [70] and RBFT [71] or that ad-
dress the performance problems of PBFT, such as Q/U [72], HQ [73], Zyzzyva [74] and
ABsTRACTs [75]. An interesting Byzantine fault tolerant distributed commit protocol is
proposed in [76], where the authors enhance the classical 2-Phase Commit protocol by
replicating the coordinator to successfully terminate when the coordinator failed and by
building a quorum of coordinators to validate transactions and identify malicious partici-
pants.

The Proof Protocols (PP) are used by most of the public DLT systems [77,78] for sup-
porting the consensus mechanisms to ensure the consistency of the ledger state across
the network nodes. The Proof Protocols have defined two categories of nodes: Provers
and Verifiers, where the Prover who may have unlimited resources needed to convince
Verifier nodes with limited resources, about the truthfulness of a statement. As opposed
to BA protocols, which use a quorum of participants to validate a transaction by voting,
PP such as Proof of Work (PoW) and various alterations algorithms validate a transaction
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(or a set of transactions) by solving a computationally-intensive problem by a Prover that
requires a lot of physical resources and makes infeasible for an attacker to cast an erroneous
vote. The time needed by the prover to solve the computationally intensive problem gives
the mining rate and directly influences the throughput (number of transactions) and the
network scalability. From the initial implementation of PoW in Bitcoin, where one block
was generated every 10 min, PoW variations have been proposed aimed at improving
the mining rate to obtain a higher throughput of transactions per second. The Greedy
Heaviest Observed Subtree (GHOST) protocol [79] proposed by Ethereum increases the
mining rate from 1 block per 10 min to 1 block per ~15 s. To avoid the potential problems
that may arise due to delayed propagation of blocks, GHOST uses references to orphan
blocks or uncles (valid blocks that were not accepted in the main chain due to network
delays) to increase the weight of the longest chain. In this sense, each new block can contain
references to previous uncles and for each of the referenced uncles, the miner will receive a
small incentive, consequently, the miner of the uncle will also be rewarded when a new
block refers to it. This mechanism discourages the faulty miners to mine on forked chains
and from perusing long-range attacks. Other variations of PoW have been considered to
impose some restrictions on the hardware devices used for mining by encouraging the
implementation of ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) resistant algorithms for
hashing. This came because of Bitcoin’s early years when hardware companies started to
profit from the popularity of blockchain solutions by developing ASICs to increase the hash
rate of the computing nodes. However, one such circuit may cost around 3000 dollars [80],
which makes it unprofitable for a simple user to invest in such hardware and gives more
power and control to large companies and the manufacturer. To avoid this problem, the
next generation of DLT solutions researched and applied new hash functions that are ASIC
resistant. ASIC resistant algorithms try to shift their strategy from CPU intensive algo-
rithms to memory intensive algorithms, called Memory hard puzzles. This came because
the performance of processors has increased over time at an exponential rate, as opposed to
the memory which has known a more linear increase. The purpose of these algorithms is to
design a method that requires large amounts of data to be stored, that cannot be efficiently
parallelized. Scrypt [81] is one of the first ASIC resistant algorithms and is currently widely
used by many applications. However, Litecoin, which is one of the top platforms that use
this algorithm set the memory size at 128 KB [82] thus making it possible to be stored at the
CPU cache level. This restriction was applied since the Scrypt algorithm requires the same
resources for solution verification as for the solution discovery and higher requirements
would stress too much the regular non-mining nodes. Dagger Hashimoto [83] on the other
hand, is an algorithm that provides an easy verification solution, thus allowing the Prover’s
requirements in memory size to increase up to 1 GB RAM. Equihash is also a widely used
hashing algorithm. However, the main disadvantage, as the authors themselves state [84],
is that the algorithm is parallelizable, which is not a quality desired in ASIC resistant
algorithm. Finally, the Cuckoo hash cycles [85], used in [86,87], are also considered a
reasonable solution when talking about ASIC resistance. Other relevant variations of PoW
algorithms aim at giving a purpose for all the energy and computational resources of the
network [88]. Since the network uses large computational resources whose only purpose
is to prove and validate the next block of the blockchain, the concept of Proof of Useful
Work is launched as an alternative to trying to use the computational power for a publicly
beneficial domain. Such implementations aim to do research work (or Proof-of-Research).
They gather the computational power across the network to provide solutions to some of
the world’s problems. CureCoin [89] is implementing an algorithm called SigmaX that
aims to perform protein unfolding to find a cure for different diseases. Proof of Activity [90]
is a PoW alteration algorithm found in Decred [91]. The algorithm starts as a simple PoW
algorithm until one correct hash is found; the block is then transmitted in the network,
but it is not yet added to the blockchain. To become a valid block, it needs to be signed
by N holders in the network. The PoW obtained hash is used to generate N numbers that
correspond to N coins generated since the genesis of the blockchain. Each of these coins
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has one current stakeholder who will be required to sign the current block. The signature
of all the N stakeholders is required to consider the block valid. In case that some of the
stakeholders are not online and cannot sign, then the miners will continue their job to find
a new hash and ask other stakeholders to sign the block. This approach makes attacks upon
the network more difficult since it makes use of the advantages brought by both systems.

Virtual Mining Protocols offer an alternative to the PoW by keeping a high cost for
the Prover, but changing the resource consumed. If the cost of the Prover in PoW is the
energy consumed, which would be lost if the Prover does not offer honest work to be
validated and rewarded by the network, in the virtual mining Protocols the cost is a deposit
of coins that are offered as insurance for their honest work. If up until now the node was
chosen based on its result to the computationally intensive problem, now the node will
be elected in a pseudo-random way, and the chance of winning will be proportional to
the number of coins/stakes of the owner of the system. Thus, in Virtual Mining Protocols,
the clients have the mining potential proportional to the percentage of the stake they hold.
Four virtual mining approaches have been identified across different solutions: Proof of
Stake considers the age of the coin in the algorithm, thus requiring for some coins not to
be spent for some time; Proof of Burn requires a relevant amount of coins to be destroyed
and a proof of the destroying transaction to be provided; Proof of Deposit requires for
some coins to be put away for some time in a vault; Proof of Authority suggests that only
trusted parties are entitled to provide commits to the system, which can be required where
high-security properties need to be implemented [92], like in the case of private Enterprise
solutions. However, all four algorithms have the same purpose that is, incentivizing the
honest work of the miner by promising as a reward a sum of coins greater than the initial
insurance. According to [93], the Casper version of Proof-of-Stake (PoS) is considered a
suitable alternative for the permissioned systems, by considering only a fixed set of users
as validators of blocks. Another flavor of Proof-of-Stake commonly used for permissioned
systems is the Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS). In DPoS, N witnesses are periodically
selected by stakeholders of the system, such that enough decentralization is ensured. Out
of the N witnesses, each witness has its chance to propose the next block, and then be
rewarded for its contribution. From existing Virtual Mining Protocols, the PoS a good
potential of becoming the most used consensus protocol in DLTs because it addresses
fundamental problems of the PoW protocol such as computational waste and high-power
demand [94]. Anyway, in the case of the PoS algorithm, since the nodes propose a new
block by guaranteeing with their stake it gives rise to the “nothing-at-stake” vulnerability.
This means that when a fork appears in the context of a network partitioning, an attacker
node can propose a block on either chain, hoping that at least one block will be accepted.
The node guarantees each proposed block with its stake, but due to network partitioning,
it is difficult for other nodes to observe and penalize this misbehavior. This situation can
lead to other forks or to the fact that the attacker node receives rewards for proposing
new blocks. In PoW algorithms, the “nothing-at-stake” vulnerability is avoided since
when proposing a new block, the node has to solve a computational puzzle that consumes
electrical energy, and by proposing two blocks on two chains from a fork means that the
node has to solve twice the problem, thus doubling its costs. There are two categories of PoS
mechanism: (i) chain-based PoS that mimics PoW by assigning pseudo-randomly the right
to generate new blocks to various nodes and (ii) Byzantine Fault Tolerant PoS that is based
on BFT research. They address the “nothing-at-stake” vulnerability in different ways. The
chain-based PoS are penalizing nodes when sending multiple blocks on competing chains
(e.g., Slasher [95,96], or Casper [93]). The BFT PoS mechanisms allow validators to vote on
blocks by casting several messages, with two rules: finality condition (to determine when a
hash is finalized) and slashing conditions (to determine when a validator misbehaved and
must be excluded). A block is considered finalized once enough votes have been cast and
all nodes from the DLT agree on adding it to the canonical history. This involves sending
many messages in the network to make aware other nodes that a new block was proposed
and running a version of the Byzantine Agreement on the new block.
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Propagating many messages in the network impacts system scalability, thus methods
to reduce the number of messages exchanged are needed leading to the development of
hybrid approaches between Byzantine Agreement and Proof protocols [97]. Two techniques
are found in the literature addressing this: (i) quorum based voting—when a node is
selected randomly as the prover and a subset of nodes are selected to be verifiers that run
a Byzantine Agreement protocol (Algorand [94]); and (ii) sharding-based approaches—
where the blockchain is split into shards for inter-shard transactions and only transactions
that involve nodes from two different shards need message propagation between shards
(Elrond [98]). Algorand is based on a new and fast Byzantine Agreement Protocol used to
generate a new block through a binary Byzantine Agreement (BA*) protocol that enhances
the traditional BA protocol to work in rounds in a synchronous environment with at least
2/3 players being honest. Furthermore, cryptographic sortition based on Random Verifiable
Functions is used to select a subset of the users to be members of the BA* algorithm. A
cryptographic function is used to select a new leader based on a previous block. The leader
will be in charge to propose the new block. A set of verifiers is used to check the validity
of the new proposed block. The choice of the leader is not predictable, thus making it
impossible for an attacker to alter the new block. Furthermore, leaders learn of their role
without informing others only after proposing the new block, thus avoiding attacks. After
a new block is proposed, the leader has no importance for the algorithm. However, the
verifiers must agree on the new block, and they run the BA* algorithm in rounds, at each
step players being replaced, thus avoiding cases when many verifiers are corrupt. Elrond is
based on a sharding approach, splitting the blockchain and account state in several shards
where parallel validation can occur using a consensus algorithm based on a secure PoS.
The consensus algorithm follows a similar approach as Algorand with a prover and a set of
validators chosen randomly within a shard and running a Byzantine Agreement algorithm
to validate the proposed block. Finally, Hot Stuff [99] proposes a consensus algorithm using
a leader-based Byzantine fault-tolerance protocol for partially synchronous distributed
system models where a chosen leader drives the consensus decision at the rate of the
maximum delay allowed by the network.

3. Scalability Tier

The DLT scalability limitations are mainly driven by the restrictions imposed by
the Protocol and Network Tier solutions (e.g., the consensus algorithms). To achieve
higher scalability, one option would be to curtail some of the features of Protocol and
Network Tier. This can be done either by compromising the security, the immutability, or
the consensus of the DLT. Because most of the time this is not acceptable, the scalability
challenges are open for research for all DLT variations. In this sense existing concepts
such as distributed databases or file systems, have been reconsidered and integrated with
Protocol and Network Tier, to allow the implementation of solutions for the Scalability
Tier [7,100].

Anyway, due to the advent of blockchain platforms and applications, most of the
nowadays literature is focused on the scalability limitations of this type of ledger. They are
imposed either by maximum block size (e.g., 1 MB Bitcoin) or by a cost constraint (e.g., gas
consumption and gas price in Ethereum). These constraints are combined with the strict
periodicity of the block generation (e.g., 10 min for Bitcoin, 15 s for Ethereum) imposing
limitations in the number of transactions processed. Moreover, they are impacting both the
storage and the processing capabilities (e.g., due to the gas consumption costs in the case
of Ethereum smart contract execution). Bitcoin reportedly can allow 7 transactions/second
on average [101], while Ethereum registers 13 standard transactions/second or 7 transac-
tions/second in case smart contract execution is involved [102]. Even private deployments
reach certain limitations. Hyperledger is advertising 100,000 transactions/second, although
reports show a lower limitation of 700 transactions/second [60].
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3.1. Storage Size

With the increased storage capabilities of the systems, much of the paper documen-
tation has been digitalized in domains like healthcare, intellectual properties, real estate,
legislative contracts, etc. Furthermore, the media and social network use cases are more and
more flexible, providing increased storage options for users to store their files (documents,
photos, videos, etc.). DLTs caught the interest of these domains, aiming to maximize their
potential, by ensuring immutability (legislative and real estate), provenance (intellectual
properties), security (healthcare), etc. However, the greatest challenge of integrating DLT
solutions with these domains is limited storage capabilities.

To improve the storage scalability several solutions have been proposed, such as
Sharding or the integration of well-known file systems with existing DLTs. They are aiming
to store all the data outside the DLT and keep only a digital fingerprint of the data on the
Protocol and Network Tier. While the data kept on the Protocol and Network Tier benefits
of all the advantages the system provides (consensus, immutability, security, etc.) it is
considered a source of truth in the validation of data that is stored on the Scalability Tier.

Sharding is a solution implemented to improve storage scalability [103]. Different
nodes are assigned to process and store only a corresponding sub-category of transac-
tions [104]. A simple sharding technique is to split the network in shards corresponding to
the transaction’s prefix: 0 × 01 shard, 0 × 02 shard, etc.

For example, in the sharding mechanism proposed by Ethereum Sharding [105], the
system defines objects at three different levels: level 0—transactions; level 1—collations;
level 2—blocks. The collations are the data structures responsible for package transactions
that belong to a shard. The collations are created and sealed by Collators that are nodes in
the network registered on the main chain in the Validator Manager Contract. The Collator
deposits a sum of coins on the main chain based on which they will be chosen in a Proof of
Stake manner to validate the next collation. The header of the proposed collation will then
be verified on-chain and added in the next block on the main chain. Cross-Sharding commu-
nication is also possible by providing Merkle-Proofs of existing transactions from the main
chain. Similar approaches are investigated by Elrond Network [106], Hyperledger [34,60],
Elastico [107], Omniledger [108] and Rapidchain [109].

The Scalability Tier solutions that use file systems as storage mechanisms allow large
files to be stored by fragmenting, encrypting, and sharing chunks of the original file
between the nodes, while the hash of the original file is stored in the Protocol and Network
Tier. The nodes storing the data need to respond to periodic checks regarding the integrity
of the stored data, and a reward scheme is implemented for their services.

Figure 4 shows an example of storage mechanism and integration with the Protocol
and Network Tier in the case of blockchain ledgers. There are several successful implemen-
tations of such distributed file systems among which, worth mentioning are: Storj [110],
IPFS [111], Filecoin [112], MediaChain [113], Decent [114], Sia [115], MadeSAFe [116],
Swarm [117] and Arweave [118].

IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) is one of the most used Scalability Tier solutions for
file storage. In this case, when a user publishes a large file using its own IPFS node, the
node will first fragment the file in smaller chunks, the hash of each chunk becoming a node
in a Merkle DAG, whose root is the hash of the initial file, thus making use of hash pointers
to ensure tamper-evidence. For security reasons, the chunks stored are of standardized
sizes, so that an attacker cannot extract any useful information by analyzing the size of a
chunk. The owner of the data is responsible to hold the private key used to encrypt the
chunks of data that are scattered across the network. This makes the system highly secured
since even the data is stored across multiple nodes, the mechanisms make it impossible for
anyone holding the data to use it since it is encrypted and fragmented. Moreover, it ensures
security through encryption and no downtime since the file is shared across multiple users.
The system offers the possibility to transfer data, check the availability and the integrity of
the stored data, retrieve the data, and pay for the service provided.
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Figure 4. Scalability Tier—File System Storage Mechanism.

Similar implementations such as Storj [110] and Filecoin [112], are proposing to reward
and motivate the decentralized nodes to act honestly regarding their storage services.
Ethereum Swarm [119], is a peer-to-peer system that aims to store data in a decentralized
way and relies on immutable content-addressable data. While IPFS needs Filecoin to
validate storage proofs, Ethereum Swarm proofs are validated at the contract level and rely
on incentive schemes based on the native coin, Ether.

In Table 6 a comparison between the identified storage scalability solutions is pre-
sented. Sharding presents a promising alternative to the classic DLTs, by providing in-
creased storage capabilities. Using sharding the DLT storage capacity is multiplied with the
number of shards, having the block sealing process parallelized with each shard. However,
by increasing the number of shards, fewer nodes get to be assigned per each shard for
validation. This can easily make the network susceptible to attacks since by attacking
one shard the entire system can be compromised. The file systems solution even if it
provides great scalability in terms of storage, also requires a degree of trust between the
storing nodes. For example, in the case of IPFS, since it is not fault-tolerant on its own, the
DLT storing the hash ensures only tamper-evidence in the system but does not make the
system tamper-resistant. Each time an update is applied to one of the files, the hash pointer
changes as well, requiring a transaction updating the entry on-chain as well. While this
is desired to keep a tamper-evident system, a high frequency of updates will also lead to
higher costs.

Table 6. Scalability tier storage solutions.

Features
Protocol & Network Tier Scalability Tier

Fully Replicated Sharding File Systems

Immutability Yes Yes No
Trusted Parties None None Peer nodes

Byzantine Tolerant Yes A tradeoff with the no. of shards No
Storage Scalability Low Medium High

Cost High Medium medium

3.2. Transaction Throughput

The number of transactions processed by blockchain ledger is important for im-
plementing decentralized applications where micro-payments should be exploited (e.g.,
Energy Sector, Media Services, etc.). Micro-payments are online transactions involving
small amounts of money. These small amounts of money are often used in exchange for
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different goods or services, and most of the time require many transactions over a period.
The problems that arise by integrating the micro-payments are the high cost accumulated
as a result of the mining fees paid for each transaction and the congestions problems at
the level of the Protocol and Network Tier due to the small size of the block. The most
promising solutions analysed are the Sharding, Sidechains, and Payment Channels (see
Table 7).

Table 7. Transaction scalability solutions.

Protocol and Network Tier Scalability Tier

Fully Replicated Sharding Sidechains Payment Channels

Trusted Parties None None Depending on implementation None
Transaction Scalability Low Medium Medium High

Cost High Medium Medium Low

Sharding can be considered a suitable solution for increasing the transaction through-
put as well as the storage [120]. Both improvements come because of introducing clusters
of nodes responsible for specific categories of transactions. Higher transaction throughput
may be provided by delegating the transactions to a different category of nodes and paral-
lelizing the validation of these transactions. An issue arises when increasing the number
of shards and transactions. When a transaction is sealed by a shard, it may reference a
transaction that is not in the log of transactions of that shard. As a result, each time such a
transaction needs to be validated, a cross-shard communication is required to issue Merkle
Proofs of the referenced transaction. Consequently, increasing the number of shards and
transactions will also introduce a communication overhead that may impact the scalability
of the solution. More exact evaluations of the overhead introduced will be possible only
after these currently researched solutions will offer a full specification and deployment on
the public networks.

Sidechains [121,122] are proposed as alternatives for increasing the scalability of
blockchain ledgers. A side chain is processing transactions in parallel with the main chain.
The transactions of the sidechains are always rooted in a locking transaction in the main
chain. Once proof of a locking transaction is made on the side chain, the actors may start
using the assets by transacting on the side chain. To return to the main chain, proof of the
latest state from the sidechain must be made to unlock the coins on the main chain. There
are different reasons for connecting to side chains: testing new functionalities, extending
the main chain functionalities (e.g., RootStock [123] enabling smart contract execution), or
moving business-specific implementation to another less expensive chain (e.g., Plasma as a
tree of sidechains [62]). In either case, moving part of the transactions from the main chain
to side chains can lead to an improvement in the transaction throughput.

The sidechain implementation offers an alternative to sharding by fully relying on
the information stored on the side chain and integrating with the main chain only when
locking and unlocking the coins. This solution may offer some improvements to the
underlying chain, by taking over some of the transitioning load. However, from a scalability
perspective, the transaction throughput is still limited since the side chain is most of the
time a blockchain ledger with the same constraints as any Protocol and Network Tier
solutions. Additionally, some issues regarding the overall security of the systems need to
be considered. Upon returning to the main chain, the transactions validated by the side
chains are valid even if the validators’ network of the side chain differs from the ones of
the main chain.

The Payment Channels mainly implemented in Lightning Network solutions [124]
are one of the best choices for improving transaction throughput. The mechanisms of the
Lightning Networks were firstly defined for Bitcoin in [124], and future implementations
have followed for other networks: Raiden for Ethereum [125] or Bolt for Zcash [126]. The
Payment Channels aim to combine all the small payments into one large payment at the
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end of a service period. The Lightning Network provides a point-to-point network that
runs on top of the blockchain network as depicted in Figure 5.

 
Figure 5. Scalability Tier—Payment Channels Mechanism.

It relies on hash time locks and cryptographic secrets to ensure the reliability of off-
chain payments. The nodes in the Lightning Network exchange cryptographic signed
transactions among them. They represent the payments exchanged between nodes offline.
At any point, the payments can be deployed on the main chain to securely redeem the
associated coins. Whenever two parties aim at exchanging many micro-transactions, the
first step is to open a channel between them, represented on the blockchain as an opening
transaction that locks the maximum amount of money that the two parties could transact
off-chain. The transaction opening is signed by both parties involved. To unlock it both
parties need to agree on the spending of the amount. Afterward, the parties will continue
to exchange messages off-chain, namely, commitment transactions, which are designed as
fail-safe mechanisms against cheating off-chain. Whenever a transfer occurs, determining a
change in balances, each party creates one commitment transaction specifying the updated
balances, signs it, and sends it offline to the other party. Upon receiving the commitment
any party can successively sign it and publish it on-chain to redeem the coins or can wait
and make other off-chain transfers and return only with a future commitment transaction
on-chain. To prevent any party to return to the chain with a deprecated and more favorable
commitment transaction, secret-locking and time-locking mechanisms are incorporated.
They provide a fail-safe mechanism such that any party acting fraudulently risks losing all
the money in favor of the other channel party.

The benefit of transferring over a route is the reduction of the cost associated with the
opening transactions required on-chain each time a channel is required with a specific party.
For sending the transactions through a path that requires intermediary parties (hop nodes)
to route the messages, additional security mechanisms are required to ensure the correct
delivery of the transacted assets. For successfully issuing a routed transfer, a commitment
transaction is exchanged between every two parties involved in the path channels. Hash
Time-Locked Contracts [127] have been defined over the previously presented mechanism,
to prevent the intermediary to unlock the routed commitments before the receiver can
confirm the payment. Upon confirmation, a proof is issued by the recipient and sent to the
intermediary to unlock the hash-locked commitment. If the proof is not provided during
an established period (time lock) then the intermediary will no longer be able to claim
the payment.

The Payment Channels offers the best scalability solution. It is implemented without
relying on any third parties and provides higher transaction throughput, promising millions
of transactions per second. However, once the network has many users it is more difficult to
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find a viable route between two parties. The most desired topology of the lightning network
would be a completely decentralized network. In this case, each node has connections
with other nodes, together forming a mesh of channels that are part of a connected graph.
However, to be able to route money from one point to another, all the nodes from the
path need to have at least the same amount of money as the one requested by the initiator.
Taking advantage of this issue motivates some actors of the system to open channels with
a larger number of parties and fuel the channels with enough money to be able to route
and connect different parts of the network, acting like large routing hubs in exchange for
small fees.

3.3. Processing Capability

The processing capability limitation is extremely relevant for blockchain distributed
ledgers that allow the implementation of complex functionality and computations through
smart contracts. For example, in Ethereum, the concept of gas was introduced to mea-
sure the amount of computational effort. When running smart contracts, each executed
operation and processed byte of data is paid for with gas. This mechanism prevents an
attacker from running extremely long tasks or infinite loops since the attacker would need
to provide enough reward to incentivize the miner to execute each operation. When the
reward provided runs out, the computation stops, and the transaction is dropped, thus
avoiding situations where the nodes become unavailable due to attacks or complex compu-
tations. By integrating the Protocol and Network Tier system with external services, this
shortcoming can be solved.

The nowadays solutions for addressing complex computational problems in blockchain
ledgers are Oracles [128] and Proof of Computation mechanisms [129].

The Oracles are mechanisms that provide a secure connection between the blockchain
and the outside world. They act as a trusted third-party entity, or a network of entities,
for the Protocol and Network Tier. The Oracles can be used to offer results from different
URLs, [130], IPFS, or units responsible for running more complex algorithms. The problem
with interacting with the Oracles, directly from the chain, is that the response must be the
same across any number of requests issued by the nodes during mining. This proves to be
almost impossible when accessing dynamic changing data regarding weather, stock prices,
etc. One problem that can appear in the Oracle-based system is data tampering or man-in-
the-middle attack. In this sense, the Oracles are responsible to ensure the authenticity of
data through authenticity proofs. One problem that persists is the centralized nature of the
Oracles. The mechanism is presented in Figure 6 for a blockchain ledger [131]. An event
containing details about the request is issued from the blockchain and intercepted by the
Oracle. The necessary information is retrieved from external services and published back
on the chain through a callback transaction.

Other implementations aim to outsource computing-intensive problems to off-chain
nodes by implementing a Proof of Computation mechanism. Compared to the Oracles the
Proof of Computation is a better choice. It is implemented without relying on any trusted
party and provides validation of the result implemented directly on-chain. The proposed
solutions show great potential for use cases requiring security and correctness validation
for more complex computations than the ones that can be handled on-chain.

Figure 7 shows the Proof of Computation mechanism of TrueBit [129]. It relies on
Ethereum smart contracts and gives the possibility of peers to request solutions for complex
computational tasks. A Solver that has enough computational resources will run the tasks
outside the chain and submit its results.
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Figure 6. Scalability Tier—Oracle for External Services Integration.

Figure 7. Scalability Tier—Proof of Computation mechanism.

Several Verifiers peers can evaluate the results, and if a disagreement occurs, a Chal-
lenger can contradict the result published, by starting a Challenge Game. Several rounds of
proofs are registered on the chain to check whether the computation was done correctly. In
the end, the winning part will receive a reward for its cooperation, while the part proven to
be wrong will be charged for its actions. Another set of actors are de Judges that given the
proof of the solution can easily verify the correctness of the game. However, a big drawback
of the system is that it is limited to running tasks written in WASM [132]. Enigma [133]
proposes a similar concept, of outsourcing the computation but with an added layer of
privacy over the data and computation performed. By leveraging on secure multi-party
computation, the proposed solution distributes the data across several nodes for computa-
tion. As a result, no central node will have access to the entire problem or solution, but to a
seemingly unintelligible part of it. The proposed solution is not yet released in production,
but it is currently tested on the Ethereum test network [134].
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4. Interoperability Tier

By launching various domain-specific DLT applications for public use, each addressing
different requirements, one problem that arises is the need for an interoperability protocol
or mechanism. It should facilitate the transition from isolated DLT applications to networks
of integrating DLT applications. Such a network could further unlock the potential of the
DLT by allowing different types of businesses or applications to leverage on a different
type of DLTs. Moreover, they will coexist and cooperate by sharing their ledgers.

The state-of-the-art solutions for DLTs integration are mostly referring to the blockchain
ledgers [7]. Due to the development of a high number of blockchain platforms and ap-
plications, their interoperability is the main technological trend in the next years [135].
The most popular ones such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, or Hyperledger use different data
formats and data interchange solutions making their integration difficult [136]. For exam-
ple, Interledger [137] developed a protocol for allowing communication across different
blockchain ledgers by using payment channels. The mechanism is called “AtomicSwap”
and uses routes existing in the Lightning Network. Considering a hop that has Receiver
and Sender channels opened on two networks, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Upon a
transfer, the hop can agree to update its Bitcoin balance from the Receiver channel, in return
for Ether on the Sender channel.

Most state-of-the-art interoperability solutions are addressing the transfer of coins
from a parent blockchain ledger to a secondary one. Two-way peg systems [122] are
mostly used for this type of Ledger-to-Ledger communication. The transfer is achieved
by temporarily locking some coins on the parent blockchain and then unlocking the same
amount of coins on the secondary blockchain. The transacting process is executed on
the secondary chain until the user decides to return to the main chain. This is possible
by repeating the same process on the secondary chain, thus locking the coins on the
secondary chain, and then releasing them on the main chain. A central exchange that
needs to have access to both chains is proposed as a solution for implementing the transfer
of coins between two blockchain ledgers [123]. A user sends a request from the main
chain specifying the number of coins and the address that should receive the coins in the
secondary chain. The exchange can then simply send the same amount of coins to the
specified address on the secondary chain. The central exchange needs to be a trusted entity;
otherwise, the money could be easily stolen from the two chains. To address this issue a
MultiSignature scheme can be used [138]. In this case, any transaction must be approved by
N out of M participants, instead of relying on only one entity. It still relies on a middleman,
but the risks are significantly reduced.

The entangling of the chains is presented as a potential solution for coin transfer
between blockchain ledgers. It uses a secondary chain to monitor the main chain and
includes all the block headers in the main chain blocks [139]. As a result, blocks from the
secondary chain will have two parents: the previous block from the secondary chain and
the last mined block on the main chain. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the
main chain needs to create blocks at a lower rate than the secondary chain. An entangled
model is used by BTC-relay that connects the Bitcoin chain with the Ethereum chain [140].
After every 10 min, proof of the last mined block in Bitcoin is provided in the Ethereum
smart contract. Each time a user wants to prove the validity of a Bitcoin transaction on the
Ethereum chain, it only needs to provide the Merkle Path of the transaction and the block
it is contained in (a Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) proof [141]).

The sidechain solution for coni transfers aims to eliminate the middleman. The
interoperability protocol of the chains implements a new way of unlocking coins, which
is proof of a locked transaction on the other chain. The transacting parties will submit on the
sidechain, an SPV proof of the transaction deployed on the main chain. The SPV proof will
contain the Merkle path for the transaction submitted and mined and the hashes of all the
blocks that followed. Upon receiving the proofs, the sidechain will enter a reorganization
phase. This phase aims to provide the necessary time to avoid any possibility of a double-
spending problem. In the case of a fork in the main chain network, anyone can offer a
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new SPV proof that contains the same block as the one provided initially, but without
the transaction in it. If the proof provides a longer list of block hashes that confirm the
missing transaction block, it is concluded that a double-spending attack was committed
on the main chain and the original transaction is ignored in the sidechain as well. Upon
withdrawal on the main chain, the same process occurs. The main chain lockbox is defined
as a new type of transaction that can only be unlocked using SPVs of locked transactions
from the other chain. The system still has a notable drawback since the main chain needs
to rely on the integrity of the sidechain. If the miners of the sidechain are not honest and
coins are stolen, the main chain has no way to prove the honesty of the requests if a valid
SPV is provided. Furthermore, if the amount of coins is split on the sidechain, to retrieve
the coins on the mainchain all the owners from the sidechain must provide the SPV, thus
no partial consumption of the coins on the main chain is permitted. Drivechain [142] is
an improvement of the sidechain. The protocol is like the sidechain one until the step
requiring withdrawal from the sidechain back to the main chain. At this point, the SPV
proofs are not used directly to withdraw the coins on the chain. During the reorganization
period, several withdrawal proofs are joined aiming to consume a given amount of coins
from the main chain. The withdraw transaction id, (not the actual transaction) will then be
mined in the next block on the main chain’s transaction. The mined ID will be interpreted
as the intent of spending the locked money but will give time (1008 blocks) for all the users
from the sidechain to validate the transaction and give chance to the miners to vote whether
the actual transaction should be mined on the mainchain. In this way, the miners of the
sidechain are prevented to commit illegal transactions, since any commit to the main chain
will first be evaluated by the corresponding actors and most miners. A hybrid model of
Drivechain is proposed by Rootstock [123], implementing a combination of sidechain and
multi-signature federation. It uses sidechain functionality for passing coins from the main
chain to the secondary chain. However, when returning not only the miners have the right
to vote but also specially delegated notaries that vouch for the integrity of the transactions.

The communication between blockchain ledgers is of much interest for Ethereum as
well. A solution in this platform case is to offer different chains per application. CryptoKit-
ties [23], is such an example of an application build on an alternative chain. It is completely
independent of the state and data stored on the Ethereum main chain. However, the
economic value of the application tokens need to be maintained, thus the system should
allow purchasing the tokens on the main chain, paying with actual ethers for acquiring de-
centralized applications specific tokens, and then moving the tokens on a separate chain to
use them in the actual application. Plasma [62] is an alternative proposal of the sidechains
on Ethereum. An equivalent transaction is generated on the sidechain (plasma chain) from
nothing, giving the corresponding coins to the plasma chain user. The validation mecha-
nism is based on Fraud Proofs by periodically checking the main chain. If a user wants to
spend its coins on the main chain in a fraudulent manner, its action can be proved to be
malicious by submitting proof of a spending transaction that was previously registered on
the plasma chain. This would prevent the main chain transaction from being validated.
Since a user can issue a spending transaction directly from the main chain this offers a
great advantage over the classical sidechain approach. That is, in case the plasma chain is
compromised, the users can still issue their withdrawals. Moreover, Plasma is designed
to permit the implementation of nested chains, thus creating a tree-structured system of
chains that requires each user to monitor only the chains that can affect one’s transactions.

Table 8 presents the main solutions for inter blockchain ledgers interoperability and
communication comparing their main features. While hybrid models and Plasma may
offer reliable solutions in terms of ledger-to-ledger interaction, the Lightning Network can
be considered a viable alternative that can provide high transfer rates.
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Table 8. Ledger to Ledger interoperability approaches.

Implementation
Level

Deposit Mechanism Withdraw Mechanism Trusted Entities
Chain

Independence

Central Exchange Escrow TX to a central authority TX to a central authority Central Authority Yes
MultiSig

Federation [138] Escrow TX to a multi-signature
federation

TX to a multi-signature
federation N Delegates Yes

Entangled Chain
[140] Protocol Layer SPV Proof from the main chain - Dependent on the

withdraw
Mining rate
restriction

Sidechains
[121,122]

Network &
Protocol Layer

SPV Proof from the main chain
+ proof of block validity

SPV Proof from the sidechain
+ proof of block validity Sidechain miners Yes

Drivechain [142] Network &
Protocol Layer

SPV Proof from the main chain
+ proof of block validity

SPV Proof from the sidechain
+ proof of block validity

+ miners votes
Sidechain miners Yes

Hybrid Models
[123]

Network &
Protocol Layer

SPV Proof from the main chain
+ proof of block validity

SPV Proof from the sidechain
+ proof of block validity

+ miners votes
+ multi-signature notaries

Sidechain miners +
Notaries Yes

Plasma [62] Network &
Protocol Layer Proof for TX on the main chain Direct withdraw

+ Fault Proofs
Central Authority, N

Delegates Yes

Lightning Network,
Interledger [137]

Scalability Tier
Solution Atomic Swap Atomic Swap None Yes

5. Discussion and Development Guidelines

As presented in the previous sections there are a lot of distributed ledger technologies.
Most of them have emerged in the last years to address specific development issues.
The ecosystem is subject to rapid changes making the selection of technologies for the
implementation of decentralized applications rather difficult and fuzzy. At the same time
DLTs bring benefits concerning the implementation of decentralized applications. They
eliminate the need for a mediator, having the capabilities to enforce contract rules on-chain,
each participant being aware of the consequences of his actions. The hashed data structures
allow for easy traceability of the assets and state updates in the ledger. Since the records are
public and replicated, great transparency is provided. Even if all the transactions and all
the actions are public the platforms provide high security through consensus, public-key
cryptography, and tamper-resistant recording. Nevertheless, a lot of nowadays applications
and management systems are rather centralized (e.g., utility grids, banking, stock exchange,
etc.). Thus, efforts are committed to investigating how the DLT can be applied, integrated,
and used for decentralizing such applications and systems.

In the rest of this section, we present a guideline for decentralizing systems by design-
ing and implementing decentralized applications.

5.1. Decentralization of Design

The main steps required for decentralizing a centralized system by designing decen-
tralized applications are detailed below discussing their role and specific technological
requirements (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Decentralized application design and implementation steps.

Step 1. Understanding the existing system design and business model. An exhaustive under-
standing of the business is required to design a decentralized application. Good
knowledge of the business model and rules that govern the domain, as well as of
the architecture used in the centralized implementation, are prerequisites for start-
ing the sequence of steps required to achieve a consistent and well-documented
decentralized solution. One needs to identify the functional and non-functional
requirements that need to be addressed for ensuring the completeness of the design.
Most of the time, a complete and sound list of requirements can be obtained by
holding several interview sessions with the future stakeholders of the system.

Step 2. Identify potential challenges for each tier. Once the functional and non-functional
requirements are clearly defined, the challenges that can arise once mapping
the model on a decentralized solution can already be identified. We classify the
challenges based on the tiers identified at the level of architecture. Protocol and
Network Tier challenges: What is the targeted network level, public or private?
Does the system need to hide the transacted information? Is selective disclosure a
requirement of the business? Etc. Scalability Tier challenges: Are the scalability
requirements higher than what the Protocol and Network Tier solutions can offer?
Are the scalability requirements targeting storage, throughput, or computation?

Step 3. Determine potential tradeoffs. Depending on the set of challenges identified, there
might be situations where not all the requirements can be successfully ensured
by the DLT solutions. In such situations, a tradeoff needs to be made. Most
of the time, the application scalability may be affected while incorporating the
reliability, immutability, and consensus properties ensured by a DLT. Furthermore,
by outsourcing components of the system to the Scalability Tier, another tradeoff
regarding the actual decentralization must be done since most of the Scalability
Tier solution requires a trusted party to oversee the outsourced component.

Step 4. Define a DLT compliant translation of the application design and business model. It is
important to conduct thorough research of the state of the art whenever a DLT
solution is considered, for a system decentralization. Obtaining a clear picture of
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all potential theologies alternatives to the problems identified can be quite difficult.
A decentralized design of the system should be proposed, and the most suitable
solution for each architectural component needs to be selected.

For example, if smart contracts technology is selected for implementing the application
business logic several key features need to be carefully investigated. The smart contracts
can keep track of the data stored and act as a financial escrow for the interacting parties. The
functions of a smart contract can be used internally by the contract, or can be exposed as an
API to the external modules. Most of the time the smart contracts are used as state machines,
where the state is updated according to the latest input received. To interrogate a DLT
event-based information is considered. The events are elements emitted by the contracts
during processing and stored in tamper-resistant structures as well. Instructions executed
by a smart contract in a public chain have a processing cost paid by the transaction issuer.
The payment is directed to the miner, for using its computational resources. Consequently,
an appropriate data structure must always be used to avoid high costs. The processing
rules should be implemented, if possible, in the same contract where the data is stored,
to avoid the cost of referencing other contracts. When deploying a contract, the storage
of the code is also paid by the issuer. For multiple deployments of the same contract, a
good approach is to use libraries containing static code that is deployed only once and then
linked to each of the deployed contract instances.

From this point forward, a classical pipeline of implementation, verification, and
maintenance can be applied to validate the final application.

5.2. Decentralized Application Development

Upon successful implementation of the above-presented steps, a decentralized design
of the system and a DLT compliant translation of the business model is obtained. There
are several steps to go through for launching such a decentralized application, from DLT
platform selection, advertising, and crowdfunding up to the actual development and
operationalization (see Figure 8).

Step A. Choose the DLT platform. From this point forward one needs to proceed with the
evaluation of the existing DLT implementation platforms, since some decentral-
ized applications may be compatible with existing systems, thus beneficiating
from the already built network of miners. Two cases may emerge (Table 9): an
existing platform matches the decentralized application requirements, or a new
custom chain needs to be implemented. In the latter case, a custom chain is built
and used as the base PN-Tier for the decentralized application implementation.
Most of the time, this situation arises when the current frameworks’ specifications
are not compliant with the application requirements, thus a new DLT core plat-
form must be developed, and a new network of nodes must be built. Furthermore,
a tradeoff regarding the cost and the complexity of the implementation must be
considered when choosing one of the two solutions.

Step B. Publish and advertise the idea through a whitepaper. One principle of decentralized
application whitepaper is to provide complete transparency to build trust with
the investors. Companies are encouraged to provide an honest technical and
economic roadmap. They should explain in detail the technical feasibility of
the solution as well as the investment and revenue plans, the shares among the
company partners, the economic sustainability of the solution, etc.

Step C. Token launch or Initial Coin Offering. A fixed number of tokens should be released
to attract investors and raise money for the development phase. The token
distribution plan specifies the maximum number of tokens that will be ever
generated by the decentralized application, the tokens unlocked for distribution,
the tokens transferred to the founders or other participants, and the tokens locked
for future use. The initial coin offering plans are advertised by the company,
mentioning the initial price, start date, end date, the number of tokens unlocked,
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pricing schemes (constant pricing, incremental pricing, etc.). The token registry
and the distribution rules are programmed as smart contracts and deployed on-
chain. Each buyer willing to invest in the decentralized application will need to
acquire the necessary cryptocurrency and sign a transaction paying the requested
sum in return for several tokens. The distribution contract will validate the
deposited sum, and if all the rules hold, the token registry will update the buyer’s
account accordingly.

Step D. Development and application deployment. The decentralized application develop-
ment will continue according to the roadmap presented in the whitepaper. Based
on the alternatives presented in the previous chapters, a guideline for choosing
the specific implementation solutions is presented in Table 10. Upon finalization,
the application will be deployed and all the users that acquired tokens during the
initial coin offering will be able to start using the decentralized application or will
be able to sell the tokens to other interested parties.

Step E. Token listing on public exchanges. To facilitate the exchange of tokens between
interested users, the company can list the token on one of the public exchanges.
Sellers can make their offers and buyers can make their bids therefore, depending
on the public interest in the launched business, the token can have the potential
to raise its value. Being an off-chain exchange, only upon settlement the updated
balance will be registered on-chain mirroring the transaction that happened
between the seller and the buyer. However, some of these exchanges chose to act
as a custodian for the exchanged tokens and the actual registry is not updated
on-chain.

Table 9. DLT platform choice.

Option Advantages Disadvantages

Standalone
Customized DLT

Target the business requirements, limitations, and
challenges

Needs to build a network and gain trust in the
mining nodes.

Increased implementation complexity

Existing DLT
Platform

Existing P2P Network and community
Attacks are unlikely considering the high number

of existing nodes

High costs imposed by the mining nodes
Some tradeoffs may be made due to the

core-properties of an existing DLT

Table 10. DLT technologies and alternatives.

Issue Tier Description Alternative Solutions

Asset
Representation PN-Tier

Custom tokens in an existing DLT
ERC-721: CryptoKitties [23], Rarible [22],

EtherTulips [20]
ERC20: Grid [21], Telcoin [25], Storj [110]

Native token in a custom build DLT Filecoin [112], MediaChain [113]

Data Structure PN-Tier

Selection of Security and Decentralisation
over Scalability

Blockchain platforms: Ethereum [15],
Hyperledger [34], Quorum [49]

Selection of Scalability and Security over
Decentralization

Directed Acyclic Graphs: IOTA [16],
HashGraph [39]

Data privacy
PN-Tier

Anonymity of identities involved Ring Signatures: Monero [18], CryptoNote [54]
Mixers: CoinJoin [47], Dash [48]

Anonymity of content retaining
verifiability

Homomorphic Encryptions (MimbleWimble [53]);
Secure Multi Party Computation: Enigma [133];

Zero-Knowledge Proofs: Zcash [19],
Zerocoin [51],

PN-Tier/ S-Tier Anonymity of data using references to
locations in Scalability Tier External Storage System: IPFS [111]
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Table 10. Cont.

Issue Tier Description Alternative Solutions

Business
Enforcement

PN-Tier
Built-in custom business rules Filecoin [112], NRGCoin [24]

Generic rules and pluggable Turing
Complete implementation Ethereum [15], Hyperledger [34]

Data Propagation PN-Tier
Selective disclosure Hyperledger Multichannel (Corda [61], Plasma

[62]), Quorum [49]

Global disclosure Any public permissionless DLT

Permissions
& Consensus

PN-Tier

Public Permissionless &
Byzantine Fault Tolerance Ethereum with PoS or PoW

Public Permissioned Ethereum PoS or PoA; Hyperledger [34]

Consortium or Private Hyperledger [34], Corda [61]

Large Size data
PN-Tier Selection of Scalability and

Decentralisation over Security BigChainDB [20]

PN-Tier/ S-Tier File System Storage IPFS [111], Storj [110], Filecoin [112]

High-Frequency
Data

PN-Tier/S-Tier

Selection of Scalability and Security over
Decentralization IOTA [16], Sharding [104], Sidechains [121]

Overlay Networks; Payment/State
Channels Payment Channels [124], Raiden [125]

Computational
Intensive

Algorithms

PN-Tier/S-Tier
Selection of Scalability and Security over

Decentralization
Secure Multi-Party Computation: Enigma [133];

TrueBit [129]

Oracles Provable [128]

6. Conclusions

The distributed ledger technology has the potential of being a game-changer in many
domains, its recent developments being triggered not only by technology expectations but
also by social ones. DLTs have enabled the development of decentralized applications but
this process is still complicated due to the high availability of new and rather immature
technological solutions that address different implementation issues. DLTs and especially
blockchain are an effervescent innovation area. Therefore, the review of technological
solutions and implementation guidelines are needed to improve understanding and to
ease the development of decentralized applications.

Most of the similar initiatives found in the literature are focusing on the blockchain-
based distributed ledger and pay little attention to other DLT implementations. In this
paper, we have provided a review of the existing DLT solutions. We highlight their applica-
bility, advantages, and disadvantages concerning other technologies. A significant number
of solutions have been reviewed to provide a holistic image of the DLT implementation
variations. In the technology review process, we have considered references from both
academia and the private sector.

At the same time, our review was driven by a decentralized application architec-
ture that has been used and validated in previous publications. The DLT solutions are
categorized according to the 3-tiers of the architecture thus the criteria for selecting the
technologies and organizing the review are strictly related to the development issues that
may be encountered and need to be addressed in each tier.

Finally, we provide a guideline for decentralized application development defining
specific steps for decentralizing a system design and business model using DLT and
for implementing and launching it as a decentralized application. No similar guideline
could be found in the reviewed literature. The guideline can be used to streamline the
nowadays efforts for investigating how the DLT can be applied, integrated, and used for
decentralizing systems such as medical systems, electricity grids, financial sector, etc., and
for implementing new decentralized applications.
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Abstract: Nowadays, business enactments almost exclusively focus on human-to-human business
transactions. However, the ubiquitousness of smart devices enables business enactments among
autonomously acting machines, thereby providing the foundation for the machine-driven Machine-
to-Everything (M2X) Economy. Human-to-human business is governed by enforceable contracts
either in the form of oral, or written agreements. Still, a machine-driven ecosystem requires a
digital equivalent that is accessible to all stakeholders. Additionally, an electronic contract platform
enables fact-tracking, non-repudiation, auditability and tamper-resistant storage of information in a
distributed multi-stakeholder setting. A suitable approach for M2X enactments are electronic smart
contracts that allow to govern business transactions using a computerized transaction protocol such
as a blockchain. In this position paper, we argue in favor of an open, decentralized and distributed
smart contract-based M2X Economy that supports the corresponding multi-stakeholder ecosystem
and facilitates M2X value exchange, collaborations, and business enactments. Finally, it allows for a
distributed e-governance model that fosters open platforms and interoperability. Thus, serving as a
foundation for the ubiquitous M2X Economy and its ecosystem.

Keywords: blockchain; smart contract; M2X; smart autonomous devices; e-governance; lifecycle
management

1. Introduction

An open Machine-to-Everything (M2X) Economy [1] emerges when humans and
smart autonomous devices interact, transact, and collaborate, e.g., self-driving buses and
autonomous food delivery in a smart-city context [2,3]. The ubiquitousness of smart
devices also allows for business transactions without human intervention among au-
tonomously acting machines. Besides Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interactions, machines
interact with humans (Machine-to-Human–M2H), or infrastructure components (Machine-
to-Infrastructure–M2I)—combined they provide the foundation for the machine-driven
M2X Economy. While related concepts such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Smart Homes
as well as Smart Cities [4], and the Industry 4.0 [5] have evolved, they do not support
an interoperable, integrated, scalable model that facilitates the M2X Economy. Likewise,
concepts for M2X value transfer, collaborations, and distributed e-governance are missing
to achieve the shared objectives. Moreover, integrating humans and smart devices into
a well-functioning socio-technical system [6] is essential, as it puts the M2X concept in a
human-centered context.

In the M2X Economy, smart sensors may offer collected sensor data such as tempera-
ture, or air contamination to interested buyers that rely on the aforementioned data for their
own computations. In the context of autonomous and self-driving vehicles, scenarios such
as automated tollbooth payments, autonomous battery charging services as well as general
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Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS) applications are among the most discussed use cases [7].
Thus, a socio-technical business model is required as it facilitates the M2X Economy.

Various M2X-resembling applications and use cases already exist, e.g., in the context
of IoT. However, complex and impactful applications are still missing that provide more
than marginal value to society. In addition, an economy emerging from M2X enactments
among humans, smart devices, software agents, and physical systems is rarely considered.
To provide or utilize non-trivial services, smart devices may also have to collaborate on-
demand with other entities to be able to achieve a shared goal, or even migrate to different
geographical locations based on supply and demand. Accordingly, “the interleaved on-
demand collaborations, interactions, and transactions among autonomous, heterogeneous,
and highly dynamic entities (humans, machines, software agents, etc.) lead to a decentral-
ized, distributed and heterogeneous socio-technical system consisting of a large number of
micro-services of different vendors and solution as well as infrastructure providers” [1].

This trend coincides with the emergence of smart-contract blockchain technology [8]
that allows for novel peer-to-peer (P2P) electronic governance models. Traditionally,
human-to-human business enactments are governed by contracts either in the form of
oral, or written agreement. A machine-driven ecosystem requires a digital equivalent
that is accessible to all stakeholders, i.e., a smart contract-driven platform that allows for
fact tracking, non-repudiation, auditability, and tamper-resistant storage of information
in a distributed multi-stakeholder setting. Electronic smart contracts enable and govern
business transactions using a computerized transaction protocol such as a blockchain.
Moreover, smart-contract blockchain technology comprises computer programs for the
consistent execution by a network of mutually distrusting nodes where no arbitration of a
trusted authority exists.

A one-stop platform for the provision and enactment of services and goods of a M2X
ecosystem is desirable instead of a manufacturer-focused platform with deliberately forced,
or functional lock-ins that lead to the formation of self-contained data and service silos
such as Tesla, Google, or Amazon. Instead, an interoperabilty layer that implements the
compatibility of different manufacturer platforms is required to allow for the exploitation
of economies of scale and increased efficiency. Thus providing the foundation for an
ecosystem that can be operated as a joint venture of various stakeholders and includes built-
in e-governance mechanisms, thereby constituting a neutral territory for all stakeholders.

In this position paper, we argue in favor of an open, decentralized and distributed
smart-contract-based M2X Economy that supports the corresponding multi-stakeholder
ecosystem and facilitates M2X value exchange, collaborations, and business enactments.
Furthermore, the M2X Economy allows for a distributed e-governance model that fosters
open platforms and interoperabilty. To do so, we draw from a variety of previous work
and assemble an initial set of essential building blocks for a future M2X Economy and its
corresponding ecosystem.

The research methodology of this work follows the usual approach of a position
paper: First, we stipulate our position by presenting an innovative hypotheses—as stated
above, we argue in favor of an open, decentralized, and distributed smart-contract-based
M2X Economy. Subsequently, related background information pertaining to the position
are provided. Second, we provide evidence to support our position. Third, we follow a
discussion of both sides of the matter before concluding the presented position statement.

Our position paper provides three main contributions: First, it is a call for a dis-
cussion of an emerging machine-driven economy and its corresponding ecosystem with
autonomously acting devices offering and consuming services in a M2X context. Second, it
suggests a course of actions for developing the M2X Economy needs to focus on specific
domains. Third, it outlines enabling concepts of the M2X Economy.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the M2X
Economy in detail, showcases the state of the art, and discusses related work. Next,
Section 3 focuses on mechanisms for M2X stakeholders to interact, transact, and collaborate
by means of a smart-contract-based lifecycle approach and a corresponding distributed
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e-governance infrastructure. Section 4 details the smart token economics. Subsequently,
Section 5 discusses our position as well as alternative approaches. Finally, Section 6
concludes our work.

2. The M2X Economy

The evolving M2X applications and the corresponding ecosystem will influence our
daily lives in many ways. Besides M2M interactions, machines interact with humans (M2H)
or infrastructure components (M2I). The framework of the M2X Economy represents a more
general view on use cases that involve autonomous smart devices and also encompasses
M2M, M2H, and M2I scenarios [1].

In Section 2.1 we first present the running case that is used for illustration purposes
throughout this work. Afterwards, Section 2.2 introduces related concepts such as cyber-
netics, IoT, cyber-physical systems (CPS), and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) as well as
related work. Next, is the definition and elements of the M2X Economy in Section 2.3.

2.1. Running Case

We introduce an example running case of the M2X Economy in order to provide the
reader with a better understanding as well as the scope of M2X applications. The selected
running case is illustrated in Figure 1 and belongs to the sub-set of vehicle-focused M2X
applications, i.e., the vehicle-to-everything (V2X).

In the future, people might not possess vehicles any more. Instead, vehicles may
own themselves, or they are owned by the government, or private corporations [1]. We
assume that Alice requests a self-driving car (TaaS) to go from Point A to B and several
route options exist for this. Figure 1 indicates that the fastest route option is expensive but
also the most comfortable and equipped with toll gates. Alternatively, the less comfortable,
cheaper option is via Point C and includes traffic lights and traffic congestion. Alice may
select her preferred option depending on her price range and on the urgency of reaching
Point B. Furthermore, we assume that the self-driving cars are able to communicate with
each other as well as the traffic lights (infrastructure). It is also possible to buy a green-light
phase for a faster commute to Point B. Finally, Figure 1 shows an electric charging station
near Point B that the self-driving cars may use for some amount of fee. In the described
running case, assuming that time and money are important factors, Alice may select from a
range of possible options. On the one hand, she may choose the fastest and most expensive
route to Point B, or take the less comfortable and cheaper option via Point C. Additionally,
she can pay an extra fee and her car may negotiate for a green light at the traffic signals.

congestion

Figure 1. Self-driving M2X running case incorporating smart traffic lights and a traffic-congestion
response, adapted from [1].

Our running case—despite it simplicity—already covers a wide variety of M2X service
enactments, i.e., TaaS, toll gate payments, battery electric vehicle (BEV) charging, road
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space negotiations, smart parking, and traffic information provision. Nevertheless, they
also only constitute a small subset of services within the M2X ecosystem.

2.2. State of the Art and Related Work

The idea of the M2X Economy and its ecosystem overlaps with some closely related
concepts and applications such as cybernetics, WSNs, CPS, and IoT [1]. This section clarifies
the differences and overlaps with those concepts and applications.

Wiener [9] defines the concept of cybernetics as “the scientific study of control and
communication in the animal and the machine”, while WSNs consist of spatially distributed
autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions and to cooperatively
pass their data through a variety of networks to a main location [10].

CPS are engineered systems that are built from, and depend upon, the seamless
integration of computation and physical components. CPS tightly integrate computing
devices, actuation, and control, networking infrastructure, and sensing of the physical
world [11].

Gubbi et al. [12] defines IoT as an “interconnection of sensing and actuating devices
providing the ability to share information across platforms through a unified framework,
developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative applications. This is
achieved by seamless, large-scale sensing, data analytic and information representation
using cutting edge ubiquitous sensing and cloud computing”.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is regarded as one of the most advanced tech-
nologies in the area of computers science, electronic and communications, mechanical
engineering, and information technology [13]. With software robots autonomously exe-
cuting their choreography uninterruptedly, quickly, and flawlessly while at the same time
being easy to implement at relatively low costs compared to traditional process automation,
RPA may automate processes enabling business transactions in the near future [14].

After clarifying the terms and concepts above, the question remains: Where does
the M2X Economy fit in? Several publications list and survey CPS and IoT applications,
e.g., [15–19]), as well as their economic value and impact, e.g., [19–21]. However, the emerg-
ing economy resulting from M2X enactments among humans, smart devices, software
agents and physical systems is rarely considered.

2.3. Elements and Definition of the M2X Economy

The M2X Economy framework involves autonomous smart devices and further en-
compasses mobile devices, software agents, humans, and infrastructure in M2M, M2H, and
M2I scenarios. A main requirement of such an ecosystem is to enable a seamless integration
of humans and smart devices into a well functioning socio-technical system that puts
the M2X concept in a human-centered context [1]. When considering collaborations and
interactions between the M2X stakeholders, multilevel and unidirectional interrelations can
be seen. The interleaved on-demand collaborations, interactions and transactions among
autonomous, heterogeneous and highly dynamic entities (humans, machines, software
agents, etc.) lead to decentralized and distributed socio-technical systems comprising a
large number of micro-services of different vendors and solutions, as well as infrastructure
providers [1].

Definition 1. Thus, the M2X Economy is the result of interactions, transactions, collaborations
and business enactments among humans, autonomous and cooperative smart devices, software
agents, and physical systems. The corresponding ecosystem is formed by automated, globally-
available, heterogeneous socio-technical e-governance systems with loosely coupled, P2P-resembling
network structures and is characterized by its dynamic, continuously changing, interoperable,
open and distributed nature. Thereby, the M2X Economy employs concepts such as cyber-physical
systems, the Internet of Things, and wireless sensor networks.
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3. Enactment, Collaboration, and e-Governance

Human-to-human business enactments are governed by enforceable contracts either
in the form of an oral, or written agreement. Contract documents [22] uniquely identify
the contracting parties, the offered services, or goods, a corresponding compensation, as
well as further constraints such as delivery dates, quality goals, penalties, and means
of arbitration [23]. Still, a highly-automated and machine-driven ecosystem requires a
digital equivalent that is accessible to and usable by all stakeholders. Moreover, traditional
solely human-focused contracts are often under-specified and thus, not suitable for M2X
enactments [23]. “Most importantly, traditional contracts do not provide sufficient details
about the actual transaction process, and consequently, frictions between the contracting
parties are very likely, e.g., one party assumes a specific product certificate before delivering
a partial compensation, and the other party assumes the opposite” [23].

Electronic smart contracts [24,25] address the listed issues by enabling and governing
business transactions using a computerized transaction protocol such as a blockchain.
Blockchain technology [26] ensures a trustworthy, tamper-resistant, P2P transaction pro-
cessing, and enables a distributed, often decentralized, transparent way for communication.
More generally, a blockchain is a distributed ledger that enables users to send data, process
it, and verify it without the need for a central entity [26]. In addition, smart-contract
blockchain technology comprises computer programs for the consistent execution by a
network of mutually distrusting nodes where no arbitration of a trusted authority exists.
As a result, allowing for fact tracking, non-repudiation, auditability, and tamper-resistant
storage of information in a distributed multi-stakeholder setting.

On the one hand, the running case of Section 2.1 only presents a small fraction of
potential applications and use cases of the M2X Economy. On the other hand, the running
case already contains several examples of different M2X interactions, transactions, and
collaborations, i.e., TaaS, road space negotiations, toll gate payments, BEV charging, traffic
light information dissemination, and smart parking. The enactments of the listed examples
follow a similar process structure, thus allowing for an abstraction towards a general
lifecycle of the M2X Economy. Consequently, we stipulate that all M2X-related interactions,
transactions, collaborations, and further enactments can be governed and represented
using a blockchain-based smart contract.

In the following, Section 3.1 details a conceptual lifecycle for M2X business enact-
ments and collaborations using electronic smart contracts. Afterward, Section 3.2 outlines
corresponding distributed e-governance mechanisms.

3.1. Digital Contract Lifecycle Management

Based on [23], Norta presents a conceptual smart contract-based lifecycle as illustrated
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Conceptual lifecycle for M2X business enactments–Based on [1,23].
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The lifecycle is divided into seven stages: (i.) preparation, (ii.) negotiation, (iii.)
governance distribution (iv.) preparation of collaboration enactment (v.) collaboration
enactment (vi.) rollback, and (vii.) termination stage.

The preparatory stage is initiated by selecting a pre-configured template from a dis-
tributed service hub. The distributed service hub hosts contract templates that match
different M2X use-cases and outlines the corresponding contractual process flow. Follow-
ing the running case, a template for TaaS is selected and populated with information about
the involved entities, such as identifiers and wallet addresses. Moreover, TaaS-specific
conditions are defined, e.g., departure location, final destination, the required vehicle size,
and the departure/arrival time. Subsequently, the TaaS contract request is negotiated with
potential TaaS service providers, i.e., autonomous vehicles. The negotiated-contract condi-
tions primarily depend on information such as the travel distance and energy consumption
of the vehicle as well as the number of transported individuals.

The negotiation stage concludes either with an agreement—resulting in a contract
signed by both parties to express their approval—or a contract rollback if no agreement
is reached. In our case, Alice and the vehicle serving the direct route between A and B
agree upon a set of rights and obligations. Subsequently, a smart contract is established
and serves as a distributed governance infrastructure (DGI) coordinating agent (also see
Figure 3). Finally, the e-governance distribution commences, Alice and the vehicle each
receive local contract copies containing the respective obligations and rights of each party
resulting from the previous negotiations [23]. The vehicle’s and Alice’s obligations are
observed by monitors and are assigned so-called business-network model agents (BNMA)
that connect to IoT-sensors such as the vehicle’s GPS-sensor [23].

The required process endpoints, e.g., for payment processing as Alice pays using the
cryptocurrency of her choice, are prepared and provided as part of the contract enactment
preparation. “Once the e-governance infrastructure is set up, technically realizing the
behavior in the local copies of the contracts requires concrete local electronic services. After
picking these services, follows the creation of communication endpoints so that the services
of the partners are able to communicate with each other. The final step of the preparation
is a liveness check of the channel-connected services” [23].

Next, the contract execution stage is triggered, and the vehicle picks up Alice at
location A. The TaaS contract enactment terminates, or expires once Alice arrives at Point B.
Alternatively, the contract is prematurely terminated, e.g., failing to transport Alice to Point
B, or violating agreed upon time restrictions, might result in an immediate rollback of the
TaaS contract, or invokes a mediation process that is supervised by a conflict-resolution
escrow service that is not depicted in Figure 2. Note that the enactment of the TaaS running
case subsumes further M2X enactments that occur throughout the TaaS service provision,
e.g., the vehicle pays a minor fee at the toll gate to use the faster toll road. The toll road
payment is part of the costs to transport Alice from Point A to B and is thus, included in
her fare.

3.2. Distributed e-Governance

While Figure 2 presents the collaboration among partners from a lifecycle perspective,
Figure 3 depicts the creation sequence of a DGI from an infrastructure perspective, thereby
providing the foundation for a distributed, interoperable, dynamic ad-hoc enactment
among heterogeneous M2X entities.
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Figure 3. Distributed M2X governance infrastructure. Source: [1] and based on [23,27].

Finally, the M2X collaboration model enables providers to decide if and in which way
changes to a private and internal process must be projected to a related public process view
in a way where the process view and the internal process stay consistent with each other.
Thus, the M2X collaboration model enables service-consumers to monitor a public process
view to safely follow changes performed to a private and internal process.

This way, it is possible to support the evolution of smart contracts [28] as a significant
means to achieve flexibility in B2B collaborations. As smart contracts are instrumental to
enable decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) [23] for the formation of electronic
communities, service-oriented cloud computing (SOCC) [29] supports companies in the
coordination of information- and business-process flows [30] for the choreography and
orchestration [31] of heterogeneous legacy-system infrastructures.

For evolving DAO-collaborations, Figure 4a shows a conceptually collaboration config-
uration where the template for an electronic-community formation is given by a business-
network model (BNM) [32] to specify choreographies relevant for a respective business
scenario.The BNM defines legally valid [33–35] template contracts as service types together
with assigned organizational roles. A collaboration hub that houses business processes as a
service (BPaaS-HUB) [36] in the form of process views [30], houses the BNM templates for
potential collaborating counterparties to enable a speedy matching.

The external layer of Figure 4a depicts service offers to identically match the service
types defined in the BNM with the respective collaborating partner contractual sphere.
Furthermore, a collaborating partner is required to comply with a specific partner roles
assigned to a specific service type. In [30], further details are contained about a tree-based
process-view matching for creating DAO-configurations. We stress that Figure 4a uses
Petri net [37] notation, which can be mapped into a tree-formalization as well with less
computationally expensive strain.

Figure 4b presents a corresponding mapping and presents the top-level structure of a
smart contract using the eSourcing Markup Language (eSML) [38]. “The core structure of a
smart contract we organize according to the interrogatives Who for defining the contracting
parties together with their resources and data definitions, Where to specify the business
and legal context, and What for specifying the exchanged business values. For achieving
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a consensus, we assume the What-interrogative employs matching process views that
require cross-organizational alignment for monitorability” [23].

Figure 4. (a) P2P service matching and provision of the M2X ecosystem using the eSourcing framework–(Based on) [23].
(b) The eSourcing Markup Language (eSML) for specifying contractual collaborations–Based on [38].

4. Smart Token Economics

The running case of Section 2.1 shows that the M2X Economy is a complex, distributed,
and socio-technical framework that requires a novel approach for developing the monetary
economy. We infer that the traditional financial system is not suitable and lacks the utility
for consideration in the M2X Economy. An important reason is that an integration of the
financial legacy technology does not scale and perform for a context such as the running
case in Figure 1 and additionally, to technically support the incentives mechanisms be-
tween the human user termed Alice and the smart autonomous devices being the cars,
traffic lights, toll gates, and charging stations, we require programmable monetary units,
which fiat-currencies are not, e.g, as a code extension of an ERC20-token smart-contract
template (https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20 accessed on 4 November 2021). Conse-
quently, the novel domain of token economics [39] emerges to compensate for the deficien-
cies of the legacy fiat-currency system. Informally, a token economy in an M2X Economy
that employs smart-contract blockchain technology, is characterised by encouraging desir-
able behavior by the human and artificial agents and infrastructure involved by offering
rewards and optionally also penalties in the form of crypto tokens.

We stress that established schools of thought of economics do not typically assume that
a monetary unit is programmable and connected as such to a socio-technical application
system context as Section 2.1 describes, where the automated complex governance of in-
centives mechanisms is essential for P2P interactions between humans, smart autonomous
devices, and infrastructure. On the other hand, a set of standard-token smart contracts are
available, initially offered by Ethereum, that allow for flexible instantiations into diverse
token types [40], e.g., tokens for a platform, that play a role of a security, or facilitate
transactions, enable specific platform-utility use, e-governance tokens for complex voting
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mechanisms, reputation tokens, and so on (https://tinyurl.com/token-types accessed on
10 November 2021).

As token economics based on smart-contract blockchain technology is an emerging
computer-science driven scientific discipline, we infer that the programmable nature of
crypto tokens requires a novel development methodology that is integrated with the M2X
system design from the very inception. In earlier research [41], we discover that no suitable
methodology exists for developing blockchain distributed applications (DApps), which is
relevant too for an M2X context. Consequently, the distributed agent-oriented modeling
(DAOM) method [42] fills this gap, being the first blockchain-DApp development method
that also integrates the foundation for the development of a DApp-specific token economy
being integrated with the system functionalities.

While due to page limitations, we refer interested readers to several use cases [43,44],
where the DAOM method follows a set of briefly described model-driven design steps.
First, the functional and quality goals, together with human and artificial software agents
are organized into a so-called goal model where transparent gray rectangles with token-
type labels denote smart-contract blockchain application in a DApp. Next, based on a set
of heuristics, a component-diagram architecture is deduced from the goal model where
blockchain-involving components are also gray colored, corresponding to the specific
requirements of derivation. The addition in the component-diagram architecture is the
specification of the information-exchange channels between components, and components
to human and artificial software agents. Based on this conceptual DApp understanding,
DAOM next prescribes the specification of so-called on-chain transaction sets that are a
tuple comprising an ID, short description and agents involved per respective transaction
evaluation. It is important to specify this on-chain transaction set given the expenses of
transaction validations [45], e.g., per proof-of-work (PoW), proof-of-staking (PoS), and so
on. Finally, the set of information-exchange protocols between components, and compo-
nents with human and artificial software agents, is expressed either in sequence diagrams,
or in a graph-based notation such as business process model and notation (BPMN) [46] in
which the IDs of respective on-chain transactions are embedded.

Note that the DAOM method is inherently technology agnostic and allows subse-
quently for deducing a technology stack with a considerable blockchain subset for a detailed
token-economics establishment to govern the incentive mechanisms and a rapid Dapp
development. At the same time, extension work is required to develop DAOM further for
full applicability in an M2X context. More concretely, since smart autonomous devices are an
essential part of M2X, being software agents embedded in hardware, further modeling nota-
tions must be adopted into the DAOM method for designing specifically the behavior of the
P2P-communicating smart autonomous devices and also the smart-contract instantiations
that constitute the respective token types to govern the incentive mechanisms. A promising
option is to consider agent-based computational economics [47] in combination with a
future extended DAOM method for M2X-focused smart-token economics development.

5. Discussion

The previous Section 2 introduces the M2X Economy, while Sections 3 and 4 focus
on essential building blocks of the M2X Economy, i.e., M2X enactments, governance and
smart-token economics. Subsequent sections discuss the arguments in favor and against
our smart-contract enabled and blockchain-based M2X proposal as well as alternative
approaches. Space constraints force us to focus on the most relevant aspects.

5.1. Digital Smart Contracts

While human-to-human business enactments are governed by oral, or written con-
tracts, they are not applicable to the highly-automated, machine-driven and human-focused
M2X Economy. First, human-centered oral and written contracts are difficult to process
even for smart machines [1]. Second, traditional contracts [48] are often under-specified
and do not provide sufficient details about the actual transaction processes as well as
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about the parties obligations and rights [23,34]. Third, they do not allow for extensive
automation, scale badly and lack a computerized transaction protocol [49]. Fourth, efficient
and automated means of conflict-resolution are missing [1,23].

While we propose the utilization of electronic smart contracts to address the issues
above, one may argue that a cloud-based online shop for services of the M2X Economy
would be sufficient, e.g., Amazon’s web shop proves to scale well and even partially
automates business enactments. Still, such types of business enactments suffer from
transparency issues which complicate—or even prevent and sabotage—conflict-resolution
mechanisms. Especially the unequal power relations between a single entity and the
service-offering cloud shop prevent fair markets and business enactments.

In contrast, smart contracts allow for the automated, consistent, transparent, and
auditable enactment of contracts by a network of mutually distrusting nodes where no
arbitration of a trusted authority is required [24,50,51]. As a result, allowing for fact
tracking, non-repudiation, auditability, and tamper-resistant storage of information in
a distributed multi-stakeholder setting. In case of any conflicts, pre-defined rollback
mechanisms are applied as described in [23].

Finally, Amazon-resembling service provision promotes lock-in effects, and obstructs
much needed interoperability and openness of the M2X ecosystem as discussed in the
subsequent Section 5.2. Neither traditional contracts, nor a cloud-hosted shop-resembling
service provisions, allow for dynamic, P2P- (even local) ad-hoc enactments.

5.2. Openness and Interoperability

A one-stop platform for the provision and enactment of services and goods of a M2X
ecosystem is desirable instead of a manufacturer-focused platform with deliberately forced,
or functional lock-ins that lead to the formation of self-contained data and service silos
such as Tesla, Google, or Amazon. As suggested in [1], interoperability allows for the
exploitation of economies of scale and increased efficiency. At the same time, an interop-
erable blockchain ecosystem can be operated as a joint venture of various stakeholders
and include built-in e-governance mechanisms, thereby constituting a neutral territory
for all stakeholders [1,52]. A smart-contract driven M2X platform and its corresponding
ecosystem not only enable an interoperable platform for M2X entities, but also further
reduces dependency on intermediaries [53].

The technical implementation is realized by so-called relay chains as introduced by
Polkadot [52] that provide communication interfaces for different heterogeneous blockchain
platforms to interact with each other and subsequently, allow for a blockchain-agnostic,
highly-automated, globally-available orchestration and choreography of heterogeneous
socio-technical systems. Thus, specific manufacturers, or service-provider specific func-
tionalities may also be accessible outside their own platform.

5.3. Identity

In order for hardware devices, humans and software agents to conduct digital business
transactions, or enact digital collaborations as described in Section 2.1, all these entities
require a digital representation of their “real-world” identity. To enable secure business
collaborations and transaction within the M2X Economy, this digital representation is
required to establish and enable trust, reputation mechanisms, perform verifiable and
accountable transactions, and establish reliable as well as auditable data provenance [1].
As M2X is a multi-stakeholder ecosystem, the identity management issue applies not only
for its users, but also infrastructure providers, OEMs, regulators and service providers. A
single central authority for identity management of all these different stakeholders poses
the risk of single point of failure. Furthermore, identity silos create privacy concerns and
are not interoperable [54].

As earlier argued in this section, centralized infrastructures are not suitable for fa-
cilitating the full potential of the M2X ecosystem. Hence, a centralized identity solution
is not an option and a decentralized interoperable identity solution is required. In order
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to prevent the aforementioned flaws and enable an open interoperable ecosystem, the
identity-management solution needs to be self-sovereign and user-centric. Self-sovereign
identity puts end-users in charge of decisions about their own privacy and disclosure of
their personal information and credentials [54] and not the organizations that traditionally
centralize identity. Self-sovereign identity systems that are based on decentralized identi-
fiers (DIDs) [55], utilize distributed ledgers, or blockchains as a distributed storage system
that replace centralized and incompatible data silos with a cooperative shared storage
resource. The result is a user-controlled identity provision model where users control
access and sharing of their data based on a need-to-know-basis using the concepts of DIDs,
DID documents, and verifiable claims [1].

5.4. Trust

Blockchains are trust engines in an inherently trustless M2X Economy collaboration
context. Blockchain technology promises to secure the M2X ecosystem where the man-
agement of large and distributed datasets in a secure way is essential. Still, the expected
performance and scalability of existing blockchains is currently not compatible for a M2X
context [56]. Consequently, new types of blockchains with novel consensus and validation
algorithms are required for the large number of securely connected smart autonomous
devices that interact with other machines, humans, and infrastructure.

Since M2X ecosystems are a source of large, unstructured data sets that must be
combined and understood to extract intelligence with advanced analytic for actionable
decision-making, it is our contention that trust management is only possible with novel
blockchain technology of high scalability and performance. For example, the use of
blockchains in a M2X ecosystem involves many devices that have low storage capacity
and computing power. Since these devices cannot maintain a blockchain of many giga-
bytes, novel sharding management for blockchain parts to and from devices is required to
overcome storage and computing-power limitations [1,57].

5.5. Tokenized Value Exchange

A blockchain-based solution enables the decentralized settlement of value added in
the form of crypto tokens [26,58]. The latter may be created entirely without trusted third
parties, or intermediaries and exchanged directly P2P [53] while at the same time increasing
transaction speed. Since Section 4 stipulates that the legacy financial technologies with a
focus on fiat currencies is not suitable and lacks the required utility for the M2X Economy,
we put forward further arguments that justify the need for a smart-contract blockchain
based token economy. Given the legal and socio-technical complexity of a M2X Economy,
it is essential to have a flexible monetary instrument that allows for flexibility with respect
to defining for a token the application goals, the properties, the business, and incentivizing
governance models. Important for the development of a token model with a specific degree
of M2X required complexity is to also target in that process the desired legal-compliance
adjustment. Certainly for tokens with a high degree of contextual application complexity,
e.g., to tackle governance issues in a M2X Economy, the business-model engineering gains
in dominance additionally to legal-compliance assurance.

To expand on the topic of e-governance by tokens, essential for this is the provision of
a rich and real-time availability of large data sets stemming from the entities that comprise
a M2X Economy. Smart-contract blockchain tokens pose via their incentivized transaction
involvement that they facilitate the generation of such data with all economic action
involved. With all that, the scope emerges for establishing a novel scientific discipline that
may be termed economic systems engineering. Thus, diverse economics and engineering
disciplines need to be combined in this novel scientific discipline for M2X Economics
in which blockchain-specific consensus mechanisms such as PoW allow for a real-time
steering of complex governance scenarios in a trustless collaboration context of complex
and adaptive M2X Economies where all services are tokenized themselves.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

This position paper argues for a novel business model for the emerging M2X Econ-
omy of multi-stakeholders that is open, decentralized, and distributed. As such, the M2X
Economy encompasses the interactions between smart autonomous devices with other
machines, humans and infrastructure in a cybernetic context. As an example, we corre-
spondingly present a running case from the domain of self-driving autonomous smart
vehicles to be rented by humans for transportation on roads with smart toll gates and smart
traffic lights in interaction with other smart vehicles.

Important supporting concepts for the M2X Economy are lifecycle management for the
setup, establishment, rollout, rollback and orderly termination of business collaborations.
This lifecycle manages cross-organizational process-aware collaboration establishment that
is expressed in machine-readable smart contracts.

The suggested course of actions for developing the M2X Economy needs to focus on
specific domains. First, since smart contracts are a promising means for managing ad-hoc
P2P contractual collaboration establishment, it is important to develop smart-contract
languages that have legal relevance with their representation in a machine-readable format.
Important is in this context that openness and interoperability must be assured to avoid
self-contained data silos and instead enable collaboration transparency for effortless conflict-
resolution e-governance mechanisms. Next, an M2X Economy requires the adoption of
novel identity authentication for the participating entities and humans that are flexible in
the adoption of application-context adjusted challenge sets. Thereby considering scalable
and highly performing blockchain technology, a trusted entry into and exit from an M2X
ecosystem can be assured for smart autonomous devices, machines, infrastructure and
humans. Finally, an M2X Economy should have its incentive mechanisms governed
by programmable, smart token sets that are developed with means of smart-contract
blockchain technologies.

Exploring the solution options, we observe that smart contracts still lack legal rel-
evance due to missing language contracts. For example, traditional contracts are based
on the formulation of obligations and rights that should be part of smart contracts in a
machine-readable form. To achieve openness and interoperability for an M2X Economy, the
lack of standards that technology providers adhere to should be addressed. For addressing
the topic of suitable identity-authentication mechanisms, we claim that the investigation of
application-context dependent multi-factor challenge sets are a promising means for trusted
entries and exits of humans and non-human actors into a M2X ecosystem. A novel genera-
tion of blockchains with scaling and performing consensus algorithms is essential to assure
effective trust assurance by investigating novel distributed blockchain-sharding manage-
ment. Finally, the need arises for establishing economic systems engineering as a scientific
discipline for investigating the important domain of tokenized M2X value exchanges.
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Abstract: Energy management in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is becoming more prevalent as the
usage of distributed Electric Vehicles (EV) grows. As a result, Demand Response (DR) management
has been introduced to achieve efficient energy management in IoV. Through DR management,
EV drivers are allowed to adjust their energy consumption and generation based on a variety of
parameters, such as cost, driving patterns and driving routes. Nonetheless, research in IoV DR
management is still in its early stages, and the implementation of DR schemes faces a number of
significant hurdles. Blockchain is used to solve some of them (e.g., incentivization, privacy and
security issues, lack of interoperability and high mobility). For instance, blockchain enables the
introduction of safe, reliable and decentralized Peer-to-Peer (P2P) energy trading. The combination of
blockchain and IoV is a new promising approach to further improve/overcome the aforementioned
limitations. However, there is limited literature in Demand Response Management (DRM) schemes
designed for IoV. Therefore, there is a need for a systematic literature review (SLR) to collect and
critically analyze the existing relevant literature, in an attempt to highlight open issues. Thus, in this
article, we conduct a SLR, investigating how blockchain technology assists the area of DRM in IoV.
We contribute to the body of knowledge by offering a set of observations and research challenges on
blockchain-based DRM in IoV. In doing so, we allow other researchers to focus their work on them,
and further contribute to this area.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain was first proposed as Bitcoin’s distributed ledger to alleviate the double-
spending problem. One of the most important characteristics of blockchain is that, due to
its transparency and immutability, it enables participants to establish trust among unknown
entities in a decentralized way [1,2]. Recently, in the area of smart mobility, blockchain
has risen as an upcoming technology, enabling decentralized mobility services, secure and
reliable P2P energy trading between EVs, secure authentication and more [3]. According to
Markets and Markets [4], by 2030, the automotive blockchain market is expected to have
grown from USD 0.35 billion in 2020 to USD 5.29 billion, drawing the attention of a variety
of stakeholders (e.g., investors, business experts, academics and governments).

Additionally, cities are becoming smarter and more connected, due to the rapid
advancement of the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT allows connected vehicles (e.g., electric
vehicles) to gradually evolve into self-driving vehicles, but none of this will be feasible
without a new advanced network [5]. Thus, IoV has emerged as technology that allows
vehicle information exchange, efficiency and safety with each other. IoV is powered by
smart vehicles, Artificial Intelligence and IoT [6,7]. In the context of IoV, smart vehicles
use the Internet to communicate with each other and connect with drivers or passengers,
as well as with roadside facilities [8]. The most important communication examples are
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) [9].
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Yet, the widespread utilization of dispersed EVs creates problems for the energy
management in IoV [10,11]. A possible solution is DR management, which might be used
in IoV to allow energy consumers (i.e., EV drivers) to adjust their energy consumption
patterns based on the cost [12,13]. Specifically, DR allows customers to play an important
part in the energy grid operation by decreasing or changing their power usage during peak
hours in response to time-based tariffs or other types of financial incentives. Several electric
system operators utilize DR programs as alternatives for balancing supply and demand [14].
Such programs can reduce the cost of electricity in energy markets, resulting in reduced
market prices. Time-based pricing schemes, including critical peak, variable peak, time
of use and real-time pricing, are examples of how market players might participate in
demand response [15,16].

Nevertheless, research in the area of IoV DR is still in its early stages and the de-
ployment of IoV DR in smart grids confronts a number of important challenges [17,18].
Specifically, IoV currently lacks sufficient security and privacy procedures to reduce in-
accurate and malicious information transfers between EVs [19,20]. There is also a lack of
incentive mechanisms to encourage prosumers (i.e., producer and consumer) to join in
such DR schemes. EV owners are hesitant to join in large-scale trading networks unless
they are highly compensated (i.e., incentivization schemes), due to higher battery drain
and other costs associated with discharging [21,22]. Additionally, IoV’s characteristics,
such as high mobility, low latency, network complexity and heterogeneity, pose substantial
issues when typical cloud-based storage and management is incorporated. As a result,
to be ready for the future expansion of IoV and fulfill its potential, the data interchange
and storage infrastructure may be distributed, decentralized, interoperable, adaptable
and scalable [23–26].

From a different point of view, blockchain can be seen as a promising technology in
the area of smart mobility and EVs, as it can support secure, reliable and decentralized
energy trading [3,27,28]. Blockchain technology provides transparency regarding energy
production and consumption. Moreover, blockchain has the potential to give a considerable
number of unique solutions in the majority of IoV applications [6]. For that reason, re-
searchers have started developing IoV applications based on blockchain technology [29–31].
IoV built on blockchain has the capacity to boost a new ecosystem for the transportation
and vehicular industries, allowing energy assets to be transferred and managed in a secure,
transparent, verifiable and efficient manner [32–34].

Despite the fact that IoV is a relatively new technology, it is known that decentralized
designs and processes are required to manage energy generation and consumption. Based
on our research findings presented in [6], instability in energy production may jeopardize
the energy supply security, leading to energy overload and a greatly distributed and
continuously changing IoV topology. As a result, we concluded that more study into DR
management, which uses blockchain technology to balance energy consumption and supply,
was required. In this regard, blockchain appears to have the potential to be an innovative
paradigm, addressing limitations in IoV, such as variability in energy production, energy
overload and lack of incentive mechanisms [6]. Even though there are several studies that
investigate the blockchain technology in the energy domain, there is limited information
regarding how blockchain could be incorporated in DR management schemes designed
for IoV. Therefore, there is a need to collect and critically analyze the existing literature in
an attempt to highlight open issues. Thus, in this article, we conduct a SLR, investigating
how blockchain technology assists the area of DRM in IoV. We contribute to the body of
knowledge by offering a set of observations and research challenges on blockchain-based
DRM in IoV, as the outcome of addressing the following SLR Question: “How can blockchain
technology assist the area of demand response management in IoV-assisted smart grids?”.

To this end, our study makes the following contributions based on a systematic
literature review methodology:

1. Collects and filters the available literature, in an attempt to present current perspec-
tives and research efforts on blockchain-enabled DRM in IoV.
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2. Critically analyzes and reports the review’s outcomes, in an attempt to discuss the
various IoV DRM solutions and scenarios and provide a taxonomy of demand re-
sponse programs.

3. Focuses on the perspectives and research efforts around the demand response man-
agement in the IoV, taking into consideration the application of blockchain technology.

4. Provides a comprehensive list of observations and research challenges of blockchain
technology in the IoV DRM.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the
followed research methodology of the current review, describing step by step the three
stages of this articles, based on Kitchenham’s approach [35,36], as well as features of the
PRISMA methodology [37]. Then, Section 3 presents the main findings and the knowledge
extracted during the review around current perspectives and research efforts on blockchain-
enabled DRM in IoV, while in Section 4, we critically discuss their findings, providing
their main observations, as well as some limitations and research gaps. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper, highlights its contributions and makes recommendations for further
research. Lastly, we would like to mention that we provide a detailed list of abbreviations,
in an attempt to ease the understanding of the concepts presented in this article.

2. Systematic Literature Review Methodology

The current study was based on Kitchenham’s methodology and on [35,36], as well as
on features of the PRISMA statement [37]. This review followed the following steps:

1. Plan the review: Determine the rationale of the review, define the research questions
and create the review process.

2. Conduct the review: Carry out the established protocol, select studies and assess
their quality.

3. Report the review: Presents the review findings.

2.1. Plan the Review

The current review was built on top of the findings of our previous work presented
in [6]. In particular, our earlier research indicated that blockchain offers novel opportunities
for vehicle owners to engage in the IoV. However, further research is needed into the DRM.
Therefore, continuing our work, the detailed description of the SLR methodology and
review protocol can be found in that article. Following that, several components of the
current review process were directed by the research questions, including setting inclusion
and exclusion criteria, searching for relevant studies, gathering data and presenting findings.
The current systematic literature review aims to answer the following main question:

SLR Question: How can blockchain technology assist the area of demand response
management in IoV-assisted smart grids?

We identified a set of search queries and databases, while planning the review. It is
worth noting that the systematic literature search began in 2017 and spanned the previous
five years of research innovation and progress. The search database sources were IEEEX-
plore, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar. Because this
study focused on the scientific knowledge of blockchain adoption in the IoV concept, we
emphasized literature published in academic journals, conference proceedings, and book
chapters. Then, we defined the SLR’s keywords and the queries that were used in the
aforementioned databases (Table 1).

2.2. Conduct the Review

We identified 1254 studies that were related to our criteria. We examined for probable
duplication inside the union of all databases’ responses before continuing on to the screen-
ing procedure. After deleting the duplicates, the results for the screening were 1086, as
shown in Figure 1. Moving on to the screening procedure, we assessed the suitability and
quality of the collected studies using a set of quality criteria for exclusion and inclusion
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that we presented in our initial study [6] and present also in Table 2. Then, using those
criteria, we looked at the abstracts and keywords of the 1086 papers. During the abstract
reading, we concentrated on two qualifying criteria: Is the paper about blockchain? Is there
a concept, framework or research in the article that relates to demand response manage-
ment? To be eligible, papers had to fulfill both requirements. Then, 326 articles were left
for review using this method. We continued to evaluate the normative literature after the
screening step. We were able to exclude 110 papers because they were unrelated to the
review’s objective, leaving 106 research to be considered. The approach for identification,
screening, and inclusion is depicted in detail in Figure 1.

Table 1. Keywords and search queries for the systematic literature review.

Keyword Query

blockchain

blockchain AND
“demand response” AND

(IoV OR “Internet of Vehicles” OR “Smart Grid”
OR “Smart City”) AND

(applications OR challenges)

IoV
Internet of Vehicles

smart grid
smart city

demand response
applications
challenges

Figure 1. Identification of studies via databases (PRISMA flow diagram).

Following that, the purpose was to use the data extraction to appropriately document
the knowledge gathered from the research that were included. The following information
was gathered from each study:

• Authors, publication year, paper type, publishing location and digital object identifier
were all required fields.

• Evaluation of the study in terms of research knowledge, including the following:
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� The study’s issues;
� The study’s results and key findings;
� The study’s limitations and/or research approaches.

A detailed presentation of the research findings and the extracted knowledge is
provided in Sections 3 and 4.

Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Peer-reviewed studies Grey literature

Academic theoretical and empirical research White papers and material from
non-academic sources

Full-text available Full-text not available
Written in the English language Not written in the English language

Published in 2017 onwards Published before 2017

Relevant to blockchain and the IoV concept Diverged from the field of blockchain and the
IoV concept

Concept addressed by means of a
valid methodology

2.3. Report the Review

The majority of the studies were journal articles and high-quality conference papers,
although some book chapters were also analyzed. A clear depiction of the types of publica-
tions identified is presented in Figure 2, while their distribution within the time range of the
review is presented in Figure 3. Moreover, their publishers are also presented in Figure 4.
From the primary studies (i.e., cluster of 106), the most interesting and relevant ones were
selected (excluding the documents in the form of a survey or literature review, which were
also considered separately) to highlight the main current research trends and the gaps that
have yet to be filled. We selected studies only considering if the paper’s argument was
built on an appropriate base of theory and concepts, and if the evaluation results were
clearly presented and appropriately analyzed. The selected studies were 20 papers and are
presented in Appendix A.

Figure 2. Distribution of the identified studies based on their type.

The following features were highlighted: problem statement, proposed solution/objectives
and outcomes/limitations.

Evaluating the selected studies in terms of research knowledge, it appears that current
studies partially tackle DRM designed for IoV. There were studies that were separately
studied and solved some of the IoV issues, although none succeed in tackling all of them
holistically, providing a systematic literature review or focusing on how blockchain could
be incorporated into DR management schemes designed for IoV. The aforementioned
statement is supported by Table 3, where it can be seen that no work was identified to
employ blockchain-based privacy, DRM, V2V/V2G energy trading, charging scheduling,
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incentivization schemes and EV profiles. Table 3 summarizes and compares the main
features observed in the literature review.

Figure 3. Distribution of the identified studies within the review’s time range.

Figure 4. Publishers for the identified primary studies.

Table 3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Reference
(Selected
Studies)

Blockchain-
Based

Privacy

Demand
Response

Management

V2V/V2G
Energy
Trading

Charging
Scheduling

Incentive
Mechanism

EV Profiles

[38] • • •
[39] • • •
[40] •
[41] • • •
[42] • •
[43] • •
[44] •
[45] • • •
[46] • •
[47] • •
[48] • •
[12] • • •
[49] • • • •
[50] •
[51] • • •
[52] • •
[53] •
[54] • •
[55] • • •
[56] • • •

This SLR • • • • • •
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3. Current Perspectives and Research Efforts on Blockchain-Enabled IoV

This section summarizes the research findings derived from the systematic literature
review, focusing on the perspectives and research efforts around the demand response
management in the IoV, taking into consideration the application of blockchain technology.

3.1. P2P Trading and Management in Energy Blockchain

There are several studies that propose the use of blockchain technology in P2P energy
trading [57]. For instance, in [44], a game-theoretic approach for a demand side manage-
ment model that incorporates a localized PBFT-CB was proposed. The study incorporated
the interaction between sellers and buyers, considering the Stackelberg game and non-
cooperative static games. Additionally, Brooklyn microgrid was one of the first applied
engineering programs of energy blockchain [58]. The project is based on blockchain P2P
energy trading without the intermediation of a third-party energy supplier. The Brooklyn
microgrid demonstrates that blockchain may be utilized in real-world P2P energy transac-
tions. Moreover, Q. Duan [59] proposed an optimal scheduling and management smart city
scheme, within the safe framework of blockchain. To do so, Q. Duan presented an enhanced
directed acyclic graph strategy to increase the security of data transactions inside a smart
city, as well as a security layer based on blockchain to prevent cyber hacking. Additionally,
the LO3 Energy company introduced an energy supply scheme to the closest neighbors
based on P2P trading [60]. Lastly, the current literature dictates future distributed ledger
implementations and mechanisms and revealed that blockchain is an important part of P2P
energy trading [52,61–63].

3.2. Blockchain-Based Demand Response Programs and Optimization Models

Demand response has been recognized as an important tool for managing supply and
demand in electrical grids [64]. When there is an electrical deficit, DR becomes an effective
alternative for absorbing the energy gap and managing power utilization [47]. Significant
initiatives in blockchain-based demand response programs and optimization models are
presented below.

To handle demand response in a V2G context, a P2P energy trading mechanism
between EVs and network operators was proposed by S. Aggarwal [39], in an attempt
to overcome smart grid imbalances and to control the ever-growing energy demands
from EVs. Moreover, Z. Guo [47] presented a blockchain-enabled DR scheme with an
incentive pricing model. First, the authors proposed a blockchain-enabled DR framework
to promote the secure implementation of DR, while then they also designed a dual-incentive
mechanism, based on the Stackelberg game model, to successfully implement blockchain
demand response management. Furthermore, in the area of IoV, there are also several
studies that address the DR problem and propose optimization solutions. For instance, Z.
Zhou [54] proposed a consortium blockchain-enabled secure energy trading framework
for EVs with a moderate cost, using a contract theory-based incentive mechanism to
incentivize more EVs to participate in DR. The proposed optimization scheme falls into the
category of difference of convex programing and is solved by using the iterative convex–
concave procedure algorithm. Likewise, T. Zhang [41] incorporated a blockchain-based
cryptocurrency component, with which the system can incentivize users with monetary
and non-monetary means in a flat-rate manner.

In recent years, the implementation of DR programs in smart grids has drawn a lot of
academic attention. A taxonomy of these research endeavors is depicted in Figure 5, which
was generated from the outcomes of the current SLR. This categorization is based on the
DR procedure’s control mechanism, customer motives to lower or move their expectations
and the DR decision variable.

DR systems have two types of control mechanisms: centralized and distributed. In
the centralized mode, consumers connect directly with the electricity network without
engaging with one another. In the distributed mode, user interactions feed the network
with information about overall usage [65].
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Figure 5. Demand response program taxonomy.

The motivations offered to producers and consumers to decrease their energy usage
are classified in the second category of DR schemes. These motivations are divided into
two categories:

• Time-based DR: In the time-based DR, consumers are provided time-varying pricing
depending on the cost across various time periods.

• Incentive-based DR: Customers in incentive-based DR schemes are offered fixed or
time-varying payments to encourage them to reduce their electricity usage during
times of system stress [66–68], but they are also subject to specific constraints or are
penalized if they do not participate in the program.

• Finally, DR systems that utilize the decision variable to identify task-scheduling and
energy-management based DR schemes are classified into the third group [69,70].

The main feature of task scheduling DR is control over the desired load’s activation
time, which may be moved to peak-demand periods [71,72]. The energy-management-
based DR solutions accomplish different power usage during peak-demand hours by
decreasing the power consumption of certain loads [73,74].

3.3. Electric Vehicles Charging Scheduling Using Blockchain

To study the consequences of increased EV load and charging mechanisms, the accu-
rate modeling of EV charging profiles is necessary [75]. The size and topology of the energy
grid, the number and size of EVs, the mode, time and location of charging as well as the
daily driving distance influence the above-mentioned charging profiles. As a consequence,
the charging profiles of the drivers are increasingly coupled with charging schedules.

N. Guo et al. [76] proposed a centralized control architecture to handle the modeling
and management of EV charging by reducing peak demand and increasing the number of
EVs charged concurrently. A common finding in numerous studies on EV battery chargers
is that EV battery workloads are commonly thought of as a static, with the actual system
behavior of the batteries throughout the charging process being overlooked. In order to
tackle the latter, Y. Wu [77] emphasized that a bi-directional energy flow is conceivable. EV
batteries may be utilized in the grid in the manner of any other energy storage device, with
the additional perk of mobility. The owners of EVs would be able to participate in energy
market trading, recharge batteries when energy is cheap and discharge if the smart grid
rewards them for their excess energy. This type of energy exchange and negotiation can
allow the network to regulate demand (e.g., peak shaving) or offer additional storage in the
case of excess renewable energy generation. Consumers will be able to pick where, when
and which EV to charge, reducing the strain of the grid.

Using the adaptable EV charging flow, C. Lazaroiu [42] developed a model for smart
charging of EVs, in which a software agent selects whether it should load a unit, in what
sequence or whether it is better to sell energy to the market. The concept is based on
blockchain technology, which makes interactions reliable and traceable, with the goal of
decreasing or eliminating intermediaries in energy trade and lowering anxiety.
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Furthermore, given the growing popularity of EVs and their unpredictable dynamic
nature in terms of charging and route patterns, EV load might be difficult for energy
distribution operators and utilities to manage [41]. Thus, T. Zhang proposed SMERCOIN,
which is a real-time solution that integrates the concepts of priority and cryptocurrencies
to encourage EV owners to charge on a renewable energy-friendly timeframe. Customers
with a longer history of utilizing renewable energy are given priority in the system, which
uses a rating system. By including cryptocurrency, the system may encourage users using
both monetary and non-monetary techniques in a flat-rate manner. Similarly, Z. Zhou [54]
developed a distributed, privacy-preserved and incentive-compatible DR mechanism for
IoV. In more detail, the authors suggested a low-cost consortium blockchain-enabled secure
energy trade platform EVs, as well as an incentive system based on contract theory in order
to encourage more EVs to join the DR program.

Furthermore, a dependable solution is required to meet the future energy demands of
urban and industrial customers, while also supporting the charging and discharging needs
of EVs. Therefore, some research articles have been presented, studying the energy trading
in the IoV for demand response management. For example, S. Aggarwal [39] proposed
a blockchain-based secure energy trading scheme for demand response management
between EVs and the service providers, while a double auction mechanism is proposed
between EVs and SPs to maximizes social welfare with privacy preservation. Similar
examples can also be found in [12,46], in which the authors analyzed the energy in IoV-
assisted smart cities, employing blockchain capabilities in order to select the most suitable
charging station without sharing private information, and to balance the spatio-temporal
dynamic demands of computing resource.

4. Discussion

The majority of the selected studies mention the need for decentralized DR manage-
ment in IoV and smart grids, which will primarily promote privacy and security, and then
will efficiently incorporate the increasing number of electric vehicles. Likewise, the need for
a blockchain framework that offers optimized management and coordination of EV charg-
ing is another similarity identified in the literature. The latter is further supported from
the common belief that blockchain technology could provide security and privacy of the
drivers’ data and the exchange of information. In addition, many of the studies highlight
that focus should be given to human behavior and preferences, creating EV profiles, which
will help the management of the IoV-assisted smart grids and also emphasize different
social aspects. Furthermore, another similarity revealed that real-time energy demand is
not sufficiently analyzed and explored, considering also the randomness of the EVs events
and the unexpected events that may occur during the everyday life.

Finally, the majority of the studies highlight that the advantages of blockchain tech-
nology within the IoV-assisted smart grids are numerous, although there is a lack of
incentivization schemes that provide relevant rewards to prosumers in order to participate
in such schemes. The similarities are depicted in Table 4.

Table 4. Similarities and differences among the selected studies.

Category Similarities Differences

Incentivization Blockchain incentives are needed to
encourage participation

Focus on Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
as a mean for incentivization scheme

Privacy and Security Blockchain technology is mostly used for
security and privacy

Data analytics scheme for security-aware
DRM using blockchain

Demand Response Management Real-time demand management is
not investigated

Incorporate deep learning for intelligent
demand response

EV drivers’ profile Drivers’ preferences are not considered n/a

Generic Consortium blockchain is common in the
DRM applications The proposition is not directly applied in EVs
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Furthermore, the SLR reveled some differences (Table 4). The first difference derives
from Y.C. Tsao [40], in which the sustainable microgrid design problem is addressed by
leveraging blockchain technology to provide real-time-based demand response programs.
The study, though, is not coupled with IoV or EVs, although the optimization approach
that is proposed is evaluated, making the authors believe that it could be also applied in
the area of IoV. Additionally, compared with the rest of the selected studies that are focused
on price-based incentives, N. Karandikar [50] focused on non-fungible tokens as a mean for
the incentivization of the users. On the contrary, B. Prapadevi [45] reviewed four important
themes, such as electric load forecasting, state estimation, energy theft detection and energy
sharing and trading, trying to illustrate the need of deep learning solutions in smart grids
and demand response. Similarly, A. Kumari [56] reported that current DR management
solutions are not adequate in terms of peak loads reduction, consumer comfort and data
security issues, and proposed a data analytics scheme for security-aware management.
The proposed scheme used blockchain to maintain the grid stability and reduce peak
energy consumption.

The discussion presented above led to the following observations, as those are illus-
trated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Systematic literature review observations.

Observation 1—EVs as a distributed power backup: EVs can be used as a distributed
backup power for the grid, storing electricity during the low period and providing electric-
ity to the power grid during peak period. EVs are not only charged from the grid, but they
can also discharge electricity towards that through V2G technology. Hence, EVs may be
considered as a distributed backup power, enabling electricity storage during low demand
periods, while providing electricity back to the grid during peak periods.

Observation 2—Demand Response Problem due to energy surplus or deficit: En-
ergy surplus or deficit may threaten the security of the energy supply and demand, leading
to a demand response problem. The latter is becoming worse considering the randomness
of the EV events, which may lead to energy components’ overload and culminating with
power outages or service disruptions, leading to the so-called demand response problem.

Observation 3—Optimal schedule of EVs’ charging and discharging: It is challeng-
ing to optimally schedule the charging/discharging behavior of EVs to achieve energy
balance, considering the instability of EV demand during specific time periods and/or
locations. Specific areas of the IoV-assisted smart grid may increase the demand during
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specific time periods and/or locations. Thus, it is a challenge to optimally schedule the
charging/discharging behavior of EVs in order to achieve energy balance in the grid.

Observation 4—Need for a charging coordination mechanism: Existing pricing co-
ordination techniques have a number of flaws since they rely on a single entity, which might
be an untrustworthy third party who is not always truthful when scheduling charging
requests. Furthermore, private information about EV owners (such as driving patterns
and profiles) could be revealed. To tackle the DR problem in IoV-assisted smart grids,
a decentralized, transparent, and privacy-preserving charging coordination mechanism
is required.

Observation 5—Blockchain incentives should be considered: Most of the studies
consider blockchain technology to ensure the privacy of the EVs, although few of them con-
sider incentive mechanisms to encourage EV drivers to participate in blockchain-enabled
DR through optimal scheduling. Existing charging coordination mechanisms suffer from
several limitations, e.g., they rely on a single entity, which may be an untrusted party that
is not always honest in scheduling charging requests. In most of the selected studies, it was
observed that the researchers considered blockchain technology to ensure the privacy of EV
owners. However, not many of them considered incentive mechanisms to encourage EV
drivers to participate in this kind of blockchain-enabled DR framework. There are a couple
of studies, though, that state that the provision of incentives to the participants (e.g., EV
drivers, energy providers and households) will be the key to exploit blockchain technology
within smart grids and IoV.

Observation 6—EV profiling for energy demand planning: EV profiling should be
considered to perform an alignment of EV charging and driver mobility demand towards
optimizing electricity demand forecasting and planning. Forecasting the electricity price
plays a significant role in reducing energy costs. Moreover, energy demand forecasting
helps to maintain the balance between electricity demand and supply in the IoV-assisted
smart grid. As a consequence, to achieve the optimization of electricity demand forecasting
and planning, EV profiling should be considered.

As discussed in earlier sections, IoV is now under strain as a result of substantial
changes in the production and development of EVs. Indeed, the growing malfunctions
in power generation need the development of new paradigms. Demand response is
an approach in which EV customers actively alter their consumption in response to grid
demands. Thus, energy management, which allows the optimal use of constrained energy
resources, is required for the establishment of a smart, green and sustainable smart grid.
However, the widespread use of unpredictable and uncoordinated EVs creates problems.
To balance load and supply, a large number of centralized generators and energy storage
devices should be placed, resulting in a considerable CAPEX and operational expense
OPEX. Another option is to investigate the rapid spread of DR, which may be used in
smart cities to allow energy users to proactively change how and when they use (or create)
energy based on the cost (or reward). Because IoV is a participatory data exchange and
storage platform, the underlying information exchange system has to be safe, transparent
and immutable in order to accomplish the desired objectives. In this regard, the use of
blockchain as a system platform for addressing the IoV’s demands was investigated. IoV
applications enabled by blockchain are thought to offer a variety of desirable features,
such as decentralization, security, transparency, immutability and automation, due to their
decentralized and immutable nature.

Even though the current studies have several similarities, there are still open research
challenges that need to be further investigated. The identified challenges are described
below among with some suggestions for further investigation.

Research Challenges and Suggestions 1:

• Research Challenge 1: EV information is exposed, resulting in privacy and security issues.
• Suggestion 1: Blockchain infrastructure and identity management for secure informa-

tion exchange in IoV.
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• Description: The existing charging coordination mechanisms suffer from their relation
to a single entity (e.g., the charging coordinator), which can reveal private information
about the owners of the EVs (e.g., patterns and drivers’ profiles). Thus, the integration
of blockchain in the IoV should guarantee the privacy of all participants and the
security of the exchanged information.

Research Challenges and Suggestions 2:

• Research Challenge 2: Demand and response in IoV are affected by energy generation
and consumption.

• Suggestion 2: V2V/V2G Energy Trading considering EVs’ Charging Scheduling ad-
dressing the Demand Response Problem.

• Description: The widespread use of unpredictable dispersed RES and uncoordinated
EVs creates problems for smart energy management. Current studies are investigating
the optimization of the charging scheduling of EVs, although they do not consider the
regional energy balance, leading to demand–response gaps and energy imbalances.
Thus, emphasis should be given to the energy demand and response of the EVs in
specific regions of a smart grid (e.g., considering social events and/or accidents).

Research Challenges and Suggestions 3:

• Research Challenge 3: EV charging profiling from an EV user perspective is not investigated.
• Suggestion 3: EV profiling for optimal charging scheduling and DR balance.
• Description: EV charging profiling from an EV user perspective is not sufficiently

investigated. This means that each EV user should be aware of and declare its charging
preferences and also to update this information in a continuous manner. In order to
successfully control the charging/discharging schedule in comparison to IoV metrics
and stability, a certain amount of smartness should be considered.

Research Challenges and Suggestions 4:

• Research Challenge 4: Due to a lack of incentives, EVs with excess energy are not
encouraged to act as energy marketers.

• Suggestion 4: Incentive provisioning through rewards and penalties.
• Description: There is too little work conducted in the area of incentivization mech-

anisms. The majority of the studies do not consider any incentive mechanism to
encourage EV drivers to participate in a blockchain-enabled DRM scheme. Therefore,
it is necessary to provide an effective incentivization scheme that will give the appro-
priate rewards and/or penalties to the IoV participants and exploit the blockchain
related activities.

5. Conclusions

The current review explores the application of blockchain technology in the rising
concept of IoV demand response management, investigating in a systematic way the
literature from the beginning of 2017 until the end of and 2021. We satisfied the goals
of this review and answered the following research questions: (a) How does blockchain
promote the P2P trading among EVs? (b) What is the current status on blockchain-based
demand response programs and optimization models and which are the most common
techniques for demand response management? and (c) What research work has been
conducted regarding EV charging scheduling using blockchain? It is worth mentioning
that we extracted knowledge following a systematic methodology based on Kitchenham’s
approach and present their findings around current perspectives and research efforts on
blockchain-enabled IoV DR management. Although we found a vast number of papers
using a thorough search procedure, some of them were judged irrelevant. Our findings
are categorized in three parts related to: (a) P2P trading and management in energy
blockchain, (b) blockchain-based demand response programs and optimization models
and (c) electric vehicle charging scheduling using blockchain. Finally, the current study
concludes by providing the outcomes of the systematic literature review, highlighting our
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main observations and opening research challenges. Additionally, we provided an analysis
of the similarities and differences between the reviewed articles, showing, at the end, a set
of limitations in the literature. This work goes beyond the currently available studies that
focus on the blockchain application in the energy domain in general. Rather than that, the
novelty of this study lies in the fact that it provides a systematic literature review in the area
of DRM in IoV, based on blockchain technology. Therefore, it provides a thorough analysis
of specific parts of the energy domain, emphasizing the above-mentioned perspectives and
research efforts on blockchain-enabled IoV.

Our key takeaway from this study is that the disruption of blockchain in IoV is
increasing at a fast pace. Currently, there are some studies that tackle the identified research
challenges, although none tries to solve them holistically, as it should require a real-world
scenario. Thus, we plan to extend the current review to propose more detailed solutions to
overcome the identified research challenges. In that sense, we plan to further investigate the
need of a unified blockchain framework that tackles all the identified challenges in a holistic
way, considering secure energy trading, optimal charging scheduling and motivation
towards the demand response management. It is also believed that further research is
needed in the area of blockchain-enabled IoV to exploit its full potential and understand
the limitations when applied in large-scale deployments.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Selected Studies.

Title Problem Description Study Outcomes/Objectives Limitations

[38]

Different prices based on demand
and response, privacy issues and

detection of customers’ and
EVs’ position.

A reliable, automated and
privacy-preserving selection of

charging stations based on pricing
and distance to the electric vehicle.

Possibility of denial-of-service attack.
Charging stations are not fully

utilized or EVs are not guaranteed
a time slot.

[39]

Uncoordinated usage and
unregulated energy

demand from EVs may increase the
demand–supply gap between the

service providers and the consumers.

A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) energy trading
scheme between EVs and the SPs to

manage the demand response in V2G
environment, providing incentives to
EVs. Consortium blockchain is used
to ensure secure energy transactions

between EVs and the SPs without
a trusted third-party intervention.

Energy scheduling is not considered;
Optimal EV charging is

not considered

[40]

Sustainable microgrids that
simultaneously address economic
benefits, environmental and social

issues have not been broadly
explored by researchers.

Leveraging blockchain technology to
provide real-time-based demand

response programs.

Blockchain-based smart contracts
should be considered in sustainable
microgrids to ensure a fair deal for

various stakeholders.

[41]

Random dynamic nature of electric
vehicle charging and routing cause
issues in the electric vehicles’ load

and could challenge the power
distribution operators and utilities.

A real-time system that incorporates
the concepts of prioritization and

cryptocurrency to incentivize electric
vehicle users to collectively charge
with a renewable energy-friendly
schedule. The study incorporated

a blockchain-based cryptocurrency
component in order to incentivize

users with monetary and
non-monetary means in

a flat-rate system.

The study was designed based on
a photovoltaic generation system and

is not evaluated in IoV scenarios.

[42]

The rising demand for electric
vehicles will necessitate an increase in

charging infrastructures, both to
ensure charging system absorption

and to disperse energy demand.

A blockchain-based approach for
smart charging of electric vehicles, in
which a software agent determines
whether to load a machine, in what
order or whether it is preferable to
sell energy to the retail market. The

agent adjusts to the individual
prosumers of electric vehicles,
learning their preferences and

mobility habits, so that owners of
electric vehicles choose to participate

in the system.

Real-time demand is not addressed
and blockchain incentives are not

clear enough.

[43]

Demand response procedures are
transmitted in the smart city with the
use of communication infrastructures,
which can lead to a variety of attacks
in which a malicious user can exploit

security flaws in the network.

A safe demand response management
system based on blockchain that
secures energy trade choices for

controlling the total load of domestic,
commercial and industrial sectors.

The latency of the proposed system
should be decreased and throughput
should be increased. Incentives are

not present.

[44]

While electricity trading plays an
important role in P2P trading, the
existing studies have not analyzed
the interaction among prosumers

regarding pricing.

A game-theory-based pricing model
in PBFT-based consortium blockchain
is proposed, as well as a rule-based
iterative pricing algorithm to obtain

the equilibrium prices.

Energy profiles are not taken into
consideration neither scheduling

algorithms are in place.
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Table A1. Cont.

Title Problem Description Study Outcomes/Objectives Limitations

[45]

A large amount of data are generated
every day in demand response

systems from different sources, such
as energy production (e.g., wind

turbines), transmission and
distribution (e.g., microgrids) and

load management (e.g., smart meters
and electric vehicles).

Analysis of deep learning
applications in smart grids and

demand response, including electric
load forecasting, state estimation,
energy theft detection and energy

sharing and trading.

Aspects such as dynamic pricing for
demand response. load forecasting in

smart grids and EV scheduling are
not discussed.

[46]

The untrustworthy centralized nature
of energy markets and EV charging

infrastructures expose EV users’
personal information to a number of

privacy and security risks.

A blockchain-based charging station
selection mechanism for electric
vehicles, that ensures EV users’

confidentiality and privacy,
availability of reserved time slots at

the charging stations, Quality of
Service (QoS) and improved EV

user comfort.

The use of dynamic pricing is
restricted. Although it is a vital part

in unleashing EVs’ flexibility
potential, which is necessary for the
future grid integration of EVs and

renewable energy.

[47]

Demand response necessitates the use
of a central agent, which raises

security and trust concerns.
Furthermore, during incentive

pricing, disparities in user response
cost features are not considered,

affecting the equitable participation of
users in DR and increasing expenses.

A blockchain-enabled demand
response scheme with

an individualized incentive pricing
mode is proposed.

More market-realistic scenarios, such
as more than one power retail firm
engaging in demand response and

a higher number of consumers, must
be considered. Investigate game and
solution models that are appropriate

for market-realistic scenarios.

[48]

Increasing available supply to match
the projected peak usage value
requires the energy operator to
over-provision the generation

capacity, which can be expensive.

A blockchain-based and data-driven
approach for incentive-based

peak mitigation.

The study was not implemented in
the context of IoV. Additionally,

real-time re-scheduling based on
unforeseen events was

not considered.

[12]

Due to their selfishness and mistrust,
smart vehicles with excessive

computational power may be hesitant
to join in the trading process.

To ensure transaction security and
anonymity, a consortium blockchain
approach is used. The authors used a
consortium blockchain approach to
show how to trade safe computing

resources and entice individual smart
automobiles to join the system.

Energy scheduling is not sufficiently
analyzed, neither sufficient incentives

are provided to participate in the
blockchain demand
response network.

[49]
Heterogeneous entities on the

demand side pose a risk to the power
system’s reliability and security.

For demand side management,
a blockchain-enhanced price
incentive demand response is
presented. Data verification is

recommended to check the validity of
the data completed by each user,

based on blockchain capabilities, to
ensure the credibility of the best

energy schedule. All users retain data
that are visible, traceable and

tamper-proof.

Energy scheduling is not
sufficiently analyzed.

[50]

Peak demand times provide
a problem to the grid operator since

they may need over-provisioning the
grid capacity in order to preserve

system stability, raising the marginal
cost of energy.

Present a unified blockchain-based
energy asset transaction system for

prosumers, electric cars, power
companies and storage providers,

incorporating fungible and
non-fungible tokens.

Focusing on token incentives, but not
on the demand scheduling.
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Table A1. Cont.

Title Problem Description Study Outcomes/Objectives Limitations

[51]

Because centralized approaches in
smart grid management are no longer
effective, the necessity for innovative
decentralized techniques and designs

are generally acknowledged.

A distributed ledger storage and
management solution based on

blockchain for energy data gathering
from IoT and smart metering devices.
Self-enforcing smart contracts are also

proposed for programmatically
specifying the expected energy

flexibility at the prosumer level, the
related incentives or penalties and the

rules for balancing energy demand
with energy output at the grid level.

It was pointed that currently the
Distributed System Operator is still
on control in a centralized manner.

[52]

There are several challenges that
consumers and smart grids face when

it comes to user’s data, including
traceability, authorization, data

integrity, data security and single
point of failure.

The decentralized nature of the local
market is highlighted by the usage of
a distributed blockchain technology.

Through the Periodic Double Auction
method, the study provides

a decentralized market platform for
trading locally without the need for

a central middleman.

Decentralized storage is not present.

[53]

Demand response program
acceptance is still lacking owing to
consumers’ lack of understanding,

fear of losing control and privacy over
their energy data, and other factors.

A decentralized solution for demand
response programs on top of a public
blockchain that uses zero-knowledge

proofs to protect the privacy of the
prosumer’s energy data and uses

smart contracts to validate the
prosumer’s behavior inside the

program on the blockchain.

Smart grid services have varying
response time requirements, which

affects the accuracy required for
energy data monitoring and the costs
of integrating an energy blockchain.

[54]

Internet of electric vehicles lacks
incentive mechanism and suffers

from privacy leakage and
security threats.

A blockchain-enabled safe energy
trading system for privacy and

security in the Internet of vehicles.

Given that the data in a block are
encrypted using asymmetric

encryption techniques, decrypting
them without knowing the secret key

is extremely expensive. The
computation resources required to
determine a block are prohibitive,

preventing the widespread adoption
of blockchain-based energy trade.

[55]
The extensive deployment of EVs can

bring challenges to the grid if not
properly integrated.

Propose blockchain-based smart
contracts that allow decentralized

energy trading among EVs,
considering the users’ preferences for

the charging scheduling models.

Real-time rescheduling of the
charging procedure is not considered.

[56]

Increased demand–response gaps and
poor service quality of contemporary
ICT-based smart grid in industry 4.0
are caused by the exponential rise in

energy demand, necessitating the
urgent need for an effective Demand

Response Management system to
address the aforementioned issues. In

terms of peak load reduction,
customer satisfaction and data
security concerns, the available

options are insufficient.

A Demand Response Management
algorithm is suggested, combined

with a customer incentive system, to
minimize peak energy usage. The

authors propose an Ethereum-based
smart contract to address security

concerns and the InterPlanetary File
System (IPFS) to address data

storage costs.

Dynamic pricing strategies, as well as
real-time rescheduling concerns,

should be explored.
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Abstract: Blockchain technology provides a “tamper-proof distributed ledger” for its users. Typically,
to ensure the integrity and immutability of the transaction data, each node in a blockchain network
retains a full copy of the ledger; however, this characteristic imposes an increasing storage burden
upon each node with the accumulation of data. In this paper, an off-chain solution is introduced to
relieve the storage burden of blockchain nodes while ensuring the integrity of the off-chain data. In
our solution, an off-chain remote DB server stores the fully replicated data while the nodes only store
the commitments of the data to verify whether the off-chain data are tampered with. To minimize the
influence on performance, the nodes will store data locally at first and transfer it to the remote DB
server when otherwise idle. Our solution also supports accessing all historical data for newly joined
nodes through a snapshot mechanism. The solution is implemented based on the Hyperledger Fabric
(HLF). Experiments show that our solution reduces the block data for blockchain nodes by 93.3%
compared to the original HLF and that our advanced solution enhances the TPS by 9.6% compared
to our primary solution.

Keywords: blockchain; scalability; storage; data integrity; performance

1. Introduction

Blockchain systems are categorized into permissionless blockchains (a.k.a. a public
blockchain) and permissioned blockchains (a.k.a. a consortium/private blockchain). In a per-
missionless blockchain system, any computer or user that can access the blockchain network
can join it or quit at will. The nodes and users of the permissionless blockchain networks
are identified by their public keys. Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [1], Ethereum [2], and
EOS [3] are constructed as permissionless blockchain systems. Permissioned blockchains
are always used for information-sharing among several stakeholders. The nodes and users
that want to join the network need to be authorized. Certification Authority (CA) can
be used to perform the authorization. HLF [4] and Quorum [5] are typical permissioned
blockchain systems.

Blockchain provides a tamper-proof distributed ledger by mechanisms such as decen-
tralized architecture, consensus algorithm, asymmetric encryption, and so on. Transactions
that are sent to the blockchain system are packed into blocks by certain rules. A block
contains a block header and a block body, the transactions are recorded in the block body.
Each block contains the hash of its previous block, so that the blocks form a chain structure,
which means that tampering with a historical transaction can be obtained by comparing the
block hash saved in the next block. The blocks are usually stored as files in the file system
of blockchain nodes. Typically, each node of the blockchain network retains a full copy of
the entire chain of blocks, so that each node can check the integrity of the data locally.

Since the size of the chain of blocks increases continually, the blockchain systems
are facing a storage scalability issue. For permissionless blockchains, the data size of a
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Bitcoin node has reached 366.51 GB [6] and the data size of a Ethereum node has reached
987.54 GB [7] by 28 September 2021; for permissioned blockchains, the issue has also caused
concern [8,9]. The storage burden is becoming more onerous for individual participants
who run blockchain nodes with their personal computers. This situation may injure the de-
centralized character of blockchain systems since only wealthy individuals or organizations
can afford the increasing storage scaling demand.

Methods proposed to solve the storage scalability issue of blockchain systems are
divided into “on-chain” solutions and “off-chain” solutions. On-chain solutions reduce the
contents stored in each node by altering the range of consensus or the contents of transac-
tions [10–13]. Off-chain solutions provide off-chain storage devices to store data, but most
of them focus on reducing the data size before the data are uploaded to blockchains [14–17].
This approach uses blockchain as a proof repository to ensure the integrity of off-chain data,
but the off-chain data cannot be retrieved through blockchain node, on the contrary, block
archiver [18] reduces the data size of the data that has been uploaded to the blockchain
and stored in the blockchain nodes, but block archiver fails to ensure the integrity of the
data stored off-chain, which severely damages the tamper-proof property of the original
blockchain system. To bridge this gap, an off-chain solution for the data that has been
uploaded to the blockchain with tamper-proof property is proposed in this paper. The
data are eliminated from the blockchain node and transmitted to a remote DB server while
the node saves a concise vector commitment (VC) [19] to ensure the integrity of the data
stored off-chain.

The contributions made by the present research are as follows:

1. An off-chain solution to solve the data scalability issue of blockchain systems while
ensuring the integrity of the data stored off-chain is proposed, the target of this
solution is to reduce the size of the data that has been uploaded to the blockchain and
stored in the blockchain nodes. Each node saves a concise VC to ensure the integrity
of the data of a block while the raw data are eliminated from the node.

2. The performance of our solution is improved compared to our primary solution “xFa-
bLedger” [20] by separating the transaction-processing phase and the data-reduction
phase. The data reduction is performed when a blockchain node is backed up to avoid
read-write conflicts and negative impact on performance.

3. The solution is implemented based on Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) V2.3.2 [21], and
storage experiments and performance experiments are conducted to prove the effec-
tiveness of our solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes different approaches
used when solving the scalability issues of blockchain. Section 3 introduces the transaction-
processing model and storage structure of the HLF blockchain system and the mechanism
of VC. Section 4 introduces our solution and then analyzes the security and performance
features thereof. Section 5 demonstrates the details of our implementation based on HLF.
Section 6 shows our experimental results and their evaluations. Section 7 concludes with
recommendations for future research.

2. Related Work

Blockchain technology is not only underpinning cryptocurrencies, but also widely
adopted in other industries, such as finance [22–24], IoT [14,25,26] and healthcare [27–29].
Although blockchain benefits the systems that use this technology, it brings scalability
issues to them [30–32]. The methods to solve the storage scalability issue of blockchain are
categorized into “on-chain” solutions and “off-chain” solutions.

2.1. On-Chain Solutions

“Sharding” is a method that divides the nodes of the blockchain network into sub-
groups called shards, each shard acts as an independent blockchain network to pro-
cess transactions and store data [10,11]. This approach reduces the data need to store
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for blockchain nodes, but each node still needs to store the full copy of the blocks of
the subgroup.

Several works propose storing the data distributedly similar to traditional peer-to-peer
content distribution networks [33–35] do. CUB [12] introduces the concept of “Consensus
Unit” (CU), in which nodes combine their resources to maintain the blockchain data
together rather than based on one copy per node. The differences between a CU and a
shard are: (1) as a whole, each CU stores identical data while each shard stores their unique
data; (2) each node in a shard stores identical data while each node in CU stores different
blocks. Jidar [13] proposes a method allowing Bitcoin blockchain nodes to store only those
transactions that are related to themselves. To verify a transaction, a proof is attached with
the transaction when it is sent. Moreover, a bloom filter is added to each block to check
whether a transaction has been affected.

On-chain solutions can reduce the storage burden of blockchain, but each node still
needs to store at least part of the blocks. On-chain solutions also tend to introduce extra
network overhead since the nodes must communicate to decide which node stores which
part of the entire data.

2.2. Off-Chain Solutions

Most of the off-chain solutions focus on reducing the data size before the data are
uploaded to blockchains [14–17]. In these solutions, blockchains work as proof repositories
to ensure the integrity of off-chain data, but the problems are: (1) off-chain data cannot
be retrieved through a blockchain node; (2) each node still need to store the full copy of
the blocks.

Block archiver [18] is a solution used to reduce the data size of the data that has been
uploaded to the blockchain and stored in the blockchain nodes by transmitting the data
to an off-chain block archiver repository. It addresses the storage issue for HLF. In an
organization (formed by serveral blockchain nodes) of HLF, a block archiver repository
is deployed off-chain to store archived block files, a “block archiver” is deployed on the
anchor/leader peer (a kind of blockchain node), and “block archiver clients” are deployed
on other peers. The “block archiver” is responsible for transmitting block files from
the peer’s local file system to the block archiver repository, deleting local block files and
notifying the “block archiver clients” to delete relevant block files from their local file
systems. Fast fabric [36] also mentioned an approximate idea that storing the blocks in a
distributed storage cluster. However, these solutions have not considered the method to
keep the integrity of the block data after they are stored off-chain.

Our solution is proposed to address the aforementioned problems in current solutions.
A remote DB server is used to store the data that has been stored in the blockchain nodes,
while the off-chain stored data are still retrievable through blockchain nodes. Concise
commitments are stored in each node to ensure the data integrity for the blocks, therefore
the size of data that stored on blockchain nodes are extremely reduced. The concept of CU
is also adopted to avoid centralization and reduce network overhead.

3. Background

To help understand our solution better, several relevant technologies are introduced
as background in this section.

3.1. Hyperledger Fabric
3.1.1. A Modular Pluggable Blockchain System

Hyperledger Fabric is a popular open-sourced permissioned blockchain system. In a
permissionless blockchain system, the fundamental components (e.g., consensus algorithm
and block generation rules) must be pre-determined before the system starts to provide
services, since each node in a blockchain system must obey the same rules. If a change
is needed after the blockchain system begins to run, the so-called “fork” [37] operation is
required. On the contrary, components in HLF are modular and pluggable. Provided the
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stakeholders reach a consensus, changes to the system can be easily realized. The nodes
in HLF networks are divided by their different functions. The nodes that are responsible
for saving blocks and answering query requests are called peers, some of the peers are
also obtained to carry out the calculations defined in the transactions, these peers are
called endorsers. The peers in the network always belong to different organizations: each
organization represents one or several stakeholders in the real world. The nodes that are
responsible for ordering the transactions and packing them into blocks are called orderers,
it is recommended that each organization deploys one orderer to represent the organization.
The orderers provide ordering services together follow certain consensus algorithms such
as Raft [38] or PBFT [39]. The orderers are referred to as Ordering Service Nodes (OSN).
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a typical HLF network.

Org4

Org3

Org2

Org1

OSN

Peer1

Peer2

Peer3

Org1

2 1 0

Figure 1. The structure of Hyperledger Fabric network. The Ordering Service Nodes (OSN) or-
der blocks and deliver ordered blocks to each organization (Org). Each organization contains
several peers.

3.1.2. Transaction-Processing Architecture

For most of the blockchain systems, a consensus of the order of transactions in a
block must be reached before calculating the results of the transactions. Since each node
will calculate the results independently to verify the results, the order of the transactions
must be determined to maintain consistency among nodes. This architecture renders the
computational resources of the blockchain system un-scalable. To solve this problem, HLF
adopts a different transaction-processing architecture called “execute-order-validate” [4],
in which transactions are calculated concurrently by multiple endorsers then ordered by
OSN and later validated by peers.

3.1.3. Storage Structure of A Peer

The storage structure of an HLF peer comprises a chain of blocks and several local
databases. In HLF, a block consists of three parts [21]:

• Block Header comprises three fields

– Block Number is the sequence of the current block. The block number is counted
from 0. The first block is called genesis block.

– Data Hash is the hash value of all the transactions that are recorded in the current
block.

– Previous Hash is the Data Hash of its previous block.
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• Block Data contains the ordered transactions. The transaction creators’ and the
endorsers’ signatures are attached with each transaction. The count of transactions
stored in a block is called the “block size” which can be configured before the network
is started.

• Block Metadata contains the validation codes used to verify transactions and the
signature of the block creator.

The blocks are chained together through the “Previous hash”, and they are stored in
the file system as block files. The size of block files is configured before the network is
started so that the number of blocks that each block file contains is determined.

The blocks preserve all original information pertaining to each transaction, but for
data retrieval, local databases are needed to provide the necessary functionality:

• StateDB records the newest status of all the objects defined in the applications of the
blockchain system. The status is recorded as <Key, Value> pairs. It can be chosen
that whether CouchDB [40] or LevelDB [41] is used as the state DB before the HLF
network is started.

• IndexDB indicates where to find each block and transaction in the block files. It records
the sequence number of the block file retaining the indexed blocks and transactions
and offsets of those blocks and transactions.

• HistoryDB can be used to track each change for each key. The sequence numbers of
key-related blocks and transactions are recorded.

3.1.4. Snapshot

A snapshot mechanism [42] is officially included in the HLF V2.3 to back-up a peer. A
snapshot comprises several files that are exported from local databases of a peer. It can be
used for checking whether ledger forks occur among different organizations and letting a
new peer join the channel without synchronizing previously committed blocks from other
peers. When a peer is going to generate a snapshot, the committing of blocks is stopped to
prevent read-write conflicts.

3.2. Vector Commitment

For a given element e and a sequence number i, VC [19] can be used to identify
whether e is equal to the ith element of an ordered set e (e1, . . . en). In blockchain systems,
the transactions in a block form an ordered set of elements, thus VC can be used to identify
whether a given transaction is in a block and its position is also correctly provided. VC
demonstrates the features of hiding, position binding, conciseness and an ability to be
updated. The following six algorithms are used to define VC:

1. Given security parameter k and the size n of ordered set e, the “KeyGen” algorithm
outputs the public parameters pp.

pp ← KeyGen(1k, n) (1)

2. Given the public parameters pp and the ordered set e, the “Commitment” algorithm
outputs the commitment C of e.

C ← Commitmentpp(e1, ..., en) (2)

3. The “Open” algorithm is used to generate the proof πi for the ith element.

πi ← Openpp(i, e1, ..., en) (3)

4. The “Verify” algorithm is employed to check whether the given element e is equal to
ei through the proof πi. If the proof is accepted, the algorithm outputs 1.

{0, 1} ← Veri f ypp(C, i, e, πi) (4)
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5. When the ith element of e needs to be updated with e
′
, the “Update” algorithm can

be run to output a new commitment C
′

and the update information U.

C
′
, U ← Updatepp(C, e, e

′
, i) (5)

6. When the ith element of e is updated, the proofs of other elements (e.g., ej) also
need to be updated. The algorithm “ProofUpdate” outputs the updated proof π

′
j of

element ej.

π
′
j ← Proo f Updatepp(πj, e

′
, i, U) (6)

4. SASLedger: A Secured, Accelerated Scalable Storage Solution

To relieve the storage burden for blockchain nodes, we focus on reducing the size
of the chain of blocks since it alone is responsible for most of the storage burden of a
blockchain node. Figure 2 shows the system architecture of our solution. An off-chain
solution within each CU is used to achieve lower network overhead compared to on-chain
solutions or solutions without adopting CU [13] or solutions without adopting CU [10–13]:
an off-chain remote DB server for each CU is added to store the blocks; VC is used to ensure
the integrity of each transaction in a block stored in the remote DB server. Although the
blocks are stored in the remote DB server, the nodes still maintain their local databases
respectively and still be able to check the data integrity of the blocks that they transmit
to the remote DB server, thus the decentralized character and tamper-proof character of
blockchain system are retained.

Node1

Node2

Node3

Remote DB server

2 1 0 Proofs

Consensus unit

Blocks

Vector commitment of blocks

Blockchain network

Figure 2. System architecture of our solution. The entire blockchain network is divided into mul-
tiple Consensus Unit (CU), in which nodes combine their resources to maintain the blockchain
data together.

4.1. Proving Data Integrity through VC

To prove the integrity of the data in a block, Jidar [13] attaches a proof for each
transaction, which requires extra storage space and generates significant network overhead.
Compared to Jidar, in our solution, nodes only store a concise VC of a block, the proof for a
transaction is generated and provided by the remote DB server only when the transaction
is requested.

A Merkle tree [43] is used to generate VC for the set of transactions in a block and
proofs for the transactions. As shown in Figure 3, the hashes of the transactions in a block
(tx1, . . . , txn) form the leaf nodes of the Merkle tree, the root of the Merkle tree is considered
to be VC (C) of the block (7). When the proof of the ith transaction txi is requested, the list
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which includes adjacent sibling nodes of the corresponding leaf and its ancestor nodes is
returned as the proof π (8), in Figure 3, the list [Hash3, Hash12, Hash5678] (shown in yellow)
is the proof of transaction tx4.

Root
(Commitment)

Hash1234

Hash12 Hash34 Hash56

Hash5678

Hash78

Hash1 Hash2 Hash3 Hash4 Hash5 Hash6 Hash7 Hash8

tx3 tx4 tx5 tx6 tx7 tx8tx1 tx2

Leaves

Figure 3. Merkle tree-based vector commitment. The hashes of the transactions in a block
(tx1, . . . , txn) form the leaf nodes of the Merkle tree, the root of the Merkle tree is considered to
be VC of the block. The list [Hash3, Hash12, Hash5678] (shown in yellow) is the proof of transaction
tx4.

When a transaction is requested, the transaction is retrieved from the remote DB server
with its proof and verified by calculating the Merkle tree root using the received proof and
comparing the root with the previously stored commitment (9). If the root equals the VC,
the node can believe that the transaction has not been subject to tampering on the remote
DB server. In the case of a block being requested, the node retrieves the block from the
remote DB server and validates its integrity by calculating its hash and comparing it with
the previously stored hash of the block. The size of a VC is 32 B when SHA256 is used as
the hash calculating algorithm while the size of a block with default settings containing
10 transactions is 34 KB [20]. Since the size of a VC is much less than the size of a block,
storing its VC instead of the original block can save much storage space.

C ← Commitment(tx1, ..., txn) (7)

π ← Open(i, tx1, ..., txn) (8)

{0, 1} ← Veri f y(C, i, tx, π) (9)

Since the transactions in a block are fixed, the “Update” and “ProofUpdate” algorithms
in conventional VC definition are not applicable. The “KeyGen” algorithm is unnecessary
neither since there are no other public parameters to be generated. The algorithms are
shown in detail with Algorithms A1–A4 in Appendix A.

4.2. A Primary Solution: xFabLedger

xFabLedger [20] is our primary solution in which after each node receives a block, the
node generates commitment for the block and transmits the block to the remote DB server.
The block is never stored in the file system of the node. Figure 4 illustrates how a block is
processed. xFabLedger solves the excessive storage growth issue and security issue, but
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experiments indicates that the performance is decreased compared to that of the original
blockchain system.

Previous block positionCurrent block position

Remote DB server

Consensus unit

…

Node 1

2 1 0 Proofs

2 1 0

Block Hash Commitment
xxxxx xxxxx

…

Node n

2 1 0

Block Hash Commitment
xxxxx xxxxx

…

3

3

Figure 4. The primary solution. After a block is received by a blockchain node, the node generates
commitment for the block and transmits the block to the remote DB server immediately.

4.3. The Advanced Solution: SASLedger

In our advanced solution, the data-reduction operation is separated from the transaction-
processing phase. The data-reduction operation should be performed when the system is
not busy or when the system is being backed up (e.g., the snapshot mechanism in HLF).
Figure 5 shows the two phases of our solution: during the transaction-processing phase, the
nodes process the transactions as vanilla blockchain nodes do and save the blocks locally,
thus the TPS remains unaffected. During the data-reduction phase, the nodes perform the
following operations for each committed block:

• Calculate a VC for the set of transactions contained in the block;
• Save the hash value of the block and its commitment to local storage as a 〈Key, Value〉

pair which is used as an index of the block: 〈blockHash, commitment〉;
• Transmit the content of the block to the remote DB server;
• Delete the block from its local storage.

When a query is sent to a node to retrieve a block or a transaction, the node re-
trieves the block or transaction from the remote DB server and transmits it to the client
after verification.

A snapshot of the blocks can be generated from the block indices: this can be used to
build block indices for a newly joined node in the future.
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Figure 5. Two phases of our advanced solution. In the transaction-processing phase, the nodes
process the transactions as vanilla blockchain nodes do and save the blocks locally. In the data-
reduction phase, the nodes generate commitments for the blocks, transmit the blocks to the remote
DB server, and delete the blocks locally.

5. Implementation Based on Hyperledger Fabric

Our advanced solution is implemented based on HLF V2.3.2. The reasons why HLF is
chosen as the basis for our implementation are:

1. We are focusing on enterprise-level applications while HLF is a popular permis-
sioned blockchain solution for information-sharing among companies due to its high
performance and rich privacy preserving mechanisms [4,21];

2. The nodes in a HLF network are already divided into “organizations”, which is
suitable for building a CU since the peers in an organization are managed by the same
administrator, and they are identified by each other through digital signatures;

3. The snapshot mechanism introduced in HLF V2.3.2 provides a perfect timing to
perform the “data-reduction” operation of our solution.

A remote DB server is deployed in each organization of HLF to store all the blocks pre-
viously stored in the peers in this organization. When a new generated block is arrived, the
peers commit the block (saving the block to its file system and saving the relevant informa-
tion to its local databases) as vanilla HLF peers do, so that the TPS of the blockchain system
is unaffected. The data-reduction operation is conducted when a snapshot is generated.

5.1. Peer Node

As mentioned in Section 3, a peer node of HLF performs the following operations:

• Endorsing : performing the calculations defined in transactions;
• Committing : preserving blocks to the file system of the peer and preserving some

block-related information to the peer’s local databases;
• Responding query requests : searching blocks and local databases to find information

that is requested by users and answering the requests;
• Generating snapshot : stop committing and then exporting information from local

databases to snapshot files.
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The “Generating snapshot” operation is modified to transmit the blocks to the remote
DB server and delete the blocks from its local file system. The “Responding query requests”
operation is also modified by adding verification process after the blocks and transactions
are retrieved from the remote DB server. The communications between peers and the
remote DB server are realized by way of a GRPC protocol [44]. The “Endorsing” and
“Committing” operations remain unmodified.

5.1.1. Modification of Generating Snapshot

Before a block is transmitted to the remote DB server, the commitment of the block is
generated and the indexDB of the peer is updated, so that the peer can retrieve transactions
and blocks from the remote DB server after transmitting the blocks. A comparison of
contents in indexDB before and after the update is provided (Table 1).

Table 1. Contents of indexDB before and after updating.

Key Before Update After Update

blkHash block file, block offset VC for the block,
hash of the entire block a

blkNum block file, block offset blkHash

txID, blkNum,txNum block file, block offset, tx validation codetx offset,tx validation code
a MetaData is not included when blockHash is calculated.

In HLF implementation, a peer who joins a channel through a snapshot can obtain
the latest world states when the snapshot is generated; but it cannot access the contents of
blocks that have been committed before the snapshot is generated since the local databases
of the peers that generate the snapshot only contain information of those blocks that are
stored locally. However, in our implementation, since the indexDB is updated for the blocks
that are going to be transmitted to the remote DB server, those blocks can be accessed by
new peers if they join the channel through copying the information from the snapshot
to their local databases. To support this function fully, the snapshot contents exported
from different local databases are extended: besides the contents exported from stateDB
and configHistoryDB which are also included in the snapshot of HLF, the snapshot of
SASLedger also contains the history records of states that are exported from the historyDB
and all the <Key, Value> records in the indexDB after it is updated.

5.1.2. Modification of “Responding Query Requests”

In HLF, peers provide four query interfaces for users:

• QueryTransaction is used to retrieve a transaction-by-transaction ID;
• QueryBlock is employed to retrieve a block-by-block number;
• QueryBlockByHash is to obtain a block-by-block hash;
• QueryBlockByID is to acquire a block using the transaction ID of one of the transac-

tions that is compacted within the block.

Since SASLedger retrieves blocks and transactions from the remote DB server, the
retrieved data must be verified to ensure that they are not subject to tampering on the
remote DB server. The verification is performed by the peer as described in Section 4.1.

5.2. Remote DB Server

The remote DB server is implemented based on leveldb. It comprises three databases:
blockDB, txIndexDB, and merkleTreeDB. When a block is received by the remote DB server,
first, the redundancy of the block is checked through its hash; secondly, if the received
block has not already been saved, the blockData are saved to the blockDB, the transactions
in the block body are traversed to save the indices of the transactions to the txIndexDB,
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and the Merkle Tree is calculated for the block and saved to the merkleTreeDB. Table 2 lists
the contents of these databases.

Table 2. Contents of remote databases.

Database Key Value

blockDB blkHash blockData
txIndexDB txID blkHash, txNum a

merkleTreeDB merkleNode adjacent sibling node
a The sequence number that the tx is stored in the block.

The remote DB server provides four APIs for the peers to invoke:

• AddBlock : uploads a block to remote DB server;
• GetBlockByHash : retrieves a block by blockHash and returns the block;
• GetBlockByTxId : retrieves a block by transaction ID and returns the block;
• GetTransactionByTxId : retrieves a transaction-by-transaction ID and returns the

transaction and its proof.

6. Experiment and Evaluation

Experiments are conducted to elucidate how much storage space the SASLedger can
save compared with HLF. Meanwhile, experiments are performed to compare the TPS and
query latencies of SASLedger, xFabLedger, and HLF.

6.1. Basic Experimental Settings

Table 3 shows the configuration of the testing machines that we use to perform these
experiments. We use six computers, each with identical configurations: three of them are
used as blockchain nodes, one of them as the remote DB server. and the other two as
Performance Traffic Engine (PTE) [45] machines for sending transactions to the blockchain
networks. Table 4 lists the settings for blockchain networks.

Table 3. Testing machine configuration.

Configuration Item Value

OS Ubuntu 16.04
CPU i5-9400 (2.9 GHz) 6 cores

Memory 8 GB
Hard Disk SSD 512 GB

Network Bandwidth 1000 Mbps

Table 4. Blockchain network settings.

Blockchain Network Component Value

Orderer node number One
Consensus algorithm Raft
Organization number Two

Peer number in each organization One
StateDB leveldb

6.2. Storage Experiments

Experiments are carried out to understand to what level the SASLedger can relieve the
storage burden of a blockchain node. In Figure 6, the grey bars and red bars show the block
file storage demand of HLF and SASLedger, respectively; the yellow bars indicate the disk
size of the remote DB server; the green line shows the storage consumption reduction rate
(10) of SASLedger compared with HLF. When the number of transactions reaches 480,000,
the reduction rate of peer block file size reaches 93.3%. Since the first block file containing
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the genesis block and the latest block file are kept when deleting block files in peers, the
SASLedger holds storage consumption records (red bars in Figure 6) of a constant value
when the number of transactions changes.

reduction_rate =
HLF_size − SASLedger_size
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Figure 6. Storage comparison between HLF and SASLedger. The grey bars and red bars show the
block file storage demand of HLF and SASLedger, respectively; the yellow bars indicate the disk size
of the remote DB server; the green line shows the storage consumption reduction rate of SASLedger
compared with HLF.

6.3. Performance Experiments

To assess the performance of blockchain networks, two PTE machines are used to send
a certain number of write-only transactions to the two organizations. The configuration of
the PTE is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. PTE settings.

Setting Item Value

PTE machine number Two
Process number per PTE Eight
Tx number per Process 3000

The TPS values of HLF, xFabLedger, and SASLedger are compared when they adopt
different block sizes. Figure 7 shows the experimental results. For each of the three
blockchain systems, the TPS increases as the block size increases. The reason for this is
that over the same number of transactions, the larger the block size, the fewer blocks are
generated thus the number of block-oriented operations is reduced. Since xFabLedger
transmits the block to the remote DB server during the transaction-processing phase, its
TPS is lower than that when using HLF. SASLedger separates the block transmission
from transaction-processing phase, which leads to a TPS improvement of 9.6% compared
with xFabLedger.

Figure 8 shows the block commitment latency comparison of HLF, xFabLedger, and
SASLedger when the block size is changed. The block commitment latency is the time at
which a block and its relevant information are recorded. It can be divided into three parts:

• BlockCommitTime is the time span to record the block itself;
• StateCommitTime is the time span to write relevant information to stateDB;
• HistoryCommitTime is the time span to write relevant information to historyDB.
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Figure 8 indicates that the total block commitment latency of xFabLedger with each
block size is the highest among the three blockchain systems and the commitment latencies
of HLF and SASLedger are similar. This observation can explain the result shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Throughput comparison of HLF, xFabLedger, and SASLedger.The TPS of xFabLedger is
lower than that when using HLF. The TPS is improved to the same level with HLF in SASLedger.
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Figure 8. Block commitment latency comparison: HLF, xFabLedger, and SASLedger. The total block
commitment latency of xFabLedger with each block size is the highest among the three blockchain
systems and the commitment latencies of HLF and SASLedger are similar.

For the performance of query requests, the query latencies of the three blockchain
systems are tested by calling the four query interfaces: QueryTransaction, QueryBlock,
QueryBlock, and QueryBlockByID.

In SASLedger a block is stored in the peers before it is transmitted to the remote DB
server. Figure 9 shows that if a block is still stored in the local file system of a peer, the time
to query it and the transactions therein is similar to the time cost when using HLF, while
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for a block that has been transmitted to the remote DB server, the query latency is similar
to that when using xFabLedger. Since the blocks are either stored locally in the peers or
stored in the remote DB server, the overall query performance is significantly affected by
the distribution of stored locations. In the worst situation that all blocks are stored in the
remote DB server, the block-query-latency and transaction-query-latency of SASLedger are
31% and 67% higher than those of HLF, respectively.
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Figure 9. Query latency comparison: HLF, xFabLedger, and SASLedger. When using SASLedger, for
a block stored in the local file system of a peer, the time to query it and the transactions therein is
similar to the time cost when using HLF, while for a block that has been transmitted to the remote
DB server, the query latency is similar to that when using xFabLedger.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a secured and accelerated scalable storage solution for blockchain
systems is proposed. Our solution relieves the storage burden of blockchain nodes by
adding an off-chain remote DB server for each CU in blockchain network to store the blocks
while ensuring data integrity. Our solution also improves the performance compared to our
previous work by separating the data-deduction operation from the transaction-processing
phase. Experiments show that our solution can reduce the size of block files for peers by
93.3% compared to the original HLF blockchain system and that our solution enhances the
TPS by 9.6% compared to xFabLedger.

Our solution can be applied in blockchain systems constructed with HLF to enhance its
storage scalability by simply replacing the vanilla HLF peers with the modified SASLedger
peers and deploying the remote DB server. For conventional HLF blockchain systems, if
the storage spaces of peers are insufficient, additional hard disks need to be installed to
each peer; however, in a SASLedger blockchain system, new hard disks only need to be
installed in the remote DB server, which reduces the budget.

There are several limitations left in our solution:

• Retrieving blocks or transactions from the remote DB server is slower than retrieving
them from the local file system of a peer, thus our solution leads to a decrease of the
query performance.

• The data-reduction phase of our solution depends on the snapshot operation of HLF,
since the commitment of transactions are stopped when taking the snapshot, the
performance is decreased due to the snapshot operation.

In the future, we would like to study the mechanism of the local databases of HLF
peers to solve the read-write conflict problem when exporting the contents of the local
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databases. This may accelerate the current snapshot generation process by keeping the
commitment of transactions unstopped when a snapshot is taken.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DB Database
HLF Hyperledger Fabric
Org Organization
OSN Ordering Service Nodes
BlkNum Block Number
BlkHash Block Hash
Tx Transaction
PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant
VC Vector Commitment
CU Consensus Unit
BAO Blocks Assignment Optimization
TPS Transactions Per Second
OS Operating System
CPU Central Processing Unit
SSD Solid-State Driver
GB Gigabytes
MB Megabytes

Appendix A.

In the following algorithms, “=” means “equals to” and “||” means “concatenation”.

Algorithm A1: Initialization

txArray ← [tx1, ..., txn]
MerkleTree.layerArray ← emptyArray /* Initialize the layers of the

MerkleTree with an empty array */

Function CalcHashForTxs(txArray):
i ← 0
while i < sizeOf(txArray) do

hashArray[i] ← sha256(txArray[i] || i)
i ← i + 1

end
return hashArray
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Algorithm A2: Commitment and Construction of MerkleTree

Function Commitment(txArray):
hashArray ← CalcHashForTxs(txArray)
return CommitRecursively(hashArray)

Function CommitRecursively(layer):
i ← 0
de f aultSibling ← sha256(constantA)
while i < sizeOf(layer) do

if layer[i + 1] exists then
if layer[i] < layer[i+1] then

upperLayer[ i
2 ] ← sha256(layer[i] || layer[i + 1])

else

upperLayer[ i
2 ] ← sha256(layer[i + 1] || layer[i])

end

layer[i].parent ← upperLayer[ i
2 ] /* Record the node’s parent */

layer[i].sibling ← layer[i + 1] /* Record the node’s sibling */

layer[i + 1].parent ← upperLayer[ i
2 ]

layer[i + 1].sibling ← layer[i]
else

if layer[i] < defaultSibling then

upperLayer[ i
2 ] ← sha256(layer[i] || de f aultSibling)

else

upperLayer[ i
2 ] ← sha256(de f aultSibling || layer[i])

end

layer[i].parent ← upperLayer[ i
2 ]

layer[i].sibling ← de f aultSibling
end
i ← i + 2

end
MerkleTree.layerArray.append(layer) /* Save current layer to

MerkleTree */

if 1 = sizeO f (upperLayer) then
MerkleTree.layerArray.append(upperLayer) /* Save the upper layer

to MerkleTree */

return upperLayer[0]
else

return CommitRecursively(upperLayer)
end
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Algorithm A3: Open

Function Open(i, txArray):
hashArray ← CalcHashForTxs(txArray)
proo f Array ← emptyArray
return GetProo f Recursive(hashArray[i], proo f Array)

Function GetProofRecursively(node, proo f Array):
sibling ← MerkelTree.getSibling(node) /* Find the node’s sibling */

if sibling dose not exist then
return proo f Array

else
proo f Array.append(sibling)
parent ← MerkelTree.getParent(node) /* Find the node’s parent */

return GetProo f Recursively(parent, proo f Array)
end

Algorithm A4: Verify

Function Verify(C, i, tx, proo f Array):
result ← sha256(tx || i)
j ← 0
while j < sizeOf(proofArray) do

if result < proofArray[j] then
result ← hash256(result || proo f Array[j])

else
result ← hash256(proo f Array[j] || result)

end
j ← j + 1

end
if C = result then

return 1
else

return 0
end
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Abstract: Blockchain technology is a sustainable technology that offers a high level of security
for many industrial applications. Blockchain has numerous benefits, such as decentralisation,
immutability and tamper-proofing. Blockchain is composed of two processes, namely, mining
(the process of adding a new block or transaction to the global public ledger created by the previous
block) and validation (the process of validating the new block added). Several consensus protocols
have been introduced to validate blockchain transactions, Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake
(PoS), which are crucial to cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin. However, these consensus protocols are
vulnerable to double-spending attacks. Amongst these attacks, the 51% attack is the most prominent
because it involves forking a blockchain to conduct double spending. Many attempts have been
made to solve this issue, and examples include delayed proof-of-work (PoW) and several Byzantine
fault tolerance mechanisms. These attempts, however, suffer from delay issues and unsorted block
sequences. This study proposes a hybrid algorithm that combines PoS and PoW mechanisms to
provide a fair mining reward to the miner/validator by conducting forking to combine PoW and PoS
consensuses. As demonstrated by the experimental results, the proposed algorithm can reduce the
possibility of intruders performing double mining because it requires achieving 100% dominance in
the network, which is impossible.

Keywords: blockchain; proof of work; proof of stake; consensus mechanism; 51% attack; double-
mining attack; technological development

1. Introduction

Blockchain technology has been widely used in various distributed system contexts,
including content distribution networks [1], smart grid systems [2], e-healthcare [3], real
estate [4,5], e-finance [6], e-education [7], supply chains, e-voting, smart homes [8,9], smart
cities [10] and smart industries [11,12]. The advent of blockchain technology has affected
the global financial system through digital currencies. In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto invented
a revolutionary electronic cash system called Bitcoin (a digital currency) that made peer-
to-peer electronic transactions possible. This peer-to-peer digital currency system was
designed to eliminate the need for third parties in financial transactions between unknown
parties in a trustworthy and verifiable way [13]. In January 2009, the same group created
software as an open-source code and introduced the first digital currency in history [14]. As
the fundamental technology of Bitcoin, blockchain consists of a transparent and immutable
list of chained blocks of transactions. In the peer-to-peer network, each peer maintains a
copy of the blockchain known as the distributed ledger.

Blockchain acts as a decentralised public ledger for recording data as blocks, which
constitute a connected list data structure used to indicate logical relationships between the
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data added to the blockchain. The data blocks can be retained without the involvement of
a centralised agency or intermediary. In another alternative, data blocks are copied and
exchanged throughout the entire blockchain network, thereby eliminating device failure,
data management and cyber-attacks. The two most important processes of blockchain are
block mining and block validation. The mining process involves adding a new block or
transaction to the public global ledger. The new block or transaction is then validated in a
process known as block validation. To understand how blockchain operates, we need to un-
derstand its four underlying layers. At the lowest layer are peers sign transactions, which
represent an agreement between two parties, such as exchanging physical or digital prop-
erty or completing a task. To ensure the absence of corrupt branches and divergences [15],
the nodes must agree on which transactions should be kept in the blockchain, which is the
responsibility of the consensus layer. The third layer is the compute interface. Through the
compute interface, the blockchain is able to provide increased functionality. Blockchain
maintains a record of each transaction undertaken by a user so that by calculating the
balance of each user, the overall balance may be determined. The last layer, governance,
extends the blockchain architecture to human interaction in the physical realm. Therefore,
the popularity of blockchain is inevitable because the technology can provide desirable fea-
tures by replacing the centralised communication architectures of today. The core protocol
of blockchain, particularly in blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, refers to the consensus
protocol. The consensus protocol enables all peers to agree on every block inclusion in the
distributed ledger [16]. As a result of a consensus mechanism, all truthful nodes establish
mutual agreement on a consistent ledger in asynchronous, untrusted networks [17]. The
consensus protocols are well-defined, but inputs from various stakeholders are also consid-
ered, which affects the blockchain’s authenticity. Incorporating new methods for improving
consensus protocols and/or patching systems is therefore essential to the development of
blockchains.

Different consensus mechanisms are required to ensure the security of digital trans-
actions due to the varying types of blockchain technology [18]. A common consensus
mechanism is proof-of-work (PoW), in which the parties must demonstrate their rights
to add a node by solving an increasingly complicated computational problem to ensure
authentication and compliance, including identifying thresholds for harm, such as leading
zeros [19]. Given that the PoW protocol needs tremendous computing power to solve the
block complexity in Bitcoin [20], another consensus protocol called proof-of-stack (PoS)
was proposed to overcome the problems of the PoW protocol. Despite the high complexity
of the PoS consensus, this protocol may be vulnerable to stack problems if more than half of
the network is manipulated to prevent a new block from being distributed to confirm trans-
actions [21]. A PoS protocol separates stake blocks according to the relative hashing rates
of miners (i.e., their computational power) in relation to the resource capacity of existing
miners [22]. This approach makes the choice fair and prevents the richest participant from
dominating the network. Many blockchains, such as Ethereum [23], opt for PoS because
power consumption and scalability are greatly reduced. Several consensus approaches,
including Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) and its variants, are also available [24].

However, despite the application of consensus protocols, which prevent many security
breaches, several malicious attacks have occasionally hampered the growth of blockchain
technology. For example, certain attacks, such as Eclipse, Sybil, BGP deterrence, and 51%,
are triggered as a result of attempts to penetrate the blockchain network. Amongst these
attacks, the 51% attack has received the least attention from researchers due to its high costs.
However, recent security incidents have demonstrated that 51% attacks can be carried
out against various contemporary cryptocurrencies [25]. Compared with other consensus
protocols, PoW immediately challenges 51% attacks, where recent attacks have mainly
focused on PoW-dependent cryptocurrencies [26]. This is one of the most severe dangers
associated with a PoW-based cryptocurrency because it assumes that if a fraudulent peer
network is allowed to obtain more than 50% of the network assets (i.e., computing power),
its members become the majority of the network’s decision makers. Peers with superior
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processing skills could dominate the network because they have the capability to mine
numerous blocks as peers compete for fast access. They can easily exploit the blockchain
by creating fake transactions, and the fraud perpetrated by other users may result in
large-scale financial losses.

To prevent this attack, researchers have performed various studies. The majority
of them recommended combining two or more resource proofs into a hybrid protocol
to combat this attack [27–31]. However, mixing two or more existing protocols (hybrid
protocol) makes the network resistant to this attack. Therefore, the recent implementation
of hybrid protocols has other challenges and drawbacks that need to be addressed. For
example, several have added voting systems, ticket delivery systems, fines, special nodes
and block validator groups to deter malicious behaviour [32]. These measures are successful
in protecting the network against 51% attacks. However, their primary weakness is in
rewarding block mining to investors, which pertains to the number of Bitcoins you receive
if you are successful in mining a block. Undoubtedly, the investor invests his hard-earned
money in a cryptocurrency to reap the benefits of his investment. These benefits may
be derived from the block mining reward. In this scenario, the accuracy of the block
generation time interval is crucial in ensuring that this benefit is delivered to the appropriate
consumer at the appropriate time. However, the voting, ticket and other systems are not
time-controlled, and no consistent distribution of benefits occurs over the block reward
generation intervals. Another major issue is the diversification of peers by establishing
special committees and validation groups that violate the P2P network’s principle.

Hence, this study proposes a hybrid consensus protocol that integrates PoW and PoS
to control block generation time in two ways. Firstly, our proposed model uses the PoW
mining method for the first time to prevent the block generation time from exceeding
a specified threshold. Secondly, the generated block is validated by the PoS consensus
without any need for voting or commission approval. In the proposed model, each block is
validated by the entire network. Hybridisation is one of the aspects that make our study
unique and novel compared with previous studies. In addition to being able to handle
the 51% attack, the framework ensures a standardised distribution of mining rewards
to stakeholders and investors by maintaining a precise block generation interval with
difficulty adjustment in PoW mining and stakeholder probability calculation based on
their mature stake balance. This study proposes a hybrid algorithm that combines the PoW
and PoS mechanisms to ensure a fair mining reward between the miner and validator by
controlling the block generation time. To ensure long-term sustainability, the proposed
model entails a complexity analysis. The important contributions of this work can be
summarised as follows:

• We evaluated three security protection measures that are specific to the 51% attack
and demonstrated their vulnerabilities to exploitation by the 51% attack.

• We proposed a model to control the block generation time with the distributed valida-
tion technique, which enhances blockchain security and performance.

• We hybridised PoW and PoS consensuses to solve the above-mentioned issue for the
fair mining and stacking mechanism, which by default prevents the 51% attack.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a background of the topic and
related work wherein blockchain and previous attempts are described and investigated.
Section 3 provides an overview of the methodology adopted in this study and a description
of the experiment’s algorithms. The analysis and results are given in Section 4, and the
conclusions and future work directions are presented in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Work

In the past few years, blockchain technology has been applied to cryptocurrencies.
In the blockchain concept, data are exchanged from peer to peer in a distributed and
decentralised manner [33]. In principle, all blockchain technologies employ the concept
of a distributed ledger, in which the data are stored on a decentralised mechanism, with
a cryptographic key being distributed across the network to ensure that each transaction
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matches its corresponding entity [34]. Data should be checked and validated before
entering the ledger, which is why a consensus protocol is required. Although the scalability
trilemma affects the development of blockchain technologies, this trilemma has no formal
definition in the literature, but it has been reported in numerous studies, such as in [35,36].
Its definition was coined by Vitalik Buterin, the developer of Ethereum, a blockchain
based on PoW that specifies the three characteristics a blockchain must possess if it is
to expand globally: decentralisation, security and scalability. As shown in Figure 1, the
scalability trilemma is symbolised by a triangle whose vertices represent three properties.
The blockchain with optimal scalability is at the centre of the figure, which is not currently
applicable. Brief descriptions of the three properties are presented below.

Figure 1. Representation of the blockchain scalability trilemma; according to the trilemma, a
blockchain can be on one side of the triangle and not in the center, which represents the best.

2.1. Decentralisation

Decentralisation ensures that transactions are verified and confirmed by a community
of nodes and not by a central authority or a select committee, as in conventional systems.
In other words, decisions are made by a distributed consensus, so any transaction does not
require the trust of a third party. Consequently, the decisions made by network members
are democratic, and any changes made to the protocol will be approved if more than
50% of the participants agree. An example is the fork in Bitcoin Cash that occurred on 1
August 2017 [37], where the maximum size of a block was increased to 8 MB to allow more
transactions to be accepted. Given that multiple nodes verify the decision, decentralisation
leads to higher-quality decisions than centralised authorities. The trade-off is the speed of
confirmation; if a transaction requires the confirmation of multiple participants, the speed
is less than that of a decision made by a central authority [38].

2.2. Scalability

Global adoption is enabled by the property of scalability, which refers to a system’s
capability to adjust to increased loads. Bitcoin and Ethereum, two of the most widely used
blockchain technologies, can process a maximum of seven and twelve transactions per
second (TPS) unlike Visa, which can process 65,000 TPS [39]. Moreover, EOS [40], which is
designed to be scalable, claims a throughput of around 2000 TPS but promises to be able to
process millions of transactions in the future at the price of decentralisation.

2.3. Security

Security is a fundamental requirement in a blockchain. Insufficient or absent security
permits an attacker to spend the same amount several times (double spending), thereby
enriching himself at the expense of others and changing the blockchain’s immutable status.
Such a scenario could occur in a 51% attack. Notably, the blockchain scalability trilemma is
not a theorem, but in the context of distributed systems, the combination of consistency,
availability and partition tolerance (CAP) is a fundamental theorem. This combination
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emphasises the difficulty of creating a decentralised, secure, scalable system, particularly
in the case of blockchain technology, which is still developing and immature. The Bitcoin
Blockchain, for example, features high security and decentralisation, but it is not scalable;
the maximum number of transactions it can support is seven per second. Although it is
not used as the sole currency, it represents a significant milestone in computer history by
demonstrating the use of a digital cryptocurrency in a peer-to-peer network.

Additionally, most public blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum Classic [41], use
a PoW consensus protocol to ensure that the data are immutable because all transactions
must be mined to solve the complexity of the block. However, this protocol is susceptible
to double-spending attacks, which occur when a user makes a second transaction with the
same data as a previous one that has already been validated. Furthermore, if the miner
controls more than 50% of the computing power managing the blockchain, he might be
able to prevent the generation of a new block because any proposed change to the protocol
must be supported by more than 50% of the participants. Therefore, amongst the numerous
attacks that affect Blockchain protocols, 51% should receive additional attention. As a
rule of thumb, blockchain technology is based on a distributed consensus mechanism that
ensures mutual trust. When a miner owns more than 50% of the hash power in a PoW-based
blockchain, he can carry out a 51% attack. In this case, he will receive 100% of the rewards
from mining because he will create blockchains that are longer than those of any other
miner. A double-spending attack can also occur if the same unspent transaction output
(UTXO) is used for two transactions at the same time, thus erasing the last confirmed
blocks from the blockchain and possibly corrupting the blockchain itself. Throughout the
years, technologies such as Bitcoin that economically incentivise nodes to become miners
have increased to a high number of nodes. Therefore, such an attack would require a
considerable amount of hash power. Small blockchains, which have a hash power that is
lower than that of Bitcoin, are not excluded from this attack. Examples of cryptocurrencies
that are affected by 51% attacks include Monacoin [42], Bitcoin Gold [43] and ZenCash [44].
Furthermore, mining pools entail several miners sharing their computational power with
several others who share the compensation proportionately to their shares of computing
power. Owing to the advent of Bitcoin mining pools, an organisation can carry out a 51%
attack if the sum of the hash power of all registered nodes exceeds 50% of the total network
hash power. An example of Bitcoin blockchain 51% attack is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Illustration of Bitcoin blockchain 51% attack. If an attacker acquires more than half of
the global hashing power, they will be able to mine a hidden chain that will eventually surpass the
length of the public chain. Once the hidden chain surpasses the length of the public chain, it can be
published and accepted as the new truth.
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In addition, an attack with new hash power implies that an attacker has opted to
obtain a more powerful hash power than that of the public chain, having the advantage of
not knowing the start of the attack because no hashing power will leave the live network.
Apart from the fact that this is a stealth attack, it does not force the difficulty to adjust
to the live network as a result of a drop in its hash rate, thereby preventing new miners
from joining the live network. In this case, the only factor that affects the live chain’s hash
rate and complexity is the Bitcoin price itself. By contrast, this attack is twice as costly to
execute as the current hash power attack. The execution of a 51% attack with new hash
power is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Execution of a 51% attack with new hash power.

In sum, according to the literature, current systems have different aspects that make
blockchains non-scalable [45]. Three critical aspects stand out in particular:

• New transactions are sent in broadcast to all the nodes of the network.
• All nodes receive each new block.
• A set of nodes is responsible for processing all the new transactions involved in the

next block.

Given these aspects, the computational capacity and bandwidth of the individual
nodes must be proportionally increased (vertical scalability). Horizontal scalability, in
which additional nodes are added to the network in response to the increased volume of
transactions, is preferable.

2.4. Consensus Mechanisms

In the blockchain network, the consensus mechanism is a set of rules designed to
guarantee that all participants adhere to the same set of rules. The protocol ensures that
each participant’s consent is used to carry out transactions to the distributed ledger [39].
A public blockchain is a decentralised technology, and no central authority is responsible
for governing the necessary action. For this reason, the blockchain network requires
the permission of network participants to verify and authenticate the activities taking
place in the network. The entire process is executed by consensus amongst network
members, which makes blockchain a trustworthy, secure, and efficient technology for
digital transactions. Different consensus frameworks follow different standards that allow
participants in the network to comply with these rules. To address the concerns of safe
digital transactions, several consensus processes have been implemented. A few consensus
protocols employed by major cryptocurrencies are PoW, PoS and delegated PoS (DPoS).

2.4.1. PoW

During mining, a new block is created by computing the block’s cryptographic hash.
To prove its validity on the blockchain, a block hash must meet certain conditions. The
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Bitcoin blockchain, for example, starts each hash block with four trailing zeroes. Given that
block data, which are transactional data, cannot be changed, the miner must modify the
predefined hash pattern at every occurrence. The two network partners compete for the
right nonce to create a valid block hash. Initially, the miner who seeks a solution attaches
the block to the chain. As a reward for the miner’s efforts, the system produces a certain
number of coins and provides the newly produced coins to the miner.

The PoW mechanism entirely relies on the computer power of the miner. The more
computing power a miner has, the greater the chance of finding blocks and earning
rewards [46]. In PoW consensus, half of the network’s nodes are assumed to remain trust-
worthy. As a result, this consensus is vulnerable because more than half the hashing power
is owned by a single party. The cost of resources and hardware is one of the significant
disadvantages of PoW. Several studies have reported that the energy consumption of
Bitcoin mining is considerably higher than the energy consumption of 159 countries [47].
By contrast, the mining requirements and the mining time can differ depending on the
algorithm used by each cryptocurrency. PoW mining is relatively slower than other consen-
sus protocols. Given that a small number of mining pools dominate the Bitcoin network,
attacks on these pools may result in severe disruptions. Recent attacks have demonstrated
that PoW is vulnerable to 51% attacks. Low-hacking crypto coins based on PoW consen-
sus are susceptible to 51% attacks because the requisite hash is easy to obtain. With the
appropriate budget, the P+ epsilon attack can be conducted at no cost [48]. In addition,
the researchers in [49] studied blockchain security and performance-based PoW. They pre-
sented a novel quantitative approach to examine the security and performance implications
of various consensus and network parameters applied to PoW blockchains. Therefore,
the approach proposed in [49] is solely based on PoW consensus, as opposed to hybrid
mechanism approaches that offer higher levels of security and performance. Another study
was conducted by [50] to review the role of blockchain in preventing future pandemics.
Several applications of blockchain technology were also discussed, and these may assist in
fighting the COVID-19 pandemic.

2.4.2. PoS

PoS is not dependent on a high computation capacity. It operates according to the
staked properties of the network. In general, the more money a peer receives, the higher the
incentive they will have to mine and reward. This mechanism does not require extremely
high computational power. Little calculating power is required, so excessive electricity
consumption is reduced [27]. Several limitations are associated with the PoS protocol.
For example, large investors with enormous capital can manage the network to maximise
their wealth, making the rich richer. PoS is also vulnerable to 51% attacks, especially
when someone has more than 50% of the network wealth. An individual can exploit the
blockchain easily for personal gain, resulting in malicious stakeholders gaining the majority
of the supply by taking advantage of the nothing-at-stake issue. PoS suffers from low
subjectivity and is thus challenging and demanding to implement [51]. To conduct a 51%
attack, an opponent must obtain 51% of all cryptocurrencies. The cost of obtaining 51%
of the overall stake is substantial. In light of this, the threat level posed by the 51% attack
may be lower than that posed by PoW. According to our analysis, a long-range attack
can exploit PoS. Carrying out the P + Epsilon attack is impossible because a large budget
is required for an attacker to donate to the minority’s safety deposit. A Sybil attack can
exploit PoS, and a DPoS attack can interrupt any portion of the network.

2.4.3. DPoS

DPoS is a consensus process that allows shareholders to vote on the nomination of
witnesses [52]. In DPoS, the main objective is to minimise energy waste and accelerate
transaction times. As a result of the overall block generation process, this consensus
mechanism operates much more quickly than PoW consensus. In DPoS, each stakeholder is
allowed to cast one vote per share; they can cast additional votes when they own additional
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coins. Moreover, the witnesses are rewarded for producing blocks and penalised for failing
to do so, such that they are not paid and are voted out of office. To complete the instructed
task, witnesses should receive the largest number of votes from random stakeholders. A
stakeholder also votes on the restructuring of the delegates and adjusts the network, which
will be reviewed by the stakeholder before a final decision. Although DPoS was designed
to increase transaction efficiency and overcome the constraints imposed by many other
consensus mechanisms, it has significant shortcomings. The network is not sufficiently
decentralised due to a large number of validators. A centralised system may serve as a
focal point for random intruders due to its centralised nature. DPoS is susceptible to 51%
attacks because an attacker will convince stakeholders to give them 51% voting power in a
51% attack [40]. Asymmetric agreements are also vulnerable to other types of attacks, such
as long-distance, DDoS, P + epsilon, Sybil and balanced attacks.

This work investigated the fact that the three main consensus systems, which are
susceptible to several attacks, have significant weaknesses. As a result of their vulnerability,
digital transactions are at a high risk of being attacked. Table 1 summarises the results
of our analysis. The 51% attack can exploit all three consensus mechanisms, making it
desirable for attackers, particularly for PoW where achieving the required hashing power
is cost-effective.

Table 1. Vulnerabilities of consensus mechanisms.

Consensus
Mechanism

51%
Attack

Long-Range
Attack

DDoS
Attack

P + Epsilon
Attack

Sybil
Attack

Balance
Attack

BGP
Hijacking

PoW Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
PoS Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No

DPoS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

The following is a brief description of several severe attacks. However, the focus
of this study is on 51% attacks. Long-range attacks are the result of a weak model of
subjectivity [53]. This form of attack is similar to the 51% attack. It appears to fork the
chain from the genesis block [54] rather than confirming the sixth block. This type of attack
occurs very rarely in Bitcoin, but it can be damaging when demonstrating stakeholder
consensus (PoS) and delegate stakeholder consensus (DPoS). Assuming a PoS consensus
scenario in which the invaders begin with a limited number of coins shortly after the
genesis block, their chain versions can be privately mined to carry out the attack. Given
that they have a small stake, they will generate a limited number of blocks at the beginning
and then generate a longer chain. PoS does not specify a threshold for chain lengthening,
so the chains can become extremely long. The P + Epsilon attack is a method of exploiting
the dominant strategies of the participants in the network. PoW-based blockchains are
usually vulnerable to this type of attack [55]. When attackers give participants a pay-out in
order to gain an advantage, a payoff matrix is used where the dominant tactic facilitates the
achievement of the attacker’s objectives. As a result of the attack, the participants do not
receive any compensation, and the attacker receives the entire amount. This key statistical
finding is based on an ad hoc selection model.

2.5. Hybrid Approaches Related to 51% Attacks

The term 51% attacks refers to situations in which an attacker has 51% of the hashing
power. As part of this attack, a private blockchain is created and completely disconnected
from the actual chain edition. It is later introduced to the network as a real chain, which
allows for a double-spending attack [47] Additionally, given that blockchain policy follows
the most extended chain rule [56], if attackers gain 51% or more of the threat, they will
push the longest chain by convincing network nodes to obey their chain. However, 51%
of computational power is not strictly sufficient, so double spending is still possible if an
attacker has less than half of the computational power [48]. The odds of success are low.
A blockchain attack becomes increasingly expensive when the entire network acquires
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increased hash power. A cryptocurrency with a high network hash rate may also be
resilient to 51% attacks. To overcome 51% attacks, several studies and developments are
being conducted. Researchers have proposed mixing proof mechanisms to eliminate 51%
attacks. For PoW to be applied to a working network, the attacker must gain more than
50% of the processing capacity and more than 50% of the network wealth. This task is
highly challenging for a user. In addition, the total cost should be considerably lower than
the profit that an attacker might earn. The attacker’s costs are much higher than the benefit
in this form of a hybrid network.

Additionally, this hybridisation implements other security measures to counter the
attack [28]. Different studies and innovations have recommended different prevention
methods, but they have several limitations in common. Komodo [57] introduced dPOW
consensus, which takes a snapshot of the blockchain every 10 min and stores it in the
blockchain. One of the more recent developments implemented by Horizen at Zen Coin
is to delay the block in order to slow down the creation of blocks [29]. Casper and
Decred provided a second hybrid PoS consensus using a BFT model with a two-thirds
vote mechanism in the first 50 networks. This voting process is independent, resulting in
unintended delays and an inconsistent block interval [30]. An alternative hybrid consensus
algorithm was proposed by the authors in [31], namely, fork-free hybrid consensus with
versatile proof-of-activity and the hybrid PoW-PoS-PoA algorithm. The authors introduced
a technique where all PoW chains are created simultaneously and submitted to a committee
for review. The committee determines and approves the most robust chain as the main
chain. A weighted calculation amongst the committee members determines which chain
is the best. On the basis of PoW power and PoS capacity, the weight of each committee
member is calculated. This algorithm can also mitigate 51% attacks. However, other issues
may affect the blockchain. One of the primary issues is determining how to distribute newly
produced block rewards [27]. Another issue is that the interval between block generation
is often inconclusive, which is directly related to the recently created currency [49]. Table 2
summarises various hybrid approaches and other solutions discussed in the literature.

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed hybrid mechanism and other hybrid solutions.

Solution
P2P

Protocol
Proportional Gain

Proportion
Fair Voting
Mechanism

Stable Block
Time

Autonomous
Network

Punishment
for Malicious

Nodes

Komodo [57]
√ × √ √ √ ×

ZEN [29] × × √ √ × √
Decred [30] × × × × × ×
Casper [30] × × × × × √
Proposed

mechanism
√ √ √ √ √ √

In conclusion, this study proposes a hybrid algorithm that combines PoS and PoW
mechanisms to provide a fair mining reward to both the miner and validator. By maintain-
ing a precise block generation interval with difficulty adjustment in power mining and
a likelihood measurement according to the stake’s mature stake balance, the system not
only resolves the 51% attack but also provides stakeholders and investors with a uniform
distribution of mining rewards.

3. Proposed Hybrid Approach

In this study, we combine two consensus mechanisms for a fair mining reward for
the miner and validator into a hybrid model. Assume that the behaviour of nodes is
likely to be known as the most massive chain. As a result, the first block generated in this
model is usually referred to as the main chain, along with the majority of the nodes in the
network. In Figure 4, we present our proposed finite state automata (FSA) model for the
block-forging process.
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Figure 4. FSA for the block-forging process.

In Figure 4, the square blocks correspond to PoW, and the circles correspond to PoS.
The arrows represent canonical chains. Under certain conditions, PoW and PoS blocks
are mined and staked in random order, and the possibility of reaching a consensus is
approximately 50% [41]. Nx is the set of all positive integers smaller than 2x, and block b =
(fp,fsr,ftr,fd,fts,ftx), where fp,fsr,ftr,fd ∈ N256, fd ∈ N64 and ftx is a linked list. Table 3 provides
a description of these elements.

Table 3. Description of the elements of the proposed algorithm.

Element Description

fp Parent block hash
fsr Root node hash tree after all transactions are executed
ftr Root node hash for every transaction
fd Computing (mining/stacking) complexity
ftx Transaction included inside a block
fts Time of generated blocks

Miners working in a conventional PoW mining setup require a step-by-step imple-
mentation, as depicted in Algorithm 1. With the mining difficulty parameter dw and the
256-bit-long function hash(·), miners can solve complex problems within this rule, as shown
in Equation (1).

hit = hash(b) ≤ 2256/dw (1)

After completing mining, several rewards are provided, and their mining power is
proportional to the computation power.

Algorithm 1. Mining for the PoW mechanism

1 Procedure MINING PoW (δ)
2 k ← GetBestChain
3 z1 ← GetLastBlock(k)
4 z2 ← GetSecondLastBlock(k)
5 diff ← GetComplexity(z1,z2)
6 trxs ← GetMemoryPoolTrxs()
7 z ← CreateBlockTemplate(k,trxs)
8 do

9 thesolution ← ProofofWork(z)
10 while thesolution > 2256/diffs
11 z ← Finalize(z,thesolution)
12 Import & Propagate(z)
13 end

Figure 5 illustrates the proposed hybrid model flow, in which the mining process
begins with the identification of stake parameters. These are mature balancing parameters
for stakes, coinage, the synchronisation of timestamps, the weights of individual nodes and
the weight of the entire network. After the initial validations and time sync prerequisite
tests, we add the PoW nonce discovery loop. Next, an empty block template is created. The
PoW loop then locates a valid nonce to generate a valid hash. The block contains individual
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transactions that cannot be arbitrarily modified. Other block records, such as timestamps
and earlier hash blocks, are irreversible. Therefore, to adjust the hash and achieve a correct
pattern, the nodes use the nonce arbitrary field. As part of the PoW loop, miners start with
0 and continue to increase the nonce and produce hashes whilst merging this nonce with
other block data. When a correct hash that meets the requirements of the block hash is
discovered, the peer achieves success in mining. A complexity factor is added for the block
interval to be preserved.

Figure 5. Process of the proposed hybrid model with supported features.

By applying this approach, we can achieve excellent control over the generation
time interval for blocks. In addition, the benefits of mining and transaction fees are evenly
distributed amongst investors. Apart from this mining method, another security measure is
implemented to secure the network against the misbehaviour of nodes by preventing these
nodes in a predefined period. A minimum of one hour is required to ban the simulation
setting. Whenever a peer node obstructs, the peer is banned for one hour from the network.
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The protocol imposes an additional restriction that all nodes must be fairly validated. Both
network nodes are equally weighted with regard to decision making. It involves validating
a rich node and judging a weak node fairly. The two peer nodes share the same code and
weight. Given that the mining process involves a degree of risk, every node can verify
transactions and blocks. The frequency of the chance depends on its staking capacity.

Furthermore, our proposed method incorporates PoS and PoW into a stochastic
coherence process without sacrificing availability, and a decentralised stack is essential.
Considering that the systems run based on computations and stakes in the network, we
define a rule-based forking mechanism to ensure that new blocks are produced between the
two consensus types. By examining how much effort is made and the rewards obtained by
stacker and miner devices, which should be fair, this study demonstrates its novelty. This
simulation proposes a minor tweak to the difficulty adjustment, as indicated in Equation (2).

tds, c0 = argmax tdwi · tdsi; i ∈ {1,...,N} (2)

In general, the algorithm chooses the appropriate complexity to match the inside
network’s hash/stake power. However, this choice is sometimes gradual. Consider, for
example, that stake complexity is approximately 10 times greater than miner complexity.
There is a 10x increase in stake in comparison with its hash rate. Unlike PoW, each stacker
processes several numbers and keys.

seedt+1 = sign(seedt,sk) (3)

When this condition is met, a stake block can be produced.

ln(hash(seed)/2256) | · ds ≤ V · Δ, (4)

where V is the amount of the computation unit and Δ is the time from the last block. To
define the algorithm target, we should have t as the target time and 2t becomes the target
time for PoS and PoW. Double-spending attacks take place when an individual has more
than 51% of the peer network either as a miner or as a stacker. The dominant attacker is
assumed to have power defined with a and b notations, and the ordinary nodes are defined
with c and d notations. The hash (PoW) block generation rate is λω = ω

dω
, where (w) is

the hash rate. During the simulation, the number of blocks were generated using random
variable X ∼ PoS(λw), and E(X) = λw. For example, assume that Yw is a notation of the total
difficulty of the mining process; thus, E(Yw) = E(X) · dw.

E(Yω) =
w
dω

∗ dω = w (5)

Similarly in Algorithm 2, the PoS block generation rate is declared as λω = s
ds

, where
s is the amount of stake.

The notation Ys is the total stack difficulty.

E(Ys) =
w
ds

∗ ds = s (6)

Meanwhile, the attacker’s chain contains a weight within the expected period.

(tdwc + a · t) · (tdsc + b · t) (7)

The ordinary nodes’ rules are defined as follows:

(tdwc + c · t) · (tdsc + d · t), (8)

where tdw and tds represent the total difficulty/complexity of mining and stacking blocks,
respectively. According to the prospectus of the attacker, overtaking another chain requires
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the attacker to possess greater power than the normal nodes, which results in network
inequality.

tdsc · (a − c) + tdwc · (b − d) + (ab − cd) · t ≥ 0. (9)

Algorithm 2. Stacking Algorithm

1 Procedure STAKEBLOCK(δ,pk,sk)
2 k ← GetBestNode
3 z1 ← GetLastBlock(k)
4 z2 ← GetSecondLastBlock(k)
5 stakes ← GetPoStake(k,pk)
6 diffs ← GetComplexity(z1,z2)
7 tms ← GetTimestamp(z1)
8 seeds ← GetSeed(z1)
9 seeds ← Sign(seeds,sks)

10 Δ ← diffs · ln(hash(seeds)/2256)/stake
11 Do

12 sleep(1)
13 While ϕ < tms + Δ
14 trxs ← GetMemoryPoolTrxs()
15 z ← CreateBlockTemplate(k,trxs,seeds)
16 z ← Final(z,sk)
17 Import & Propagate(z)

Double Spending Attack Prevention Scenario

Only when both a PoW block and a PoS block confirm a transaction should it be
considered confirmed on the blockchain. A transaction should not be considered confirmed
when only PoS blocks confirm it because PoS blocks can be minted over multiple con-
flicting chains. As long as people refrain from erroneously considering 1-PoS-confirmed
transactions as confirmed, this should not be an issue.

Furthermore, a transaction should not be considered confirmed when only PoW blocks
confirm it because this could lead to double spending by an attacker using a 51% attack.
This attack is much harder than double spending for someone accepting only PoS blocks
as confirmation, but it is likely to be much easier than it is for today’s Bitcoin because
the new algorithm reduces the cost of mining (which in turn reduces the system’s hash
power by nature). For this reason, both PoW and PoS should be used to confirm or finalise
transactions.

The expenditures required to launch a 51% attack are much greater than those for
PoW for a given amount of honest mining. Hence, an attacker requires an amount of hash
power equal to the honest hash power (which in an equilibrium case results in the attacker
possessing 100% of the hash power). In addition, an attacker needs to own a considerable
amount of hash stake. Given that the longest chain is determined by multiplying PoW and
PoS accumulated difficulties, even if a single miner accumulates 90% of the mining power,
it would not be able to produce a significantly longer chain without also owning more than
11% of current coins in circulation.

Considering a scenario in which the attacker attempts to create an additional sidechain
and reveals it at a, we assume that the attacker has a hash power and stake power of (a,b),
and the fair nodes have (c,d). Let Yw be the total mining difficulty. Then, E(Yw) = E(X) ∗ dw.
This has been given in Equation (1), where the PoS block generation rate λw = n

d2
, where s

is the stake and Ys is the total mining difficulty presented in Equation (6). The total mining
difficulty is an integration of the hash rate over time and vice versa of the stake over time.
In duration t, the malicious chain has an expected weight of (tdwc + a · t) · (tdsc + b · t),
and the fair nodes’ chain has (tdwc + c · t) · (tdsc + d · t), where tdw and tds are the total
difficulty for PoW and PoS from the genesis block, respectively.
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For the attacker to gain the fair nodes’ chain, the malicious nodes need to have a
longer chain than the fair nodes’ chain, which further leads to the following inequality:
ldsc · (a − c) + ldwc · (b − d) + (ab − cd) · l ≥ 0. Given that this attack can only occur if the
creation of blocks is free, we assume that the attacker will attempt to attack by using only
PoS blocks. Assume that

tda = ∑i=1..I Iw−n
dwi·∑j=1...Is

dsj =
(
(Hw − n)·dw

)
·
(

Hs·ds

)
, (10)

where tda indicates the total complexity of the malicious chain. Even if the attacker holds
the entire active stake and the total voting power remains unchanged, the best-case scenario
is an identical td for the main chain. The projected maximum number of blocks that the
LRA can create is (φ − tNw−n)/2t because the protocol forbids the creation of new blocks.
If an attacker can increase his stake power through block rewards, then his chances of
success increase with time. Specifically, the assailant must reach

(
Hs ·

(
ds + Ω

))
>

(
Hw · dw

)
·
(

Hs · ds

)
Ω >

Hw · dw

Hs
. (11)

Assuming that the primary chain’s forging power is static (i.e., not subject to change),
Nw = Ns is modified to reflect the extra power an attacker would require to equal the main
chain’s strength (expressed in difficulty). It must be more challenging than the PoW chain
itself. Further research is required to determine how long it takes an attacker to gain access
to increased difficulty, but the premise is that this process of gaining power gradually via
block rewards occurs over a long period.

4. Experimental Results

During the implementation phase, we set the simulation in such a way that the hash
output is uniformly distributed between miners and stakes. The difficulty was adjusted
to α = 0.01, the stacker power was set to S = [80, 40, 20, 15, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] and the miner
power was set to M = [32, 16, 8, 6, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2]. Numbers have already been set to show
the linearity of the exponential rise in computational power. To begin with, the block time
was set to 20 s in t, with a duration of 90 days per entire chain.

During the simulation, a total of 385,479 blocks were generated, out of which 192,688
were stake blocks and 192,791 were mining blocks. As shown in Figure 6, the rewards were
proportional to computing power (stake/mining), which was considered a fair outcome.
The target block time was 20 s, resulting in a stake block time of 40 s and a mining block
time of 40 s with an average rate of Ps∈S s/ds, Pm∈M m/dm and Ps∈S s/ds + Pm∈M m/dm.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Experimental results of (a) stake power vs. block rewards distribution and (b) hash power vs. block rewards
distribution.
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During the experiment, which we ran on the Google Colab platform, we determined
that the initial simulation would consume not more than 200 MB of RAM, as shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Machine computational power.

Free RAM Process Size

Beginning 12.8 GB 118.9 MB
End 12.7 GB 383.7 MB

Figure 6a,b illustrate the stake and hash power results over the block rewards distri-
bution. The mean and standard deviation of time are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of time.

Parameters Mean Standard Deviation

All blocks 20.217 19.977
PoS blocks 40.464 40.325
PoW blocks 40.406 40.251

According to the simulation results, the attacker side that dominates the network
with more than 51% computation power cannot easily launch the attack because the fork
mechanism has a split rule between PoW and PoS implementations. Hence, to take over
this network and launch an attack, the attacker needs to command over 100% of the system,
which is impossible on a consensus blockchain node. Figure 7 shows that the chain power
is demonstrated over the block time generation and distribution, and Figure 8 shows the
proposed hybrid model computational power over PoW and PoS block time distributions.

We began the simulation experiment and based on previous data, we set the compu-
tational power for mining to 76, which is the same block size. The results are shown in
Table 6.

Additionally, we discovered that the combined PoW and PoS protocol limits the
effective computational power to 52.31. The results of the miner computational power
needed for the hybrid mechanism are presented in Table 7.

Figure 7. Power vs. block time distribution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Experimental results of (a) computational power vs. PoS block time distribution and (b) computational power vs.
PoW block time distribution.

Table 6. Miners’ computational power before implementing the proposed hybrid mechanism.

Miners Computational Power Percentage

Miner 0 23%
Miner 1 21.24%
Miner 2 17.36%
Miner 3 12.87%
Miner 4 8.56%
Miner 5 4.2%
Miner 6 4.3%
Miner 7 4.26%
Miner 8 4.2%

Table 7. Miners’ computational power with the proposed hybrid mechanism (PoW and PoS).

Miners Computational Power Percentage

Miner 0 15.19%
Miner 1 11.18%
Miner 2 7.94%
Miner 3 6%
Miner 4 4%
Miner 5 2%
Miner 6 2%
Miner 7 2%
Miner 8 2%

Total 52.31

Mining power and actively minting coins may also be used to calculate the attack’s
cost. They may be used as a rough estimate of the cost of mining power because they are
closely related to miner earnings (fees and coin base incentives). The active stake can be
determined because the amount of Satoshi released every second is inversely proportional
to the stake difficulty. By dividing the amount of Satoshi issued into equal parts for each
PoS block, we can estimate the total amount of Satoshi currently being mined. To compute
the income per block required to sustain the attack cost, these measures may be used
to determine an attack–cost objective (e.g., a particular number of Bitcoins or a certain
percentage of the total number of Bitcoins mined to date). In turn, this information can
be used to dynamically alter the block size and ensure that the block income continues to
support the set attack cost goal. Therefore, mining earnings will be increasingly predictable,
a certain degree of security will be maintained, and costs will be reduced.
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The majority of honest minters make the mistake of making coins on a chain that they
believe will last the longest, only to have their efforts thwarted by a competitor’s longer
chain. This situation means that several law-abiding minters are penalised for minting.
If the fine does not exceed the revenue from minting one block, the expected revenue
from the effort to mint should exceed zero. A small fee is likely to have a substantial
impact, so the projected revenue from minting should be equal to the overall revenue from
minting. Ultimately, this depends on whether dishonest minting on a short chain benefits
the dishonest minter. Therefore, how much of a penalty should be imposed is debatable.

Given that PoS blocks have little influence on whether an attacker will be successful
in performing an orphan-based mining monopoly attack unless the attacker controls a
substantial portion of the coins actively being mined, punishing minters who minted over
another PoS block would double the collateral damage. Consequently, minter punishment
proofs will be invalid if the most recent PoW block is shared by the minted block and the
current block. Further research is needed to determine how much stake an attacker needs
to possess in order to perform a mining monopoly attack effectively.

If a PoW block has more than one option (e.g., a collision leaving one orphaned),
minters may refuse to mint so as to avoid the penalty. If they do so, they will miss out on
the most probable benefit of their actions (which would be much greater). Therefore, the
likelihood of this behaviour occurring is very low because the predicted benefits exceed 0
by a factor of two.

5. Conclusions

Bitcoin’s popularity and success are primarily related to the underlying blockchain
technology, which is a genuinely unchanging and highly protected distributed ledger
governed by a peer-to-peer consensus. This study conducted a comprehensive analysis to
build the hybrid cryptocurrency PoW-PoS, which can resolve the 51% attack in the most
feasible and advanced way possible. The proposed hybrid model can prevent the attack
by mixing PoW and PoS in one thread with a strict time spacing for block generation
to achieve a resilient and robust agreement amongst P2P network nodes and guarantee
a benefit distribution that is in line with stakeholders’ investment ratios. The results
showed that we successfully implemented a hybrid consensus protocol for blockchain that
combines mining and stacking. The hybrid protocol creates a fair mechanism for miners
and stakers. Furthermore, each block’s period is added to provide a double-spending
function for every distribution even though the attacker has more than 51% control over the
network. We examined the shortcomings of consensus protocols and security techniques
to reveal their main weaknesses. A hybrid model that combines PoW and PoS was then
successfully implemented. The system incorporates hardware and economic security
without compromising availability, predictability or decentralisation. According to the
empirical evidence provided in results Section 4, the proposed protocol is fair and scalable
to an arbitrary number of miners and stakes.

In the future, we will conduct a more comprehensive analysis of network stability
with additional types of miners and stackers and another simulation based on game theory.
A highly economical approach for all mechanisms will also be explored in the future.
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Abstract: The rapid advancement in artificial intelligence (AI) and wide deployment of Internet
of Video Things (IoVT) enable situation awareness (SAW). The robustness and security of IoVT
systems are essential for a sustainable urban environment. While blockchain technology has shown
great potential in enabling trust-free and decentralized security mechanisms, directly embedding
cryptocurrency oriented blockchain schemes into resource-constrained Internet of Video Things
(IoVT) networks at the edge is not feasible. By leveraging Electrical Network Frequency (ENF) signals
extracted from multimedia recordings as region-of-recording proofs, this paper proposes EconLedger,
an ENF-based consensus mechanism that enables secure and lightweight distributed ledgers for
small-scale IoVT edge networks. The proposed consensus mechanism relies on a novel Proof-of-ENF
(PoENF) algorithm where a validator is qualified to generate a new block if and only if a proper
ENF-containing multimedia signal proof is produced within the current round. The decentralized
database (DDB) is adopted in order to guarantee efficiency and resilience of raw ENF proofs on the
off-chain storage. A proof-of-concept prototype is developed and tested in a physical IoVT network
environment. The experimental results validated the feasibility of the proposed EconLedger to
provide a trust-free and partially decentralized security infrastructure for IoVT edge networks.

Keywords: electrical network frequency (ENF); Proof-of-ENF (PoENF); consensus; blockchain;
security; Internet of Video Things (IoVT)

1. Introduction

Thanks to the rapid advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things
(IoT) technologies, the concept of Smart Cites becomes realistic. The information fusion
capability provided by these interconnected devices enables situational awareness (SAW),
which is essential to ensure a safe and sustainable urban environment. With wide de-
ployment of the exponentially increasing smart Internet of Video Things (IoVT) for safety
surveillance purposes, intelligent online video stream processing is becoming one of the
most actively researched topics in smart cites [1].

In typical Internet of Video Things (IoVT) systems, a huge amount of raw video data
collected by geographically scattered cameras is sent to a remote cloud for aggregation. It
provides a broad spectrum of promising applications, including public space monitoring,
human behavior recognition [2], and suspicious event identification [3]. However, cen-
tralized IoVT solutions suffer from the risk of single points of failure and are not scalable
for accommodating the ever growing IoVT networks, which are pervasively deployed
with heterogeneous and resource-limited smart devices at the edge of networks. Moreover,
online video streams and other offline data, such as situation contextual features, are
shared among participants using high-end cloud servers, which are under the control of
third-party entities. Such a centralized architecture also raises severe privacy and security
concerns that data in storage can be misused or tampered with by dishonest entities.

Evolving from the distributed ledger technology (DLT), blockchain has gained sig-
nificant attention for its potential to revolutionize multiple areas of the economy and
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society. The inherent security guarantees of blockchain lay down the foundations of server-
less record keeping, without the need for centralizing trusted third-party authorities [4].
Blockchain runs on a decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) network in order to securely store
and verify data without relying on a centralized trust authority. The decentralization
removes the risk of singular point of failures and mitigates bottleneck performances, which
were inherent in centralized architectures. In addition, blockchain leverages distributed
consensus protocols to enable a verifiable process for fault tolerance and tamper-proof
storage on a public distributed ledger. Therefore, transparency, immutability, and auditabil-
ity guaranteed by blockchain ensure resilience, correctness, and provenance for all data
sharing among untrusted participants.

Internet of Video Things (IoVT) provides a broad spectrum of applications, particularly
in the area of public safety [5]. Migrating from centralized cloud-based paradigms to
decentralized blockchain-based methods renders IoVT systems more efficient, scalable, and
secure. However, directly integrating cryptocurrency-oriented blockchains into resource
constrained IoVT systems is difficult in terms of handling the blockchain trilemma [6],
which points out that decentralization, scalability, and security cannot perfectly co-exist.
Most IoVT devices are highly resource constrained. Therefore, computing and storage
intensive consensus protocols are not affordable, such as Proof-of-Work (PoW) [7], Proofs-of-
Retrievability (PORs) [8], or Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT) [9], which come with
high communication complexity and poor scalability. In addition, IoVT systems involve a
large volume of real-time transactions. Higher throughput and lower latency become key
metrics in blockchain-based systems for IoVT deployed on edge networks. Furthermore,
DLTs are not general-purpose databases. The storage overhead is prohibitively high if raw
data generated by IoVT transacting networks are stored in the blockchain.

The Electrical Network Frequency (ENF) is the power supply frequency which fluc-
tuates around its nominal frequency (50/60 Hz). The frequency fluctuations vary based
on geographical region. The ENF fluctuations estimated from simultaneously recorded
audio/video recordings within a power grid have a high correlation similarity [10].

Inspired by spatio-temporal sensitive ENF contained in multimedia signals, this paper
proposes EconLedger, a novel Proof-of-ENF (PoENF) consensus algorithm based lightweight
DLT for small scale IoVT networks. Compared to PoW or PoRs, which require high
computation or storage resources in mining process, our novel PoENF consensus requires
each validator to use extracted ENF variations from simultaneous multimedia recordings
as proofs during current consensus round. The validator that presents a valid ENF proof
with minimal squared-distance-based score is qualified to generate a new block. Thus, the
PoENF consensus mechanism not only achieves efficiency without high demand of mining
resource or hardware platform support but it also enhances security by mitigating mining
centralization.

In contrast to existing solutions that directly collect ENF fluctuations from power grids
and stores audio/video recordings in a centralized location-dependent ENF database [10,11],
EconLedger uses Swarm [12], which is a decentralized database (DDB) technology, to
archive raw ENF-containing multimedia proofs and transactions over IoVT networks.
Only hashed references of data are recorded on an immutable and auditable distributed
ledger. Thus, it reduces the ever-increasing data storage overhead on the public ledger.
The EconLedger ensures correctness, availability, and provenance of data sharing among
untrusted devices under a distributed network environment. Moreover, a network with
permission ensures that only authorized nodes can access raw data on DDB such that
privacy preservation is guaranteed.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

(1) A secure-by-design EconLedger architecture is introduced along with detailed expla-
nation of the key components and work flows;

(2) A novel PoENF consensus mechanism is proposed, which improves resource efficiency
and achieves a higher throughput than PoW-based blockchains;
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(3) A finalized on-chain ledger is coupled with a decentralized off-chain storage to
resolve storage burden, and it guarantees security and robustness of data sharing and
cooperation in IoVT networks;

(4) A proof-of-concept prototype is implemented and tested on a small scale IoVT net-
work, and experimental results verified that the EconLedger is feasible and affordable
with respect to the IoVT devices deployed at edge networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses
background knowledge of ENF, then reviews existing consensus algorithms and state-of-
the-art research on IoT Blockchains. Section 3 introduces the rationale and architecture of
EconLedger, as well as core features and security guarantees. A novel PoENF consensus
mechanism is explained in Section 4. Section 5 presents prototype implementation and nu-
merical results and discusses performance improvements and security insurances. Finally,
a summary is presented in Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

This section introduces how ENF can be generated from multimedia streams and how
ENF can be used for the environmental fingerprint. Following that, we describe typical
consensus protocols in blockchain and provide related work on IoT-blockchain integration.

2.1. ENF as a Region-of-Recording Fingerprint

ENF is the supply frequency in power distribution grids, which has a nominal fre-
quency of 50 Hz or 60 Hz depending on the location of the power grids. Due to environmen-
tal effects in the grid such as load variations and control mechanisms, the instantaneous
ENF usually fluctuates around its nominal value. At a given time, variation trends of ENF
fluctuations from all locations of the same grid are almost identical due to the intercon-
nected nature of the grid [13]. ENF fluctuations are embedded in audio/video recordings
either due to electromagnetic induction or background hum from devices connected to the
power grid [14]. Thanks to the consistency and reliability of ENF at a time instant, ENF
has been adopted as a forensic tool for identifying forgeries in multimedia recordings. All
ENF signals estimated from simultaneous multimedia recordings at different locations
have similar fluctuations throughout the power grid. Thus, there are multiple forensic
applications based on ENF, such as validating the time-of-recording of an ENF-containing
multimedia signal [14] and estimating its location-of-recording [15].

In IoVT systems, ENF signals extracted from video recordings are in the form of
illumination frequency (120 Hz). The video recordings made under indoor artificial light
include ENF fluctuations. The estimation of ENF signals depends on the type of imaging
sensor used in a camera. The most commonly used imaging sensors are complementary
metal oxide semiconductors (CMOSs) and charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors, which
have different shutter mechanisms. In this work, we assume that ENF signals are extracted
from video recordings generated by cameras with CMOS imaging sensors in an indoor
setting with artificial light [11,16]. The estimation of ENF involves various signal processing
techniques such as power spectral analysis and spectrogram-based techniques, which are
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2. Consensus Protocols for Blockchain

This section introduces consensus protocols regarding diverse blockchain networks
that are typically classified into permissionless blockchain (e.g., Nakamoto protocol) or
permissioned blockchain (e.g., PBFT).

2.2.1. Nakamoto Protocols

The Nakamoto protocol is implemented as the consensus foundation of Bitcoin [7],
and it is widely adopted by many cryptocurrency-based blockchain networks such as
Ethereum [17]. The Nakamoto protocol adopts a computation-intensive PoW, which re-
quires all participants to compete for rewards through a cryptographic block-hash value
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discovery racing game. The PoW consensus demonstrates security and scalability in an
asynchronous open-access network as long as an adversary does not control the majority
(51%) of the miners. However, the brute-force PoW mining process also incurs a high
demand in terms of computation and energy consumption such that it is not affordable on
resource-constrained IoT devices.

In order to improve performance and resource usage efficiency in PoW, a number
of alternative Proof of X-concept (PoX) schemes have been proposed. Permacoin [8]
repurposes mining resources in PoW to achieve distributed storage of archival data. The
Permacoin adopts PORs [18], which require miners to present random access to a copy of a
file from local storage as valid proof for successfully minting money. Permacoin requires
participants to invest in its storage capacity rather than solo computational power. It could
reduce unnecessary wastage of computational resources in PoW and mitigate centralized
mining pools issue.

Similar to Permacoin, a Resource-Efficient Mining (REM) [19] scheme is proposed to
achieve security and resource efficiency based on the partially decentralized trust models in-
herent in Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX). The REM utilizes a Proof-of-Useful-Work
(PoUW) consensus protocol, which requires miners to provide trustworthy measurements
on CPU cycles used by its useful workloads in SGX-protected enclave. Compared with
Proof-of-Elapsed-Time (PoET) in Sawtooth [20] that uses random idle CPU time as proofs,
PoUW in REM not only prevents the stale chip problem but also yields the smallest amount
of mining waste.

In order to reduce energy consumption caused by intensive hash value calculating
in PoW, Peercoin [21] adopts Proof-of-Stake (PoS), which leverages the distribution of
token ownership to simulate a verifiable random function to propose new blocks. Such a
process of efficient “virtual mining” manner allows PoS miners to only consume limited
computational resources in order to generate new blocks. Similarly to PoW, PoS guarantees
security as long as an adversary owns no more than half of the total stakes in the network.

Unlike PoW and its variants, the PoENF consensus scheme neither requires high
demand of computation and storage for mining nor depends on security guarantees
supported by trusted hardware or monetary deposit stake. It is suitable for heterogeneous
IoVT devices connected to the power grid.

2.2.2. Byzantine Fault Tolerant Protocols

As the first practical BFT consensus, PBFT [9] uses the State Machine Replication
(SMR) scheme to address the Byzantine General Problem [22] in distributed networks. It
has been widely adopted as a basic consensus solution in the permissioned blockchains,
such as Hyperledger Fabric [23]. The PBFT algorithm guarantees both liveness and safety
in synchronous network environments if at most � n−1

3  out of total of n replicas are Byzan-
tine faults. Compared to the probabilistic Nakamoto blockchains, BFT-based consensus
networks ensure a deterministic finality on distributed ledger. However, it inevitably incurs
high latency and communication overhead as synchronously executing consensus protocol
among all nodes in large scale networks.

Therefore, combining Nakamoto-style block generation with BFT-style chain final-
ity provides a prospective solution to ensure data consistency and immediate finality.
Casper [24] introduces a lightweight chain finality layer on top of a Nakamoto protocol,
similarly to PoW and PoS. In Casper, a fixed set of validators executes a PoW block proposal
protocol to maintain an ever-growing block tree, while an efficient voting-based process
is responsible to commit a direct ancestor block of the finalized parent block as a check-
point. Finally, only a unique checkpoint block path from checkpoint tree is accepted as the
finalized chain.

Unlike Casper, which is a PoS-based finality system overlaying an existing PoW
blockchain, our EconLedger uses a voting-based chain finality in order to resolve the forks
caused by probabilistic PoENF block generation.
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2.3. State of the Art on IoT-Blockchain

To support security and lightweight features required in IoT systems, the IoTChain [25]
proposes a three-tier blockchain-based IoT architecture, which allows regional nodes to per-
form any lightweight consensus, such as PoS and PBFT. IoTChain only provides simulation
results on communication cost of transactions; however, key metrics in the consensus layer,
such as computation, storage, and throughput, are not considered. FogBus [26] proposes
a lightweight framework for integrating blockchain into fog-cloud infrastructure, which
aims to ensure data integrity as transferring confidential data over IoT-based systems.
In FogBus, master nodes deployed at the fog layer are allowed to perform PoW mining,
while IoT devices send transactions to master nodes as trust intermediates to interact with
blockchain. However, using PoW as the backbone consensus protocol still results in high
energy consumption and low throughout.

HybridIoT [27] proposes hybrid blockchain-IoT architecture in order to improve scal-
ability and interoperability among sub-blockchains. In HybridIoT, a BFT inter-connector
framework functions as a global consortium blockchain to link multiple PoW sub-blockchains.
However, using PoW consensus in sub-blockchain networks still imports computation and
storage overhead on IoT devices if they are deployed as full nodes. IoTA [28] aims to enable
cryptocurrency designed for the IoT industry, and it leverages a directed acyclic graph
(DAG), called tangle [29], to record transactions rather than chained structure of the ledger.
IoTA provides a secure data communication protocol and zero fee micro-transaction for
IoT/machine-to-machine (M2M), and it demonstrates high throughput and good scalability.
However, existing IoTA networks still rely on hard-coded coordinators, which employ
PoW to finalize the path of recorded transactions in DAG.

Unlike the above mentioned IoT-Blockchain solutions, which either adopt computation
intensive PoW as their backbone consensus mechanism or rely on an intermediate fog
layer to execute consensus protocol, EconLedger aims to provide a partially decentralized
and lightweight blockchain for resource constrained IoVT devices at the edge without
relying on any intermediate consensus layer deployed at fog level. Moreover, EconLedger
leverages DDB technology to enable trusted off-chain storage, which reduces storage
overhead caused by directly storing raw data on the public distributed ledger.

3. EconLedger: Rationale and Architecture

This section provides a comprehensive overview of EconLedger system architecture
consisting of the following: (1) upper-level IoVT application layer; and (2) Econledger
fabric enabled security networking infrastructure. Following that, we explain the network
model of EconLedger with basic security assumptions and describe an efficient hybrid
on-chain and off-chain storage structure based on the DDB system.

3.1. System Design Overview

EconLedger aims at a secure-by-design, trust-free and partially decentralized infras-
tructure for cross-devices networking IoVT systems at the edge. We consider a small scale
video surveillance network with 100 nodes, and all IoVT devices and edge/fog servers are
connected to the same regional power grid. Here, a node refers to a device owned by a
user. Figure 1 is the system architecture of EconLedger.

3.1.1. IoVT Application

The upper-level IoVT application utilizes an EconLedger fabric to enable decentralized
video analytic services and information visualization at the edge. All devices and users
must be registered to join the IoVT system as required by the permissioned network, which
can provide basic security primitives such as public key infrastructure (PKI), identity
authentication [30], and access control [31], etc. Real-time video streams generated by
cameras are transferred to on-site/near-site edge devices for lower level analytic tasks,
such as object detection and situational contextual features extraction. Thus, cameras
associated with edge devices act as IoVT service units at the network of edge. Then, IoVT
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service units send raw video data and extracted contextual information to the information
visualization unit, which provides video recordings and smart applications for authorized
users.

Figure 1. The EconLedger system architecture.

To prevent visual layer attacks, IoVT service extracts ENF signals from video streams
as an environmental fingerprint, which is stored into DDB and secured by EconLedger fabric.
At any given time instant, variation trends of ENF-containing multimedia signals from
all synchronous cameras on the same power grid are almost identical. Therefore, using
ENF fluctuations recorded on EconLedger laid solid ground truth for video authenticity
verification. By calculating correlation coefficients among ENF signals extracted from video
recordings with an agreed ENF estimate recorded on distributed ledger, the information
visualization unit verifies whether or not live/offline video streams are generated by
cameras within the same power grid [32,33].

3.1.2. EconLedger Fabric

The EconLedger fabric provides fundamental networking and security infrastructure
to support decentralized security features for the IoVT system. All authorized devices
firstly store raw ENF fingerprints into the DDB, then the devices launch transactions that
include hashed references of raw data along with valid signatures. As transactions store
fixed-length hashed references rather than raw data with varying size, such an off-chain
manner reduces storage overhead when IoVT devices verify transactions and synchronize
the ever-increasing distributed ledger.

EconLedger uses a small PoENF committee to achieve high efficiency by reducing
message propagation delay and communication overhead on the edge network. Given
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a random committee election mechanism, only a subset of nodes within the network are
elected as PoENF committee members. The PoENF consensus protocol is only executed by
validators of a PoENF committee instead of all nodes in the network. Therefore, scalability is
improved at the cost of partial decentralization by a PoENF consensus committee.

Meanwhile, a random PoENF committee rotation strategy ensures that robustness
is not sacrificed due to fewer validators. Combining the current status of the distributed
ledger, a distributed randomness protocol acts as the oracle to periodically generate global
randomness strings for PoENF committee selection. As randomness strings are bias-
resistant and unpredictable, the probability of an adversary dominating a subsequent
committee decreases exponentially even if the current PoENF committee is compromised.

3.2. Network Model

EconLedger relies on a permissioned network, and we assume that the system ad-
ministrator is a trust oracle for maintaining global identity profiles for all valid nodes.
We adopt a standard asymmetrical algorithm such as Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) for
key generation (RSA.gen) and digital signature scheme (RSA.sign, RSA.veri f y). During
the registration process, signing-verification key pair (ski, pki) ← RSA.gen(i) is gener-
ated by PKI and assigned to the authorized node ui. Additionally, a node’s public key
pki is associated with its credit stake ci ≤ Cmax, where Cmax is the maximum value of
credit stake defined by the system. Therefore, all registered nodes can be represented as
U = {(pk1, c1), (pk2, c2), ..., (pkn, cn)}, where n is the total number. As the above security
assumptions depend on the system administrator’s behavior, our EconLedger is a partially
decentralized blockchain model.

EconLedger assumes a synchronous network environment. Operations in consensus
protocol are coordinated in rounds with upper bounded delay TΔ. Thus, the time is divided
into discrete slots, which can be indexed by logical clocks ticks to synchronize the events in
a distributed system [34]. Given a certain tick t ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...}, slot slt represents the length
of time window to measure TΔ. The time window of slt should be sufficient to guarantee
that the message transmitted by a sender is received by its intended recipients (accounting
for local time discrepancies and network delays). Thus, we require slt ≥ TΔ in order to
ensure the liveness of consensus protocol.

3.3. Hybrid On-Chain and Off-Chain Storage

To address issues of high storage overhead incurred by directly saving raw data into
DLTs, EconLedger utilizes a hybrid on-chain and off-chain storage solution. Figure 2
illustrates the block and off-chain data structure used in EconLedger. The block is the basic
unit of on-chain storage, which includes block header and the orderly transactions list. The
MT_root in the block header stores the hash root of a Merkle tree to maintain the integrity
of all transactions. In each transaction, the swarm_hash only stores references to the data
rather than the data themselves. As references are hash values with fixed length such as 32
or 64 bytes, all transactions have almost the same size even if linked raw data have large
sizes or require different formats, such as ENF signals or multimedia recordings.

Off-chain storage relies on a Swarm network in which all sites cooperatively construct
a DDB system. In EconLedger, a site refers to a fog/edge server. The data uploaded to
Swarm are cut into pieces called chunks, which is the basic unit of storage and retrieval in
the Swarm network. Each chunk can be accessed at a unique address, which is calculated
by its hashed content. All data chunks use their chunk hash to construct a Merkel hash
tree for which its root is the reference to retrieve raw data. Swarm implements a specific
type of content addressed distributed hash tables (DHTs), called Distributed Pre-image
Archive (DPA), to manage chunks across distributed sites. All Swarm sites have their own
base addresses with the same size as the chunk hash, and the sites closest to the address of
a chunk not only serve information about the content but actually host data [35]. All sites
in the Swarm network use the Kademlia DHT protocol [36], which synchronizes chunks in
a P2P manner, to ensure data persistence and redundancy.
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Figure 2. The illustration of block and off-chain data structure.

4. PoENF: A Proof-of-ENF Consensus Protocol

In this section, basic notations used in protocol design are clearly defined and ex-
plained. Then, an overview of PoENF consensus protocol is illustrated so that the reader
can understand key components and workflow. Following that, we offer details on Byzan-
tine resistant PoENF algorithms in block generation along with a voting-based chain
finality. Finally, we also describe incentive mechanisms including rewards and punishment
strategies given by mathematical analysis.

4.1. Basic Notation

Table 1 describes relevant notation used in PoENF model. To model sequential events
in synchronous consensus rounds, a set of subsequential slots are used to define Epoch,
which is represented as slE = {sl1, sl2, ..., slt}, where 0 ≤ t ≤ R, and epoch size R is a value
of multiple unit slot sl. A validator vi ∈ V (V ⊆ U) is a valid node that is qualified for
being selected as a PoENF committee member. We define Dynasty to represent current
PoENF committee, which is denoted as D = {(pk1, c1), (pk2, c2), ..., (pkk, ck) ⊆ V}, where
0 ≤ k ≤ K, and K is the PoENF committee size. We use H(·) to denote a predefined
collision-resistant hash function that outputs hash string h ∈ {0, 1}λ.

Table 1. Relevant basic notation.

Symbol Description

slE Epoch including sequential order of time slot

D Dynasty represents current PoE committee

tx A transaction broadcasted by the node of network

B A block proposed by the validator in current Dynasty

C Distributed ledger maintained by the consensus network

Before introducing key features and components in the PoENF consensus protocol,
several basic definitions are introduced as following.
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Definition 1. Transaction is used to save data that are launched by a node ui for recording on the
distributed ledger, and its structure is represented as tx = {tx_hash, pki, Tstamp, data, σi}, where
the parameters are the following:

• tx_hash is a λ-bit-length hash string of transaction tx, which is calculated by H(pki, Tstamp,
data);

• pki is sender’s public key;
• Tstamp is time stamp of generating transaction;
• data is the information d ∈ {0, 1}∗ enclosed by the transaction, such as swarm_hash or any

byte strings;
• σi is a signature RSA.signski

(tx_hash, pki, Tstamp, data) signed by the sender’s private key
ski.

Definition 2. Block is a basic data unit that encapsulates valid transactions and is always appended
on the chain head. A block generated at slot slt (t ∈ 1, 2, 3, ..) by validator vj is represented by
Bi = (pre_hash, height, mt_root, tx_list, slt, pkj, σj), where the parameters are the following:

• pre_hash is a λ-bit-length hash string of previous Block Bi−1, which is calculated by H
(pre_hash, height, mt_root, tx_list, slt−1);

• height is the height of current block in blockchain (ledger);
• mt_root is a root hash of a Merkle tree of tx_list;
• tx_list is an orderly transactions list [tx1, tx2, ..., txn];
• slt is a block created time stamp at the round slt;
• pkj is public key of validator vj;
• σj is a signature RSA.signskj

(pre_hash, height, mt_root, tx_list, slt, pkj) signed by valida-
tor vj.

We define a special block called Genesis Block that is represented as B0 = (pre_hash = 0,
height = 0, sl0 = 0, init_D), where init_D is the initial dynasty. Therefore, all on-chain data
on the distributed ledger are organized as an ordered sequence of blocks starting from B0.

Definition 3. Blockchain (Distributed Ledger) is a partial order of blocks that is represented as
C = B0 → B1 → ... → Bn−1 → Bn indexed by strictly increasing slots slt. Each block Bi uses its
pre_hash=H(Bi−1) to link with the previous block Bi−1, and key parameters are the following:

• length: the length of the chain denoted len(C) = n to count the number of blocks between the
genesis block B0 and the confirmed block Bn;

• head: the head of the chain denoted head(C) = Bn, where Bn is the last confirmed block that
is extended on finalized main chain.

4.2. PoENF Committee Consensus Protocol: Overview

Figure 3 is an overview of the PoENF consensus protocol, which includes the dis-
tributed ledger structure and PoENF committee consensus workflows. The distributed
ledger in EconLedger follows a tree structure originated from the genesis block. Each new
block extends its chain path through pre_hash to point to a parent block. All nodes in such
a ledger tree can be represented as confirmed blocks (blue) or finalized blocks (red), as the
upper part of Figure 3 shows. The chain height follows a strictly increasing sequence of
finalized blocks; therefore, a valid path can only proceed through those red nodes. The
head of a blockchain is anchored on a recently confirmed block that has linked to a finalized
chain with the largest height value.

At the configuration stage, the system administrator specifies a group of validators
as the initial PoENF committee to initialize an EconLedger network. The lower part of
Figure 3 demonstrates workflows of the PoENF committee consensus protocol, including
the dynasty cycle and the epoch cycle. A dynasty cycle starts from committee selection
and ends when the global randomness string of current dynasty has been updated by
the randomness change process. At the beginning of a dynasty’s lifetime, the committee
selection process uses the current global randomness string as a seed for committee election
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protocol, which exploits a Verifiable Random Function (VRF) based cryptographic sorting
scheme [37]. Given the credit weights of all nodes, K validators are randomly chosen to
construct a new PoENF committee D, which will be added to the current block. Finally,
validators of new D establish a fully connected P2P consensus network and start a new
dynasty cycle.

Figure 3. The PoENF consensus protocol overview.

For each epoch cycle, PoENF block generation and chain finality are core functions
that ensure liveness and termination in continuous consensus rounds. By calculating a
squared distance of ENF proofs from validators, the PoENF mechanism determines that
a validator with the minimal squared-distance-based score can generate a valid block in
the current block proposal round. After n rounds of block proposal, chain finality relies
on a voting-based chain finality mechanism to resolve fork issues caused by conflicting
confirmed blocks and finalizes the history of ledger data by using a unique chain path.

At the end of current dynasty, PoENF committee members utilize the RandShare
mechanism to cooperatively reach agreement on proposing a new global randomness
string. As a distributed randomness protocol, RandShare adopts Publicly Verifiable Secret
Sharing (PVSS) [38] to ensure unbiasability, unpredictability, and availability in public
randomness sharing. The proposed unbiasable and unpredictable global randomness
string will be updated as the new seed for the committee selection process of the sub-
sequential dynasty.

4.3. PoENF-Based Block Proposal Mechanism

The PoENF-based block proposal mechanism is mainly responsible for generating
candidate blocks and extending them along a finalized chain path. Following the principles
of chain-based Nakamoto protocols, the PoENF algorithm simulates a virtual mining
method by pseudorandomly specifying a validator of committee as the slot leader to
generate a block. To generate a block, a validator must present an ENF proof that has the
minimum squared distance score in current round. All honest validators accept valid blocks
and ensure that only one block is extended on the finalized main chain of local distributed
ledger.

4.3.1. Transactions Pooling

Given a certain period of sliding window for ENF collection, each validator collects
transactions from valid nodes. If a transaction stores reference that point to ENF proof, it is
an ENF proof transaction. In the current block generation round, each node is required to
send only one ENF proof transaction. After receiving the broadcasted transactions, each
validator verifies buffered transactions according to predefined conditions:
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(i) Transaction sender ui ∈ U and RSA.veri f y(tx_hash, pki, Tstamp, data) = σi by using
the sender’s public key pki;

(ii) ENF proof tx sent by ui should not exist in the transactions pool;
(iii) Time stamp Tstamp must fall into current time slot.

The condition (i) prevents transactions from invalid nodes or any malicious modifica-
tion, while conditions (ii) and (iii) are mainly for preventing duplicated ENF proof tx in
current period time slot. After the verification process, only valid transactions are cached
as local transaction pools denoted as TX = {tx1, tx2, ..., txN}, where N is the transactions
pool size. The validator also uses condition (iii) to regularly check the local transaction pool
and removes outdated transactions that have not been recorded in the latest confirmed
block.

4.3.2. PoENF Consensus Algorithm

Given current transactions pool TX, the validator vi ∈ D chooses all ENF-proof
transactions generated by committee members to construct an ENF-proof transactions
list TXENF = {tx1, tx2, ..., txK}, where K is the committee size. An ENF proof is a vector
E = {e1, e2, ..., ed}, where ei ∈ R is the ENF sample value, and d is the samples’ size. By
using swarm_hash that is stored in the data parameter of txk, the Ek sent by vk can be
fetched from off-chain storage. Thus, each vi can locally maintain a set of collected ENF
proof vectors Gi = {E1, E2, ..., Ek}, where k ≤ K.

In order to become a slot leader and propose a new block in the current block proposal
round, vi must show that its ENF proof Ei can solve a PoENF puzzle problem. Intuitively,
the goal of PoENF puzzle problem is to choose the Ek that deviates the least from all ENF
proofs in Gi based on their relative distances, which are computed with the Euclidean
norm. However, a single Byzantine validator can force the PoENF algorithm to choose
any arbitrary ENF proof by sending a poisoned Eb that is too far away from other ENF
proofs. Therefore, our PoENF algorithm adopts the Krum aggregation rule to provide the
(α, f )-Byzantine resilience property [39].

For each vi ∈ D, let Gi = {E1, E2, ..., En} include n ≥ 2 f + 3 collected ENF proofs from
PoENF committee members, and at most only f is sent by Byzantine nodes. For any i �= j,
let i → j denote the fact that Ej belongs to the n − f − 2 closest ENF proofs to Ei. Then, we
define the ENF score for vi.

s(i) = ∑
i→j

‖Ei − Ej‖2. (1)

Equation (1) calculates ENF scores (s(1), ..., s(n)) associated with validators v1 to vn,
respectively, and applies the Krum rule to select the minimum ENF score as follows.

s∗ = argmin
i∈{1,...,n}

(s(i)). (2)

Finally, the PoENF puzzle problem is formally defined as the following.

Definition 4. Proof-of-ENF: Given Gi = {E1, E2, ..., En} collected by validator vi ∈ D, the
process of PoENF verifies whether a valid ENF proof Ej can meet the condition s(j) ≤ s∗. If it does,
vj wins the leader election and is qualified to propose a block; otherwise, the blocks generated by any
vj are rejected.

Given the above definitions, the PoENF-enabled block generation procedures are
presented in Algorithm 1. During the current block generation round slot slt, each validator
vi ∈ D executes the generate_block() function to propose a candidate block according to its
collected ENF proofs in the transactions pool. If the ENF score si is not greater than the
target value s∗, then vi can create a new block and broadcast it to the network. Otherwise,
they are only allowed to verify blocks from other validators until the current round finished.
The closer si is to s∗, the higher probability that vi can propose a new block.
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Algorithm 1 The PoENF-based block generation procedures.

1: procedure: generate_block(vi)
2: hc ← H(head(C))
3: height ← head(C).height + 1
4: mt_root ← MTree(vi.TX)

5: [E1, E2, ..., En] ← ENF_vect(vi.TX)

6: en f _score ← []

7: for Ei in [E1, E2, ..., En] do

8: si ← ∑i→j ‖Ei − Ej‖2

9: en f _score.append(si)
10: end for

11: s∗ ← Min(en f _score)
12: if si ≤ s∗ then

13: new_block ← (hc||mt_root||vi.TX||vi.pk||sl.t||height)
14: σi ← Sign(new_block, vi.sk)
15: return (new_block||σi)
16: end if

17: procedure: verify_block(new_block, σj)
18: if Verify_Sign(new_block, σj) �= True OR
19: Verify_TX(new_block) �= True then

20: return False
21: end if

22: hc ← H(head(C))
23: if new_block.height �= head(C).height + 1 OR
24: new_block.hc �= hc then

25: return False
26: end if

27: [E1, E2, ..., En] ← ENF_vect(new_block.tx_list)
28: en f _score ← []

29: for Ei in [E1, E2, ..., En] do

30: si ← ∑i→j ‖Ei − Ej‖2

31: en f _score.append(si)
32: end for

33: s∗ ← Min(en f _score)
34: if sj > s∗ then

35: return False
36: end if

37: return True

In block verification process, each validator calls the veri f y_block() function to deter-
mine whether or not the received new_block can be accepted and appended to chain. The
Veri f y_Sign() checks if a new_block sent by vj has a valid signature σj, while Veri f y_TX()
validates that all transactions recorded in new_block are sent from valid nodes and have the
same Merkle tree root as new_block.mt_root. After validating that new_block is generated
in the current round slot slt with the correct chain header, a PoENF algorithm verifies if vj
has a valid ENF proof with minimum score. If all conditions are satisfied, the new_block is
accepted into confirmed status, and vi updates the head of local chain as head(C) = Bi+1
accordingly. Otherwise, the new_block is rejected and discarded.

4.3.3. Chain Extension Policies

In a PoENF block generation round, validators extend the local chain based on a
“largest height of confirmed block” rule, which requires that new blocks Bi+1 are only appended
to head(C) by letting Bi+1[pre_hash] = H(head(C)). The PoENF process allows that the
probability of a block generated by validator vi is related to the rank of its ENF proof Ei
among the global ENF proof vectors G. However, Gi observed by validator vi may vary
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due to network latency or misbehavior of Byzantine nodes. Thus, it is hard to guarantee
that only one block is proposed during each slot round, and the amount of candidate blocks
could be between zero and the committee size K. Given the candidate blocks number
b ∈ [0, K], the chain extension rules are described as follows:

(i) b = 1: If there is only one proposed candidate block Bi+1, then the block is accepted
as confirmed status and updates the chain head as head(C) = Bi+1.

(ii) b > 1: If more than one candidate blocks are proposed, then all blocks are accepted as
confirmed status. The head(C) update follows two sub-rules:

(a) Chain head points to a block that records most ENF proof transactions among
other blocks;

(b) For the candidate blocks having ENF proof transactions of the same size, the
block generated by validator that has the largest credit value becomes the chain
head.

(iii) b = 0: If none of the validators proposes a block at the end of current slot round, block
generation follows a spin manner. As validators of current committee can be sorted
by account address, we can calculate ind = height (mod K). Thus, a validator at rank
ind can also propose a candidate block in the current round. The chain head update
process follows the rule i) b = 1.

Rule (i) covers a basic scenario to ensure that a new blocks is extended on the chain
head. Rule (ii) handles the conflicting chain head update scenario when multiple valida-
tors propose valid blocks when they have different global ENF proof vectors G. It also
discourages dishonest behaviors by using a smaller G to win the right to block proposal.
Rule (iii) guarantees liveness in PoENF consensus process such that at least one uniform
block is generated to ensure chain extension even if a leader cannot propose a new block
due to crash failures or attacks.

4.4. Voting-Based Chain Finality Mechanism

Since fork issues are caused by network latency or deliberate attacks, the block pro-
posal mechanism will inevitably produce multiple conflicting blocks, which are children
blocks with the same parent block. Therefore, those proposed blocks are in fact form an
ever-growing block tree structure, as the upper part of Figure 3 shows. At the end of an
epoch, the head with epoch height becomes a checkpoint that is used to resolve forks and to
finalize chain history. Inspired by Casper [24] and Microchain [40], our EconLedger finality
process adopts a voting-based finality mechanism overlaying the PoENF block generation
to commit checkpoint block and finalize the already committed blocks on the main chain.

The chain finality protocol is mainly for identifying a unique chain path on block tree
by choosing a single child block from multiple children blocks with a common parent block.
For efficiency purposes, the chain finality protocol is only executed on checkpoint blocks
rather than the entire block tree, and committee members vote for hashes of blocks instead
of entire block contents. The chain finality ensures that only one path, including finalized
blocks, becomes the main chain. Therefore, blocks generated in the new epoch are only
extended on such a unique main chain.

4.5. Incentives and Punishment Strategies

Although the contributions of this manuscript include performance improvement and
security guarantees by EconLedger, this section briefly discusses incentive design while
leaving detailed analysis for future investigation. EconLedger uses an incentive mechanism
to reward validators who behave honestly and make contributions in the PoENF block
generation and chain finality process. At the end of a block generation cycle, transactions
fees included in the confirmed block construct a rewarding fees pool that can be distributed
to all validators in the current round. The incentive mechanism uses ENF score to evaluate
a validator’s contribution, and reward fees that are distributed to vi ∈ D are proportional
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to its ENF score si. Let S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} denote ENF scores, the reward rule is defined as
follows:

γi =
1
si

∑n
i

1
si

R, (3)

where γi is the reward fee that vi obtains from the total reward fees R during current
block generation round. The smaller the ENF score of a validator, the higher the reward
fees it can gain. As the variations of ENF proofs from all honest nodes are trivial during
ENF collection time, collected rewarding fees in R are almost evenly distributed to honest
contributors. As ENF fluctuations are randomly generated from power grids and vary at
different times, Byzantine nodes can only gain marginal benefits by using duplicated or
arbitrary ENF proofs that have large ENF scores.

In addition to rewarding fees, the credit stake ci of a honest validator vi will also
increase by one as a reputation reward. The higher the credit stake c, the higher the
probability that a validator is selected as a PoENF committee member. Unlike PoS, credits
in EconLedger are not directly associated with any type of currency, and they are not
transferable in any format of transactions. Therefore, all users are encouraged to behave
honestly to gain more benefits by increasing their reputation credits. Moreover, credit stake
c of a node cannot excel an upper-bounded limitation Cmax, for instance, no more than
10. Therefore, an adversary cannot simply accumulate its credit stake to achieve mining
centralization and then control the majority power of the network.

A punishment strategy is also designed to discourage dishonest behaviors, such as
withholding its ENF proof, proposing multiple blocks in current round, or violating chain
extension rules. After PoENF committee selection, each vi ∈ D must deposit a fixed
amount of fees to its security stake sci. If any misbehaving actions in consensus process vi
are detected, the balance of sci will be slashed as punishment. In addition, its credit stake
ci also decreases by one. Given the assumption that an adversary can only compromise
no more than f nodes on the network, the slashing security deposit rule can increase
financial cost if attackers use these compromised nodes to disturb consensus protocol,
while reducing credit stake results in the lower probability that Byzantine nodes can be
selected as committee members.

5. Experiment and Evaluation

In this section, a proof-of-concept prototype implementation and experimental config-
uration is described. Following that, we evaluate Econledger based on numerical results in
terms of network latency, computation overhead, and communication throughput. Then,
comparative experiments based on benchmark blockchain platforms are performed to show
performance improvement. Finally, we analyze the performance and security properties
provided by EconLedger.

5.1. Prototype Implementation and Experimental Setup

To verify the proposed EconLedger, a concept-proof prototype is implemented in
Python, which consists of approximately 3100 lines of code. We adopted Flask [41], which
is a light micro-framework for Python application, in order to implement networking and
web service APIs for EconLedger node. All cryptographic functions are developed on the
foundation of standard python lib: cryptography [42], such as using RSA for key generation
and digital signature and using SHA-256 for all hash operations. As a lightweight and
embedded SQL database engine, SQLite[43] is adopted to manage on-chain storage, such
as ledger data and peering nodes information.

Table 2 describes the devices used for the experimental study. The prototype is
deployed on a small-scale local area network (LAN) that consists of multiple desktops
and IoT devices. The prototype of EconLedger emulates an office building setting: a Dell
Optiplex-7010 functions as a monitor server to collect data from scattered IoVT services
deployed at different locations of the building, while all Raspberry Pi (RPi) boards play the
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role of edge devices that process raw video streams from separate cameras. All devices can
work as validators and perform the PoENF consensus protocol. Dell Optiplex 760 desktop
functions as edge server, and five desktops are configured as sites in our private Swarm
network. To initiate comparative evaluation between EconLedger and existing blockchain
benchmarks, test cases are also conducted on Ethereum [44] and Tendermint [45] networks.
In our private Ethereum network setup, six miners are deployed on six separate desktops.
Tendermint runs on a test network with 20 validators, and each validator is hosted on a
RPi device.

Table 2. Configuration of experimental nodes.

Device Dell Optiplex-7010 Dell Optiplex 760 Raspberry Pi 4 Model B

CPU
Intel Core TM i5-3470

(4 cores), 3.2 GHz
Intel Core TM E8400

(2 cores), 3 GHz
Broadcom ARM Cortex
A72 (ARMv8) , 1.5 GHz

Memory 8 GB DDR3 4 GB DDR3 4 GB SDRAM

Storage 350 G HHD 250 G HHD 64 GB (microSD)

OS Ubuntu 16.04 Ubuntu 16.04 Raspbian (Jessie)

5.2. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the running EconLedger under an IoVT-
based edge network environment, a set of experiments is conducted by executing multiple
complete epoch cycles of PoENF consensus protocol within a dynasty. The computation
costs by message encryption and decryption are not considered during the test. As Krum in
PoENF requires n ≥ 2 f + 3 and voting-based chain finality depends on a majority condition
that requires n ≥ 3 f + 1, the minimum PoENF committee size is five members such that
any K ≥ 5 can meet both security requirements. Given 60 s per sliding window used in ENF
fluctuations extraction, we let the ENF proof vector size d = 60. We conducted 100 Monte
Carlo test runs for each test scenario and used the average of results for evaluation.

5.2.1. Network Latency

Figure 4 presents the network latency for EconLedger with respect to completing an
entire epoch round of PoENF consensus protocol given the number of validators varying
from 5 to 20. For each test point, we let all validators perform tasks simultaneously and
waited until the bundle of tasks is finished. The latency includes the round trip time
(RTT) and service processing time on the remote host. Broadcasting an ENF tx needs
O(K) communication complexity and K ×O(1) computation complexity for verification.
Thus, the total complexity is O(K) such that latency of ENF collection Tec is linearly scale
to committee size K. Chain finality requires all validators to broadcast their vote among
committee members so that it has the same complexity as ENF collection. Thus, the delay
of chain finality Tc f is almost linear scale to K.

The green line in Figure 4 shows the latency of block proposal Tbp, which indicates how
long a proposed block could be accepted by all validators in the PoENF committee. The
communication complexity of block proposal is O(K), which is similar to ENF collection
and chain finality. However, during block generation and verification processes, PoENF
algorithm requires a validator using Equation (1) to compute ENF scores based on collected
proofs from others, and it has computation complexity of O(K2d). As a result, the total
complexity of block proposal is O(K2d + K). In general, ENF samples size d is a small
value such as 60, and it has less effect on computation cost than K does. Thus, Tbp is almost
linearly scaled relative to O(K2). The total latency shows that EconLedger takes about
2 s to finish an epoch cycle of PoENF committee consensus (Tec + Tbp + Tc f ) given the
committee size K = 20.
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Figure 4. Latency for an epoch cycle of PoENF consensus with different committee size.

5.2.2. Computation Overhead

Figure 5 shows service processing time of key procedures in PoENF consensus given
different platform benchmarks. As verifying a tx or vote only involves O(1) computation
complexity, the service processing time is almost stable (about 2 ms for tx verification and
50 ms for vote verification) on all benchmarks. Compared to tx verification, which simply
checks the validity of a tx then buffers it into system memory, vote verification involves
more computation on resolving forks and database operations to store valid votes. Thus,
vote verification incurs more latency than tx verification does. As the most computing
intensive stages, both block mining and verifying rely on procedures in PoENF consensus
algorithm with the computation complexity of O(K2d). Therefore, the computation cost on
all devices dramatically increases as K is scaled up. Given different computation capacity
of benchmarks, RPi-4 needs 2.5× processing time than Desktop does.

Figure 5. Computation overhead for stages of running PoENF consensus on host. Comparative
evaluations on platform benchmark.
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5.2.3. Data Throughput

In order to evaluate overhead of running EconLedger on communication channel, we
considered volumes of message propagation and data throughput during key steps of the
PoENF consensus protocol. Figure 6 demonstrates data transmission for different stages of
PoENF consensus with varying committee size. In our EconLedger prototype, each ENF
transaction has fixed size dtx = 430 Bytes, and a vote has fixed size dvt = 589 Bytes. Given
the total communication complexity of O(K2) in both ENF collection and chain finality,
data transmission of ENF collection is Dec = dtx × K2, and the data transmission of chain
finality is Dc f = dvt × K2. Thus, communication overheads incurred by ENF collection and
chain finality are linearly scaled to K2.

Figure 6. Communication overhead of running an epoch round of PoENF consensus. Comparative
evaluations on different committee size.

Each block has a fixed header dhead = 613 Bytes along with a transactions list with size
dtxs = dtx × K, and we can obtain block size dB = dhead + dtxsK. Therefore, the block size dB
is linearly scaled to K. Assuming an ideal case that only one valid block is proposed during
each epoch cycle, data transmission of block proposal is Dbp = dB × K = dheadK + dtxsK2

such that communication overhead is almost scaled to K2. On the other hand, for the
worst case that every validator proposed a candidate block such that Dbp = dB × K2, huge
communication cost scaling up K can be introduced.

The data throughput could be specified as Th =
Dec+Dbp+Dc f
Tec+Tbp+Tc f

(KB/s), where KB/s
means KBytes per second. With variant committee sizes, the corresponding block size and
data throughput are calculated as shown in Table 3. Given a fixed ENF transaction size,
increasing the committee size allows committing more ENF proofs and, therefore, reach a
higher data throughput at the cost of latency. In the test case of K = 20, EconLedger implies
a theoretical maximum data rate of 283 KB/s, which can meet bandwidth conditions in a
majority of LAN-based IoVT systems.

Table 3. Data throughputs vs. committee sizes.

Committee Size 5 8 12 16 20

Block Size (KB) 2.7 3.9 5.6 7.3 8.9

Throughput (KB/s) 61.9 108.3 159.8 220.1 283.3
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5.3. Comparative Evaluation

As a key parameter in blockchain network, transaction tx committed time indicates
how long a tx can be finalized in a new block on distributed ledger, and it is closely related
to block confirmation time in consensus protocol. Given different blockchain benchmarks,
we evaluate the end-to-end time latency of committing transactions along with other
key performance metrics. For Ethereum, we used smart contract to record transactions
on blockchain. For the Tendermint network, we used the built-in kvstore as an ABCI
(Application BlockChain Interface) app to save transactions.

We conducted 50 Monte Carlo test runs, where a node sends a 1KB tx per second (TPS)
to the blockchain network and waits until tx has been confirmed on the distributed ledger.
Figure 7 shows the distributions of time delay for committing transactions given different
blockchain networks. Each green bar indicates standard deviation with a mean represented
by a red dot. The gray line shows the entire data range, and the black star is the median.
Tendermint uses a BFT consensus protocol to achieve high efficiency; therefore, the mean
of tx committed time is about 3 s given one voting round per second. Unlike Tendermint,
Ethereum relies on probabilistic PoW consensus, which has variable block confirmation
times. Thus, tx committed time in the Ethereum network varies with largest standard
deviation. To guarantee synchronous epoch rounds for PoENF consensus, we set TΔ
conservatively to 2 s based on the maximum time to ensure txs and blocks propagation in a
P2P consensus network, including 20 validators. Hence, the range of latency in EconLedger
is smaller than Ethereum, and tx committed time is almost stable (about 5.5 s).

Figure 7. Time latency for committing transactions. Comparative evaluations on different blockchain
networks.

Table 4 provides a comprehensive performance of committing transactions on different
blockchain networks regarding several key performance matrices. Given the above tx
committed time, which uses the mean in Figure 7, the tx rate tx/s is evaluated by calculating
how many tx can be processed per second in the blockchain network. The Ethereum block
size is bounded by how many units of gas can be spent per block, which is known as the
block gas limit [46]. Currently, the maximum block size is around 12,000,000 gas (accessed
at 20 July 2020), and the base cost of any transaction is about 21,000; thus, each block
in Ethereum can include about 571 transactions. In our private Ethereum network, we
can obtain the tx rate as (571.4/4.6) ≈ 124 tx/s. Tendermint and EconLedger both use
fixed 1MB block. Given 1 KB per transaction, a block in Tendermint can store a maximum
of 1000 transactions; thus, the tx rate is about (1000/2.9) ≈ 344 tx/s. For EconLedger,
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each transaction is about 430 bytes such that a block can record the maximum of 2400
transactions, then it achieves higher tx rate at around (2400/5.5) ≈ 436 tx/s.

Table 4. Comparative evaluation of launching transactions on different blockchain platforms.

Ethereum Tendermint EconLedger

tx committed time (s) 4.6 3.0 5.5

tx rate (tx/s) 124 334 436

CPU usage (%) 103 38.6 15.2

Memory usage (MB) 1200 72 80

In order to evaluate resource consumption by running blockchain benchmarks, we
used the “top” command to monitor system performance of machines. We considered CPU
and memory usage on Desktop (Ethereum miner) and Rpi (Tendermint and EconLedger
validator). Due to computation intensive PoW algorithm, the mining process of Ethereum
almost occupies full CPU capacity and consumes about 1.2 GB memory. Therefore, such a
huge computation cost prevents resource constrained edge devices mining in Ethereum
network. Unlike Ethereum, Tendermint and EconLedger use lightweight consensus algo-
rithms to achieve efficiency in CPU and memory usage such that they are both suitable for
deploying validators on edge devices. EconLedger almost has the same amount of memory
usage as Tendermint in terms of running time. However, EconLedger has the higher tx
committed time than Tendermint does, and it only needs 40% of the computation resource
that Tendermint does.

5.4. Performance and Security Analysis

This section analyzes performance improvements given by the above experimental
results and highlights the advantages of EconLedger compared with existing consensus
protocols. Then, we evaluate security guarantees regarding committee selection and
consensus algorithm. Finally, we list possible attacks and explain how EconLedge can
prevent or mitigate these potential risks.

5.4.1. Performance Improvements

Given the above numerical results in terms of processing time and running time re-
source usages, our PoENF consensus is more computationally efficient than the PoW-based
methods. Such a lightweight property of PoENF is promising for reducing energy con-
sumption in mining processes and can lower demands on system capability for participants.
Thus, resource-limited IoVT devices can directly work as validators (miners) rather than
depending on support from an intermediate consensus layer by outsourcing mining tasks
on fog networks or cloud servers. Compared with these hardware dependent solutions,
such as REM based on Intel SGX and PoR requiring large local storage, our PoENF consensus
relies on a platform independent algorithm to extract ENF-containing multimedia signals
from recordings as ENF proofs. Therefore, it is promising to address heterogeneity issues as
we integrate blockchain technology with IoVT systems that include multiple non-standard
platforms.

EconLedger achieves communication efficiency by executing consensus protocol
within a random selected PoENF committee. Such a small scale consensus network imposes
low levels of data transfer overhead on IoVT systems at the network of edge, which has
limited bandwidth. In addition, communication complexity for each validator is linearly
scaled to PoENF committee size, as shown in Figure 6. Thus, limited data transmission also
means lower energy consumption on devices during communication handling tasks. Unlike
non-scalable BFT-based solutions that rely on a pre-fixed set of validators, EconLedger aims
to improve scalability by requiring a randomly elected consensus committee to delegate
other nodes of the network. As a tradeoff, EconLedger is actually a partially decentralized
blockchain network.
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In EconLedger, raw data are saved into off-chain storage deployed on a DDB net-
work, while only references of data are encapsulated into transactions that are finalized on
distributed ledger (on-chain storage). As a reference is a fixed length of hash value disre-
garding format or size of the source data, such light transactions can be used to verified
complicated data in use over IoVT systems, such as multimedia recordings, contextual
information, and trained models, etc. Moreover, each tx has fixed and small size such
that a block can record more txs. As a result, the txs rate increased given that the block
confirmation time is stable.

5.4.2. Committee Randomness Security

We assumed that an adversary has limited capacity such that he/she is subject to the
usual cryptographic hardness assumptions and honest nodes never share their keys with
each other or disclose the input string x of the VRF function before the end of randomness
generation. Therefore, members of a new committee could be completely random owing to
the unpredictability property of the VRF-based randomness string generation. In addition,
given the assumption that an adversary can only control up to f byzantine validators,
the chain finality achieves safety by making agreements on checkpoints if current PoENF
committee has no less than 2 f + 1 honest members. Therefore, the adversary has at most
m = 1/4 chance per round to control the checkpoint voting process. As a result, the
probability that an adversary controls n consecutive checkpoint is upper-bounded by
P[X ≥ n] = 1

4n < 10−λ. For λ = 6, the adversary will control at most ten consecutive chain
finality runs.

5.4.3. PoENF Consensus Security

Unlike PoW and PoS consensus protocols that are vulnerable to mining centralization,
whether a validator can become winner in current PoENF block proposal round depends on
its ENF score rather than its controlled computation power or cryptocurrency stakes. Thus,
an adversary cannot control the mining process by increasing investments on computation
resource or owned coins. Moreover, the Krum rule adopted in ENF score calculation
chooses n − f − 2 closet ENF proofs and precludes the f − 1 Byzantine proofs that are far
away. Thus, all honest validators can output the same minimum ENF score as long as
n ≥ 2 f + 3, and our PoENF can prevent against ENF proof positioning attacks.

In PoENF consensus, all honest validators only accept valid blocks generated in the
current epoch round; thus, correctness (validity) is ensured. In addition, PoENF achieves
consistency (agreement) by requiring all honest validators to update their local chain head
according to chain extension policies. At the end of a PoENF block proposal round, every
honest validator should either accept valid transactions that are saved into a confirmed
block as the local chain header or reject all transactions by extending an empty block
on local chain header. Such a liveness (termination) property ensures that all valid ENF
transactions are processed within the block generation round. Furthermore, voting-based
chain finality can guarantee safety, which requires all honest validators to form a same total
order of finalized blocks appended on the global unique main chain.

5.4.4. Analysis of Possible attacks

1. Double spending attacks: In a double spending scenario, an adversary attempts to
revert a transaction that has been finalized on the distributed ledger. In Econledger, a
voting-based chain finality mechanism ensures the total order and persistence of data
recorded on the distributed ledger. Thus, once a transaction is finalized in the checkpoint
block, all other honest validators will work on the finalized main chain and disregard any
double spending transactions from attackers.

2. Free-riding attacks: There is a possibility of free-riding attacks that some lazy nodes
only gain benefits by using the security service without fulfilling their responsibilities in
the EconLedger network, such as forwarding messages or submitting ENF proofs. The
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punishment strategies can prevent against free-riding attacks by reducing credit stake of
dishonest nodes or even isolating them from the entire network.

3. Selfish-mining attacks: In a selfish-mining attack, the adversary tries to withhold
blocks and release them strategically to reduce chain growth and increase the relative ratio
of his proposed blocks. In PoENF consensus, only valid blocks generated in the current
round can be accepted by honest validators, while those outdated blocks are discarded.
Moreover, withholding blocks is a type of misbehavior in PoENF, and it decreases both
profits and credit of a dishonest node. Therefore, selfish-mining is unprofitable for rational
validators according to reward and punishment strategies.

4. ENF-proof replay attacks: The adversary can launch replay attacks by sending dupli-
cated ENF proofs. As ENF fluctuations of power grid vary as time changes, the duplicate
ENF proofs generally output large ENF scores. As a result, these Byzantine validators
have marginal chances to propose valid blocks. Furthermore, ENF-proof replay attacks
can be detected by analyzing ENF proofs on EconLedger. Thus, identifying misbehavior
and isolating suspicious nodes can improve system robustness, while we leave ENF-based
detection topics to future work.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents EconLedger, a lightweight and secure-by-design distributed
ledger to enhance trust and security properties for smart IoVT systems at the edge. The
EconLedger combines an efficient PoENF consensus mechanism with a deterministic
voting-based chain finality in order to achieve safety and liveness. By using on-chain ledger
and DDB enabled off-chain storage, the EconLedger network reduces storage overheads
on validators and guarantees security and resilience of data sharing in a distributed IoVT
network. The experimental results based on a prototype demonstrate that it achieves
higher computation efficiency and tx throughput than benchmarks.

The experimental results on the prototype are encouraging, but there still are open
issues to solve before developing a practical solution in real-world video surveillance
systems. Using ENF signals for proof of work in consensus process is creative, however,
whether ENF variation extracted from multimedia is reliable given attacks on ENF record-
ings such as synchronizing ENF and injecting into raw video/audio data or colluding
among adversaries by sharing ENF data, is still an open question. Thus, our ongoing efforts
include validating the proposed architecture in a real-world video streamscontext, simulat-
ing attack scenarios such as using AI enabled methods to generate fake ENF recordings,
and ensuring overall efficiency and security.

In addition, validators in EconLedger system cannot directly obtain cryptocurrency
rewards though PoENF consensus, but they can gain benefits from transaction fees. As a
punishment strategy, slashing security deposits can increase financial cost if the adversary
uses sybil nodes to disturb consensus protocol. However, there are open questions on the
incentive mechanism. Our future work will use game theory to evaluate how incentive
mechanisms can enhance system robustness and security.

Moreover, our EconLedger solution aims to provide a lightweight and security dis-
tributed ledger under a small-scale IoVT network, such as a campus. However, it still
requires more investigation on how to apply EconLedger at a large-scale application sce-
nario, such as smart cities or smart grids. Another future investigation for our team is
designing scalable blockchain infrastructure that relies on a hierarchical framework in
order to federate multiple privately distributed ledgers.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ABCI Application BlockChain Interface;
BFT Byzantine Fault Tolerant;
CCD Charge-coupled Device;
COMS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor;
CPU Central Processing Unit;
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph;
DDB Decentralized Database;
DHT Distributed Hash Table;
DLT Distributed Ledger Technology;
DPA Distributed Pre-image Archive;
ENF Electrical Network Frequency;
IoVT Internet of Video Things;
LAN Local Area Network;
M2M Machine-to-Machine;
P2P Peer-to-Peer;
PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant;
PKI Public Key Infrastructure;
PoENF Proof-of-ENF;
PoET Proof-of-Elapsed Time;
PoR Proofs-of-Retrievability;
PoS Proof-of-Stake;
PoUW Proof-of-Useful-Work;
PoW Proof-of-Work;
PoX Proof-of-X-concept;
PVSS Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing;
REM Resource Efficient Mining;
RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman;
RTT Round Trip Time;
RPi Raspberry Pi;
SGX Software Guard Extensions;
SMR State Machine Replication;
TPS Transactions per Second;
VRF Verifiable Random Function.
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Abstract: Existing product anti-counterfeiting and traceability solutions across today’s internationally
spanning supply chain networks are indeed developed and implemented with centralized system
architecture relying on centralized authorities or intermediaries. Vulnerabilities of centralized prod-
uct anti-counterfeiting solutions could possibly lead to system failure or susceptibility of malicious
modifications performed on product records or various potential attacks to the system components by
dishonest participant nodes traversing along the supply chain. Blockchain technology has progressed
from simply being a use case of immutable ledger for cryptocurrency transactions, to a programmable
interactive environment of developing decentralized and reliable applications addressing different
use cases globally. Key areas of decentralization, fundamental system requirements, and feasible
mechanisms of developing decentralized product anti-counterfeiting and traceability ecosystems uti-
lizing blockchain technology are identified in this research, via a series of security analyses performed
against solutions currently implemented in supply chain industry with centralized architecture. The
decentralized solution will be a secure and immutable scientific data provenance tracking and man-
agement platform where provenance records, providing compelling properties on data integrity of
luxurious goods, are recorded and verified automatically across the supply chain.

Keywords: blockchain; anti-counterfeiting; decentralization; product authenticity; end-to-end trace-
ability; supply chain integrity; supply chain provenance; NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System;
Near-Field communication; Internet-of-Things

1. Introduction

The problem of counterfeit product trading, including luxurious goods or pharmaceu-
tical products, has been one of the major challenges the supply chain industry has been
facing in an innovation-driven global economy. The situation has been alarming with an
exponential growth of counterfeit and pirated goods worldwide, for which it has also
plagued companies with multinational supply chain networks.

The analytical study [1] published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) in 2019
regarding the global trading activities of counterfeit and pirated products has suggested
the volume of international trade of counterfeit and pirated products increased from
$250 billion in 2007, to up to $461 billion in 2013, representing approximately 2.5% of world
imports. The imports of counterfeit and pirated products into EU amounted to nearly
$116 billion, representing 5% of EU imports approximately. The results have been alarming
according to the latest statistics published in 2016, suggested that the volume has already
further amounted to as much as $509 billion representing 3.3% of world trade and 6.8% of
imports from non-EU countries.

The battle against counterfeit product trading remains a significant challenge; it is
simultaneously of significant and growing concern to the globalized economy not to
mention all the affected industries, such as the markets included in [2] and innumerable
branded product companies. Trading activities in counterfeit goods not only infringe
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on trademarks and copyrights, and negatively impact on sales and profits of industries,
but also generate profits for organized crime at the expense of the affected companies
and governments. Counterfeit trading activities also pose broader adverse effects to
the economy, public health, safety, and security of the wider community. Counterfeit
product trading activities are operated swiftly in the globalized economy, misusing free
trade zones according to the authors of [3], taking advantage of many legitimate trade
facilitation mechanisms and thriving in economies with weak governance standard and
limited innovative options to combat product counterfeits. In response to the growing
concern in product counterfeit, innovative, fully functional, integrable, and affordable
product anti-counterfeiting solutions with traceability functionalities have been widely
and urgently demanded. These solutions are expected to utilize cutting-edge technologies
so as to ensure the provenance and traceability of genuine products throughout the supply
chain counterfeiting, and these suggested solutions should be widely adopted regardless
of industries, size of the companies, and its supply chain systems.

Given the growing concern in counterfeit trading activities, though there have already
been a variety of innovative product anti-counterfeiting solutions introduced in supply
chain industry, the main research question is as follows:

“Why would existing anti-counterfeiting and traceability systems benefit from decen-
tralization enabled by blockchain technology to better combat the rampant counterfeiting
attacks?”

The main question could further be addressed via answering the following sub-
questions throughout the research:

1. Why can blockchain be utilized to decentralize the supply chain anti-counterfeiting
and traceability system?

2. What are the security limitations and concerns of existing supply chain anti-counterfeiting
and traceability systems?

3. What are the advantages introduced by decentralized supply chain anti-counterfeiting
and traceability systems?

Given the main research question and the set of sub-questions derived from it, it is
common to follow an organized way of exploring them stepwise in this research. An ex-
ploratory research method, as depicted in [4], will be adopted in this research in computing.
Contrary to existing conceptual blockchain implementations applied in different industries
with less explanation on why decentralization is needed for these use cases, this research is
taking a rather different approach to have a thorough process involving a series of security
analyses on an existing product anti-counterfeiting and traceability system—NFC-Enabled
Anti-Counterfeiting System (NAS). The insightful findings from the security analyses
will further elaborate why these solutions could benefit from decentralization, on which
a decentralized version of these supply chain software solutions could be developed
and implemented.

The fundamental ideas and use cases of blockchain technology, categorized into
different phases, are explained in the research. The reasons why implementations of
Blockchain 2.0 should be adopted to decentralize the existing product anti-counterfeiting
and traceability systems are also elaborated, before stepping into the overview on one
of the existing product anti-counterfeiting and traceability system—NAS. This research
will focus on explaining the reasons why these existing supply chain software solutions,
including NAS, would benefit from decentralization enabled by blockchain technology.

Based on the findings and opportunities identified from these analyses, a set of fun-
damental system requirements of developing a decentralized product anti-counterfeiting
and traceability system is also defined. The decentralized solutions, such as the Decentral-
ized NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (dNAS), are aimed at delivering a more
secure and higher quality approach to verify authenticity and provenance of luxurious
products, such as bottled wine. With the use of peer-to-peer blockchain networks and
distributed storage technologies, it will be possible to eliminate an absurd amount of cost
for on-chain storage and provide a much higher level of privacy, reliability, and quality
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of service compared with existing anti-counterfeiting and traceability solutions with cen-
tralized architecture. The decentralized version of the existing solutions, such as dNAS,
could also define a framework and practice for different nodes along the supply chain to
integrate the low-cost, real-time, and immutable blockchain technology into their daily
supply chain workflows.

2. Background

Given the growing concern around the trading activities of counterfeit products,
anti-counterfeiting solutions have been developed and implemented in the supply chain
systems of different industries.

Related Work of Anti-Counterfeiting and Traceability Systems

The starting point, such as in [5], is always digitalizing the multi-node supply chain
system under which the supply chain network will at least be operating with a Point-of-
Sale (POS) system integrated with the states of a data storage system updated at different
nodes along the supply chain. Wireless communication technologies, such as Radio-
frequency Identification (RFID) or near-field communication (NFC), which is a subset of
RFID, powering the Internet of Things (IoT) are mostly the existing solutions that the
centralized architectures are currently based on. The tags with wireless communication
capabilities are packaged on the packets of goods or the product itself for identification,
anti-counterfeiting, and traceability purposes.

The RFID-based solutions in [6,7] and NFC-based solutions in [8,9] both require
dedicated applications or authentication servers to integrate with these tags so as to
perform writing, reading, and validating features on the data stored in these tags with the
product identifier (PID). Its metadata are also stored in a database system of applications
for the purpose of validation at later stage to respond to any potential counterfeiting attack
at different supply chain nodes. The work in [10] utilized simple barcode technology, such
as QR code, to retrieve the product identifiers by scanning the products and querying
corresponding records throughout the dedicated backend database systems to retrieve
metadata of specific PIDs so as to prove the authenticity with the PIDs validated and
detailed product data retrieved, such as in [11] where this method was implemented for
drug anti-counterfeiting.

For instance, with the wider adoption of these wireless communication and barcode
technologies, the concept of RFID-enabled track-and-trace anti-counterfeiting was also
proposed in [12,13], respectively, to combat counterfeiting activities. RFID-enabled anti-
counterfeiting approaches are further analyzed and compared with potential implementa-
tion issues in [7,14]. The EPCglobal traceable system to support anti-counterfeiting is further
extended in [15,16]. The authors of [17] suggested the use of a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) and geospatial technologies, such as Geographic Information System (GIS), Global
Positioning System (GPS), and Remote Sensing (RS), for mobile assets-tracking operations;
these are among the technologies that have been applied in product traceability systems.

Nevertheless, many of the existing implementations for product anti-counterfeiting
in the supply chain industry are indeed built with centralized architecture relying on a
trusted server, database, and applications. These implementations are solely controlled
and managed by the manufacturers or suppliers of the products, for coordinating and
managing product authentication with participation contributed from different nodes
along the supply chain of different industries.

3. Decentralizing with the Blockchain Technology

In this section, following the advantages introduced by the blockchain technology,
the modern core blockchain concepts including those of blockchain 1.0 and blockchain 2.0
are explained. A variety of current blockchain implementations applied to different types
of supply chain industries is also mentioned. The reasons why developing decentralized
solutions based on existing systems of centralized architecture is a pragmatic way going
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forward to improve the challenging product counterfeiting in the wider supply chain
industry are also given.

3.1. Blockchain at the Core

The decentralized architecture could bring more advantages to the existing centralized
product anti-counterfeiting system, and an example could be decentralizing NAS utilizing
blockchain technology. As described in the first Blockchain use case [18], Blockchain
is a distributed ledger technology recording and sharing all the transactions that occur
within a dedicated peer-to-peer network. It is essentially a decentralized timestamp service
with a virtual machine to execute signed scripts that operates on signed data. It utilizes
a distributed ledger to store scripts and data with mutual consensus reached among
participating nodes running on the same blockchain network.

The blockchain network consists of multiple nodes that maintain a set of shared states
and perform transactions updating the states which could be divided into ledger state, block
state, and transaction state as depicted in Figure 1. Blockchain transactions, as described
in [19], need to go through the mining process. The transactions must be validated by the
majority or agreed fraction among the participating network nodes, depending on which
consensus protocol is adopted, before being ordered and packaged into a timestamped
block which is also known as block signing.

Figure 1. Block state with transactions flow.

The blockchain network can be generally categorized either as permissionless (public
network) or permissioned network. The former is an open distributed ledger network, such
as in [18,20], where any node can join the network and where any two peers can conduct
transactions without any authentication performed by any central authority. The latter
is a controlled distributed ledger (like in [21]) where the decision-making and validation
process are kept to one organization or few organizations forming a consortium with or
without the staking concept. In permissioned networks, the consortium administrator or
certificate authority determines who can join the network as a validator node or listener
node, if there is no logic of on-chain governance available. All nodes are authenticated in
advance, and their identities are known to other nodes running on the same network and
in the same consortium, at least to the administrator.

The general blockchain data structure is demonstrated in Figure 2. The first block is
always referred as the genesis block, and a block consists of a header and a body. The block
body contains the list of transactions. The number of transactions that can fit into a block
is dependent on the block size (block gas limit) and the transaction size (gas spent per
transaction). The block header, as discussed in [22], contains a wide variety of fields,
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including timestamp, Merkle root hash representing the hash value of every transaction in
the block, and the hash pointer of the previous block header for which different blocks are
“chained” to each other by putting this field of hash for every next block. There are more
fields, such as the nonce which is the 32-bit field incremented until the equation is solved
and difficulty which is needed for the Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocol. PoW is heavily linked
with computation process known as mining, for which miners are the nodes to calculate
the block header hash termed as “solving the puzzle”. The differences between blockchains
and databases are also explained in [23].

Figure 2. General blockchain data structure.

Based on the Proof-of-Work consensus protocol, the block is said to be mined if a
miner finds its nonce such that the hash of block header is less than the difficulty target,
based on the work in [18]. Modern blockchain is also characterized into four main aspects,
apart from being utilized merely as the distributed ledger: the self-executing smart contract,
immutability, cryptography, and consensus.

3.2. Starting from the Original Blockchain 1.0—The Bitcoin Network

Blockchain is often regarded as the underlying technology of Bitcoin [18]—peer-to-
peer version of electronic cash, namely, the decentralized virtual currency, which does not
require any existing currency institutions to circulate and is of fixed currency circulation.
The Bitcoin network is indeed the first use case adopting blockchain technology. Bitcoin
aimed at offering a purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash which would allow
online payments to be sent directly from one party to another without involving a financial
institution. The main benefits of such a decentralized virtual currency system are the
prevention of double spending, single point of control, and potential failure due to the
reliance of trusted third parties and intermediaries. The Bitcoin network relies heavily
on decentralized consensus and its cryptographic properties with use of digital signature
instead, offering new transparency to finance industry, which have normally been of great
security concerns on virtual currencies.

Blocks of the Bitcoin network are mined through a computationally-intensive process
also known as the Proof-of-Work consensus protocol. The detailed process of PoW is
depicted in [24], requiring significant computational resources to solve a cryptographic
hash-based puzzle, and the solution could be worked out by trial-and-error based on
the targeted difficulty set per block. The consensus must be reached before a new block
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could be created with respective transactions packed in the new block. As there are many
miner nodes available on the open Bitcoin network, every miner on the network competes
to generate a valid Proof-of-Work consensus for the block. It will take approximately
10 min on average with the current setting of the Bitcoin network for a miner to create a
block successfully and receive the mining reward which has been halved on predefined
milestone blocks (also known as the “halving” as explained in [25]) of the Bitcoin network.
The Proof-of-Work adopted in the Bitcoin network would prevent the Sybil attackers from
promoting a dishonest blockchain supporting their malicious agendas, offering a way
for honest nodes to overcome Byzantine failures as well as accepting the next block on
the canonical chain. This process is arguably the most difficult part of implementing a
consensus protocol where many attack vectors would be focused on, for which a Byzantine
failure (or fault) is a condition of a distributed network, where participating nodes may
fail, and there is imperfect information on whether a specific node has failed.

There are also conditions for which a transaction in the Bitcoin network would be
validated and so a successful state transition would then attain. For instance, (1) digital
assets involved in the transaction of transfer operations should exist, (2) by enforcing
asymmetric cryptography to produce signatures every node should only spend the coins
they own and not those of others, and (3) every transaction should be supplied with
enough values to the inputs field of every transaction by summing up all the Unspent
Transaction Outputs (UTXOs) the sending blockchain nodes owned. The concept of UTXO
is demonstrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Concept of Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs).

With the scripting ability of the Bitcoin network alongside its Proof-of-Work con-
sensus algorithm requiring validation performed by participating nodes when the state-
transitioned function is validated, the faulty transactions, such as the one sending the same
fund twice, will receive an error and therefore be aborted. However, some malicious nodes
could try to fork the chain and place a second transaction before the first requiring the
calculation of upcoming blocks with the updated block headers, which would require the
creation of a separate chain longer than the original chain to be the canonical one as nodes
are programmed to settle on the chain with largest investment value which is the canonical
chain. The authors of [26] suggested that the Bitcoin network could not actually solve the
Byzantine Generals problem in general, as attackers could theoretically be computationally
unlimited and dominate more than 51% share of the computation power. The overall
mining hash rate of the network to perform double-spend operation faster than that on the
canonical chain, also known as the 51% attack under which the analysis on the probability
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of solving n number of blocks consecutively faster than the canonical chain is demonstrated
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Analysis of hash rate-based Double-Spending.

There are research and development efforts performed based on the Bitcoin model in
the field of decentralized electronic payment, such as Litecoin in [27]. These counterparts,
being anything other than the original Bitcoin, were grouped as “altcoins”, in which some
basically are hard-forked versions of Bitcoin, while others have their own underlying
native blockchain network with their own consensus protocols, such as Ethereum. With the
advent of increasingly more native blockchain networks with their own consensus protocols
and proposed data structures to be supported, blockchain provides a way for untrusting
parties on a peer-to-peer network to agree on contents of a vastly replicated database.
The blockchain industry has been focused on exploring more use cases other than merely
the decentralized electronic payment using blockchain technology. The development
of Blockchain 1.0 has undoubtedly set the premise for new ideas around decentralized
autonomous organization and provided a solid basis for the development of Blockchain
2.0 protocols.

3.3. Overview of Blockchain 2.0—The Programmable Blockchain

Given the fact that the Bitcoin network only offers basic scripting functionality, with the
advent of the open-source Ethereum, which was published as in [28] back in 2014, Ethereum
is no longer limited to transaction records, and is more effective and robust than its counter-
part Bitcoin. The Ethereum blockchain network is a programmable blockchain that can per-
form any arbitrarily complex computation unlike those predefined operations performed
in transactions of Bitcoin. Ethereum allows developers to create their own operations
of any complexity in smart contracts, utilizing the Turing-completeness programming
language and the flexibility brought by the smart contract enabling more possibilities to
the blockchain. Ethereum has therefore often been dubbed as Web 3.0 due to the fact that
the architecture of Ethereum opens up more ideas of general applications with transactions
related to data processing and transfer of digital assets, not only the typical use cases, such
as decentralized cryptocurrencies.

3.3.1. States and Accounts

To get started, Ethereum is an account-based blockchain, instead of the Unspent Trans-
action Outputs (UTXO)-based blockchain like Bitcoin network, under which all account
states stored locally as a form of state data with the predefined data structure of Merkle
Patricia tree. As described in [20], Ethereum blocks contain a list of transactions and the
Merkle root hash of entire state tree on transactions which are packed in every block. Every
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node on the network stores two types of states: the overall blockchain state and the state
data containing a list of accounts and their associated states.

There are also two general types of Ethereum accounts: (1) externally owned accounts
(EOAs) with key pairs generated and assigned for signature-based validations or signing
transactions on the network, and (2) contract accounts, which essentially act as autonomous
agents containing code that only act once they receive a message that has initiated its
functionalities to read from and write to internal storage of the deployed smart contracts.
The authors of [28,29] also proved that contract accounts can send messages to its counter-
parts with embedded calls to methods of other deployed smart contracts, which is basically
another type of account on Ethereum blockchain.

3.3.2. Smart Contracts and Ethereum Virtual Machine

Entities on any consensus mode of Ethereum network are able to write smart contracts
with methods to define transaction formats, access permission of the methods, state con-
version equations suggested in [30], and literally any self-defined rules applied to method
declarations with examples demonstrated in [31].

Entities in the network could first write and deploy a smart contract to the network for
its decentralized applications to interact with, via its dedicated node using the blockchain
client. The smart contract source code, written in Solidity for instance, is then encoded into
Ethereum bytecode by the Solidity compiler. The bytecode is added to the data field of a
transaction and deployed to the transaction pool of the network queuing to be picked up
for further processes. The typical workflow of the smart contract source code is described
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The workflow of Ethereum smart contract source.

As detailed in [32], the miners would then pick up the transaction via its node client,
pack the validated transaction into a new block, and run the hexadecimal bytecode data of
the transaction with its Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), which is the execution environ-
ment for running transaction code to reach a consensus. The work in [28] details a more
complex set of instructions to be compiled in the form of smart contracts, to generate oper-
ation codes (e.g., PUSH1 0 × 60 PUSH1 0 × 40 MSTORE) and run based on the operation
codes each time a specific method in the smart contract related to a specific transaction that
is invoked following the rules set within the deployed smart contract. The smart contract
could then have state transitioned on each miner’s local persistent storage on state data,
only if data of the transaction are executed by the EVM successfully. For miner nodes
on the network to be able to validate state changes brought by the transaction with the
deployed smart contracts, they would be required to run the data, which is the bytecode
with operation codes, retrieved from the transaction, on its EVM to check if it is actually
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a valid state transition. This would impose a large computational redundancy on the
network, but it is necessary in order to reach the decentralized consensus.

There is also an inherent constraint on the number of computational steps a transaction
can perform, which is limited with a concept of “Gas”—essentially the cost incurred by
totaling all the methods of a deployed smart contract executed in a submitted transaction.
The cost calculation is based on the gas spending guideline of each functional pattern
predefined in [28]. Nodes will need to specify a maximum amount of gas they are willing
to pay per transaction, and if not explicitly stated, then the client implementation of the
network (e.g., Go-Ethereum, Parity) would determine the amount automatically. The stor-
age shall be as lean as possible as it could cost an absurd amount of resources. There
are current technologies which could enable decentralized data storage, such as in [33],
and therefore decentralized solutions could be built and not required to stick with central
database architecture. Every block, created by miners after the consensus reached among
nodes running on the network, has a block gas limit similar to the transaction gas limit.
The gas limit is the upper bound on the amount of computation a transaction can perform
on its workflow in the network, and that is why people think Ether as the crypto fuels of
Ethereum due to a fact that gas cost will be paid in Ether.

3.4. Blockchain 1.0 Versus Blockchain 2.0 and Later Versions

Blockchain implementations have been phased based on their development and use
cases described in [34,35], respectively. While Blockchain 1.0, with the representative
example of the Bitcoin network [18], focused on the development of cryptocurrencies for
peer-to-peer electronic payments, Blockchain 2.0, such as Ethereum explained in [20,28]
as well as Hyperledger Fabric discussed in [21], enabled the concept of smart contract.
Blockchain 2.0 has a more flexible data structure and functionality enabled by deployed
smart contracts. Blockchain 3.0 focuses on developing ÐApps essentially having back-
end logic patterns running on a decentralized peer-to-peer platform with a dedicated
user interface of it. Blockchain 4.0 focuses more on matching blockchain technology and
its implementations usable especially to those Industry 4.0 business demands, such as
process automation, enterprise resource planning, and integration of different execution
systems respectively.

Starting from Blockchain 1.0, the Bitcoin network [18] is indeed the first use case
of blockchain technology, aimed at offering a peer-to-peer version of electronic cash.
The Proof-of-Work consensus algorithm applied to Bitcoin network, its unique UTXOs
model, and the potential hash rate-based double-spending in [36], which could still exist in
Bitcoin network, are the major characteristics and topics discussed and advanced among
Bitcoin or even the entire blockchain development community. Blockchain 2.0 moved on
enabling programmable blockchains with Ethereum. A variety of underlying concepts of
Ethereum blockchain, such as account-based, smart contracts, gas, and Ethereum Virtual
Machine, as well as explaining how Ethereum, is designed and progressed to be different
from, and even more capable than, Bitcoin network, are explained in [20,28], respectively,
as representative examples.

There are indeed extensive differences in terms of implementation and usage in
both phases. Figure 6 demonstrates the most crucial differences in different perspectives,
followed by explanations on why modern decentralized solutions would be developed
with frameworks and functionalities provided and enabled in Blockchain 2.0.

Figure 6. Comparison of Blockchain 1.0 and Blockchain 2.0 (including later versions).
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• State: In Bitcoin, there are only two states, not to mention UTXO, that could either
be “spent” or “unspent”, and so there is no contract or script to keep any internal state
other than these two states. Ethereum enables more flexibility to create such contracts
by utilizing the concepts of externally owned accounts and contract accounts. The multi-
state can be defined given the functionalities of smart contracts. Once transactions
are validated, packaged into their respective mined blocks, and appended to the
blockchain, they are no longer allowed to be modified. If such modification on the
specific blocks took place, it will invalidate every subsequent block intended to be
appended to the blockchain.

• Block Time: The creation of a block in the Ethereum main net takes only 12 s (while
block time could be specified in enterprise implementations of Ethereum), which
is considerably faster than that in Bitcoin network taking nearly 10 min. Every
transaction will then be validated and packed in a block quicker due to the faster
block time in Ethereum but it would lead to decreased security, attributed by the faster
block time, which has already been addressed by multiple block confirmations.

• Storage: In the Bitcoin network, only fixed scripts and data can be stored in a block,
while self-defined scripts, in a form of smart contracts, can be executed with states
stored on Ethereum blockchain implying that more methods are enabled. Many
different applications can therefore be implemented on Ethereum or its Blockchain
2.0 counterparts.

• Turing Completeness: The script in the Bitcoin network does not support loops, so
infinite loops can be prevented, while Ethereum provides more flexibility in script
writing of its smart contract implementations and Turing completeness as it employs
different methods to eradicate infinite loops.

While the open-source Ethereum blockchain has been planning a major Ethereum 2.0
(Eth2) upgrade to its network to address scalability concerns, there has been an array of
blockchain frameworks in Blockchain 2.0. These frameworks are available for developing
decentralized solutions based on a concept of enterprise blockchain, such as Hyperledger
Fabric depicted in [21] or Tendermint Core developed based on the system approaches
covered in [37,38]. Like Ethereum, all of these have been seeking to prove that enhanced
security, enhanced degree of decentralization, and enhanced scalability are not at odds.

3.5. Related Work of Blockchain Implementations

With the advancement of blockchain development in recent years, there have been
some existing blockchain innovations developed in different domains and in combination
with other emerging technologies to decentralize software systems with centralized archi-
tecture of different purposes. A blockchain-based digital certificate system and blockchain-
enabled system for personal data protection were proposed in [39,40], respectively. Further-
more, the works in [41,42] have also given an overview of blockchain-based applications
developed in different domains where a variety of examples of blockchain systems and use
cases are developed, could be found in healthcare domain, as depicted in [43,44], focused
on decentralizing health record management and storage.

Blockchain innovations have also been implemented across the supply chain indus-
try, and some are specifically with use cases of decentralizing and improving product
traceability and anti-counterfeiting aspects of the supply chain industry. The authors
of [45] have proposed a concept of a blockchain system to enhance transparency, trace-
ability, and process integrity of manufacturing supply chains, while an Ethereum-based
fully decentralized traceability system for Agri-food supply chain management named
AgriBlockIoT was developed in [46]. Furthermore, there is a wide range of blockchain
innovations applied in supply chain industry, such as the novel blockchain-based product
ownership management system in [47], a blockchain-based anti-counterfeiting system
coupled with chemical signature for additive manufacturing described in [48], and an
ontology-driven blockchain design for supply chain provenance in [49], as well as a tem-
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perature monitoring and anti-counterfeiting system approach for pharmaceutical supply
chains as depicted in [50].

Some implementations are conceptualized and developed based on computation-
extensive permissionless blockchain networks and consensus algorithms, aiming at full
decentralization over scalability and stability of such decentralized systems developed.
Instead of developing blockchain implementations based on conceptual design, decentral-
izing legacy anti-counterfeiting systems with centralized architecture already implemented
in the industry, further with blockchain innovations integrated with, would be a more
pragmatic way to start with so as to provide timely support to improve the snowballing
situation of product counterfeits in supply chain industry.

4. The NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System—NAS

One of the solutions to answer the growing concerns on product counterfeiting in
different supply chain systems of wine industry is the NFC-enabled Anti-Counterfeiting
System (NAS). The NAS in [51] was developed and implemented back in 2014, aiming at
providing an innovative and fully functional alternative, based on Near-field communication
technology and cloud-based microservices architecture with centralized storage structure,
solely hosted by any winemaker, to help improve the worsening situation of product coun-
terfeiting especially for the wine industry. NAS with centralized data architectures, which
are predominantly based on typical and familiar cloud-based client–server architecture
style, is demonstrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The System Architecture of NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (NAS). Source: Neo C. K. Yiu.
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The whole NAS solution consists of five main components: (1) the back-end system
with web-based database management user interface for wine data management performed
by winemakers, for which management of data columns of specific wine products which are
in their custody can be performed by winemakers; (2) an NFC-enabled mobile application,
ScanWINE, for tag-reading purpose of wine products at retailer points for wine consumers
or supply chain participants of the supply chain before accepting these wine products;
(3) another NFC-enabled mobile application, TagWINE, performing tag writing purpose for
wine at wine bottling stage by winemakers; (4) the NFC tags packaged on wine bottlenecks
for those purposes and actions; and (5) any NFC-enabled smartphones or tablets of supply
chain participants and wine consumers along the supply chain.

There are four major categories of data to be processed along the supply chain with
NAS: (1) nodal transaction history data, (2) supply chain data, (3) wine pedigree data which
is processed with its dedicated controllers based on their predefined schema and data
models, and (4) unsuccessful validation data returned from any unsuccessful validation
at the stage of accepting wine products. As wine products being processed and handled
by different nodes along the supply chain with data updated by scanning NFC tags of the
wine products using tag-reading ScanWINE with the state of wine record to be updated
accordingly to the database. These categories of data are updated along the supply chain
until the point of purchase at which wine consumers use tag-reading ScanWINE to scan
NFC tags and retrieve data such as the wine pedigree data and transaction data for real-time
validation to determine if a wine product is counterfeit or not.

A unique identifier is assigned to each wine product and is written into the NFC tag.
Such tag-attached wine products are then shipped from winemakers to different nodes
along the supply chain. During the transportation process of these wine products along the
supply chain, each involved node could scan the NFC tags and adds the aforementioned
four categories of data into these NFC tags, respectively. In this way, the next node can
check whether or not the wine products have already passed through the legitimate supply
chain. If any inconsistency is found at any node, such wine products may be considered
as counterfeits and should be returned to winemakers. However, once the wine product
reached post-purchase stage and circulated in any customer-to-customer markets, its
authenticity is no longer guaranteed, as anyone who has an NFC reader can interfere and
clone tags’ data. Therefore, it is important to develop anti-counterfeiting systems that
could work even when the data stored in tags is cloned in post-purchase supply chain with
attacks detected and prevented on any potential adversary changes.

5. Security Analysis on NAS

In this section, a series of security analyses are performed on NAS, with findings of
these security analyses also elaborated and discussed so as to identify which areas of NAS
could be improved and strengthened, in terms of security, with the conception of decentral-
ized product anti-counterfeiting and traceability solution enabled by blockchain technology.

5.1. Asset Analysis

The asset analysis of NAS, as described in Appendix B.1, lists ten constituent assets of
NAS which are categorized into components of hardware, software, and data. Hardware
assets are NFC-enabled mobile devices and NFC tags, while software assets of NAS are
the two NFC-enabled mobile applications and the database operation web application.
As described in the system overview of NAS, the data model of NAS is indeed based
on four types of data assets: data of, wine pedigree, transaction history, supply chain,
and unsuccessful records.

The (1) NFC tags (A04), (2) transaction history data (A06) of a wine record, and the
(3) backend database (A10), which is solely managed by winemakers, storing all sorts of
data components listed in the asset analysis, are among the three most probable system
components susceptible to security risks according to ratings assigned to each component
of confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA methodology).
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5.2. Threat Analysis

Based on the result of asset analysis and system components identified, which are sus-
ceptible to security risks, a threat analysis is therefore performed against NAS, with every
threat as described in Appendix B.2. Every possible threat to NAS could be categorized
into either (1) physical NFC tag threats or (2) system threats.

Regarding physical NFC tag threats, the most probable and risky threats identified
are as follows:

1. Tag cloning (T01) for which each NFC tag used for product tagging and anti-counterfeiting
purpose has a unique identifier. If the identifier information is exposed to attackers,
the data stored in a tag could easily be cloned into another tag.

2. Tag disabling (T03) for which adversaries could take advantage of wireless nature of
NFC systems in order to disable tags, from any further interaction with NFC tags,
temporarily or permanently, by changing the state of NFC tags.

3. Tag’s data modification (T04) for which NFC tags use writable memory and so an
adversary can take advantage of such a feature to modify or delete valuable data from
memory of any involved NFC tag, during any tag reading and tag writing process.
Unsecured configuration or even misconfiguration on NFC tags could also allow
attackers compromising NAS as a whole.

These physical NFC tag threats are primarily attributed by a weak and fully centralized
authentication and authorization mechanism adopted to change data states stored in NFC
tags and any unsecured configuration on NFC tags during every tag writing and tag
reading process.

While regarding system threats, the most probable and risky threats identified are
as follows:

1. Man-in-the-middle relay attack (T08) for which in a relay attack, an adversary acts
as a man-in-the-middle. An adversarial device is placed surreptitiously between a
legitimate NFC tag and mobile applications or mobile applications with dedicated
backend database which is on logged-in state. Adversaries could obtain unauthorized
access or unintentional information disclosure on the confidential data related to
transactions or the supply chain as a whole.

2. Tracking and tracing (T10), for which, via sending queries and obtaining same responses
from an NFC tag at various locations, it can then determine where an NFC tag of a
specific product is located physically with location data supplied. A malicious hacker
may also obtain login data, via brute-forcing or dictionary attacks, to spoof and log
in to mobile applications or web applications registered with the same login data as
legitimate users.

3. Denial-of-service (T11) for which DoS attacks are usually physical attacks, such as
jamming the system with noise interference, blocking radio signals, removing, or even
disabling NFC tags, causing different system components or the entire system to
work improperly. Without sufficient auditing logs and monitoring functionalities of
different system components, it would be unable to investigate any system misuse
and compromise, security breach over leakage of confidential data.

4. Spoofing attack on data of product records (T14) when attackers get some information
about the identity of NFC tags either by detecting communication between mobile
applications and legitimate NFC tags or by physical exploration on these NFC tags,
attackers could then clone the NFC tags. Poor code quality on microservices enabling
interaction between mobile applications and the backend database of product records,
such as weak authorization and authentication with dummy passwords or without
database backup path, could lead to data theft on the confidential data of processed
product records maintained in NAS.

These system threats are majorly attributed by the single-point processing, storage,
and failure due to the fact that operations and data of NAS are managed and controlled
solely by winemakers as the anti-counterfeiting and traceability features of NAS are built
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on specific winemakers and around industrial operations enabled by NFC technology
or other tag-communication technologies. Furthermore, vulnerabilities such as weak
authentication and authorization as well as in lack of sufficient auditing logs and effective
API monitoring tools could also give rise to threats, such as man-in-the-middle relay attack,
tracking-and-tracing, and spoofing attack. Adversaries could manipulate vulnerabilities to
obtain unauthorized access or unintentional information disclosure over the confidential
data such as the transaction data, wine pedigree data, or supply chain data. The disclosure
of confidential data would then lead to adverse manipulation on product records and so
disability of anti-counterfeiting functionalities of NAS could be expected. Adversaries
could also make use of vulnerabilities, such as unsecured configuration on servers, poor
security implementation over the code base on possible attacks, as well as lacking audit logs
and API performance monitoring, to perform denial-of-service (DoS) attacks on different
system components of NAS affecting its service availability, stability, and performance.

6. Discussion of Research Results

With blockchain fundamentals explained, how blockchain technology could impose
security upgrades to existing product anti-counterfeiting and traceability systems, such
as NAS, of supply chain industry, and the results gathered from security analyses per-
formed on NAS, this section will cover the summary of vulnerabilities identified in existing
product anti-counterfeiting and traceability systems. The opportunities of decentralizing
anti-counterfeiting and traceability in supply chain industry and potential concerns on
developing decentralized solutions for supply chain industry, are also identified.

6.1. Summary of Vulnerabilities on Centralized System Architecture

Among NAS and other existing anti-counterfeiting alternatives with centralized ar-
chitecture, utilizing wireless tag communication technologies, there could be at least three
common probable counterfeit attacks applied to these anti-counterfeiting solutions. These
attacks manipulating threats listed under the physical NFC tag threats and system threats
according to the threat analyses performed are (1) modification of product records stored
in tags, such as fabricating product identifiers or vintages of any product; (2) cloning of
metadata stored in tags such as those genuine product records to any counterfeit product
tag; and (3) removal of a legitimate tag from a genuine product and its reapplication to any
other counterfeit products.

It has come to a point that even though the implementation of NAS itself is already
more effective and secured than most of its typical supply chain anti-counterfeiting and
traceability counterparts, with original product records being validated at any node along
the supply chain, the centralized architecture of NAS could still pose risks in data integrity
and product authenticity as any node, not only winemakers, along the supply chain have
full control of product records stored in their own database architectures. In case different
nodes along the supply chain are untrusting to each other, there could still be possibilities
that a product record being duplicated adversely leading to a situation that product
consumers could still purchase a product counterfeit at retail points, with fabricated
wine records retrieved from NAS or its counterparts implemented in specific supply
chain industries.

The typical architecture of centralized supply chains creates several concerns. First,
there is a tremendous processing burden on servers, as significant numbers of products
processed by multiple supply chain nodes. Second, substantial storage is required to store
authentication records for every single processed product. Third, with centralized systems,
traditional supply chains inherently have the problem of single-point failure and so po-
tential service downtime and data loss could be expected. All in all, centralized product
anti-counterfeiting and traceability systems, such as NAS, rely on a centralized authority to
combat counterfeit products which would result in single-point processing, storage, and fail-
ure and those potential attacks via manipulating the security threats identified in threat
analysis performed against NAS.
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6.2. Opportunities of Decentralizing Supply Chain Anti-Counterfeiting and Traceability

To better prevent risks and overcome threats with vulnerabilities initiated by cen-
tralized architecture, Blockchain Technology (or other Distributed Ledger Technologies
built with decentralized networks) stands out as a potential framework to establish a mod-
ernized, decentralized, trustworthy, accountable, transparent, and secured supply chain
innovation against counterfeiting attacks, compared with those developed on centralized
architecture, with comparison between two as detailed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Comparison of decentralized and centralized architecture.

Given a variety of advantages, such as prevention of single-point failure, better
resilience, and availability of being applied among supply chain participants, introduced
with the blockchain technology and concept of decentralized application, to have a more
secured and sophisticated supply chain system against counterfeiting attacks, it has well
proven that decentralized supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability are in demand.
The decentralized solutions are worth developing and implementing in supply chain
industry, starting with a new solution or developing a novel prototype with a decentralized
architecture, based on legacy solutions, such as NAS, to reinforce the innovative idea of
product anti-counterfeiting. There are also a variety of opportunities that autonomous and
decentralized supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability solutions could bring to
supply chain industry as explained in the following.

6.2.1. Improved Data Integrity of Supply Chain

With the advent of blockchain technology and other technologies such as distributed
file storage, a multi-layered data storage and validation mechanism, involved with on-chain
and off-chain data operations, on product records could be implemented in decentralized
solutions of supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability.

The on-chain and off-chain storage and validation could then be in place to ensure data
integrity and prevent the decentralized solutions from any attempted attacks. The attacks
could be cloning attacks on NFC tags, modification attacks in case product identifiers and
signatures stored in NFC tags are inconsistent with its counterparts stored in the backend
databases or on-chain storage with deployed smart contracts, or reapplication attacks in
case both read count and write count are inconsistent to its counterparts stored off-chain
and on-chain respectively.

With the decentralization enabled by the blockchain network, data integrity of pro-
cessed product records is further improved which could further coupled with a concept of
digital-asset tokenization representing every single product processed on the decentral-
ized solutions. Any state change on specific product record could only be initiated with
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invoking methods on an open smart contract deployed to the network, with its transaction
now needing to be validated with consensus reached, with other nodes held and run by
different participating entities of supply chain industry, on the network. The immutability
of transaction states related to any state transition of specific product record operations
would mean that any state change processed on the network could be referred and queried
based on individual transaction hashes and block numbers, which could further be con-
firmed on blockchain explorers connected to blockchain nodes running on the specific
blockchain network.

6.2.2. Strengthened Security Considerations

Given the security considerations deployed to different possible validation mecha-
nisms of any product record validation operation to improve data integrity, and according
to the findings from the threat analysis performed against NAS, a variety of security attacks
existed in NAS are no longer valid. Those attacks could well be prevented with errors
thrown if they are detected before a state transition could be completed on a specific
product record.

Any state transition on product records is required on-chain and off-chain validations
performed against the data of product records, with respective transactions also validated
by other blockchain nodes running on the same blockchain network. These validation steps
of product record validation operation are now required to include signature generation
and signing procedures, with key management modules offered to users, on any attempted
state transition on product records. Regarding security considerations applied to the
deployed smart contracts, which will be required if any blockchain 2.0 implementation
is adopted to decentralize the supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability, multiple
validation syntax on specific conditions are developed and included in different methods
of smart contracts. This would prevent the system from being manipulated by potential
attacks, such as reapplication attacks in which the on-chain write count and its counterpart
stored off-chain do not actually match.

Design patterns with the role restriction concept of the deployed smart contract could
also be introduced, so as to enable access authorization for authenticated node accounts
held by specific entities of supply chain industry, to different methods defined in the
deployed smart contracts. The security model on data integrity of NAS is currently based
only on operations before the point of purchase. It could further be extended when the
supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability functions are properly decentralized,
as long as the post-purchase wine consumers of consumer-to-consumer market are also
registered entities or even running nodes in the decentralized solutions.

6.2.3. High Availability of System Functionalities

Ensuring high-level operational performance of different system components to main-
tain system functionalities for different product record operations is key to the system
implementation of NAS or any other supply chain anti-counterfeiting and traceability
systems. With opportunities of system security and data integrity on product record now
highly dependent on the system decentralization, the availability of data and states stored,
as well as those decentralized system components, becomes more significant to the overall
availability of system functionalities.

Regarding the decentralized solutions, the availability and resilience on data and
states stored on blockchain network or any other decentralized system components are
assured and can even be enhanced with increasing number of blockchain nodes running on
the blockchain network owing to the fact that each node of these networks keeps the copy
of the states stored in persistent volume dedicated to these distributed nodes. Availability
of the blockchain network would also be enhanced with increased amount of blockchain
nodes running on the blockchain network in which availability could be preserved as long
as there is at least a blockchain node running on the network.
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Dedicated persistent volume storage could also be assigned to each node instance
running on the blockchain network to store blockchain states and individual chain data, so
as to benefit from faster synchronization and data recovery on states to any new blockchain
nodes connected to the network. This will then assure the availability of blockchain nodes
and the blockchain network as a whole, as failed blockchain nodes could be reconnected
to synchronize and process transactions sent to the network immediately. Nonetheless,
availability of the data stored on-chain will be preserved with the smart contracts de-
ployed to the blockchain network as long as it is actively running and mining new blocks
constantly. The off-chain database and the app-backend service could also be made dis-
tributed with individual instances with which every participant under the decentralized
solutions could now host their own instance of the supply chain anti-counterfeiting and
traceability ecosystems.

6.3. Potential Concerns on Development of Decentralized Solutions

According to the summary of vulnerabilities on centralized system architecture,
with opportunities of developing the decentralized solutions also identified, a set of funda-
mental system requirements of a decentralized version of NAS, namely, the Decentralized
NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (dNAS), is also proposed with potential concerns
on developing such decentralized solutions elaborated in the following.

6.3.1. Manageable System Integration Model

It is understood that not every user of the decentralized solutions would possess
with in-house technical capacity to maintain its own instance of system components
constituting the decentralized solutions. A manageable system integration model will
need to be in place to help promote adoptions of the decentralized solutions from its
centralized counterparts, which have been implementing and adopted in the wider supply
chain industry, among different potential users in supply chain industry and for different
stakeholders of industries to collaborate for good to help improve the worsening situation
of product counterfeits, with the process integrity also conserved.

Such a manageable system integration model could provide another layer of indirec-
tion, allowing potential users to safely manage their own keys and the backup of product
records in case anything unexpected goes wrong with system components of the decentral-
ized solutions. An organization or alliance of major industry participants could act or be
voted as leaders and host system components such as microservices, mobile applications,
and even the decentralized blockchain nodes forming a blockchain network, as a fail-over
and manage requests from these potential users of the decentralized solutions. A common
data model of product records, applied to the decentralized solutions, should also be
defined with additional metadata added after completing different types of industrial
operations or steps declared in product data operation such as data validation and data
creation steps both off-chain and on-chain, in order to facilitate a seamless process of data
migration and integration.

6.3.2. Degree of Decentralization

The degree of decentralization is dependent and based on the chosen mechanism
of manageable system integration. This will also require promoting adoption of such
decentralized solutions, implying that some software components of the decentralized
solutions are still expected to be hosted by intermediaries. The intermediaries could be
backend databases, mobile applications, and backend application, with users only keeping
hold of secrets or instances of decentralized system components such as blockchain nodes
assigned to registered entities to the decentralized solutions.

The decentralized model could be substantiated with the blockchain network and its
chosen consensus algorithm. Implementations of a blockchain network with its dedicated
blockchain interface provide a certain degree of decentralization when it comes to trans-
actions being validated and packed in a block on-chain with the respective methods of
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deployed smart contract invoked as well as proposing state changes on-chain registry for
peer authentication and the blockchain network. Decentralization around smart contract
management and deployment, management of software component instances of the decen-
tralized solutions, and management of the distributed network protocols might be limited
depending on the choice of blockchain implementations adopted but would definitely not
be solely managed by product producers in the supply chain industry.

6.3.3. Limited Scalability

Scalability can somehow contradict with the degree of decentralization defined in
the current setting of blockchain implementations. The decentralized solutions generally
take more computation time for the same set of operations performed with centralized
solutions, such as NAS, and so it is expected that decentralized systems are generally less
scalable than its centralized counterparts owing to the fact that consensus is needed for
every state changed on the data of processed product records.

The multi-layered validation and creation mechanism of product records processed in
the decentralized solutions could in all likelihood imply decreased scalability as they could
now involve more steps to store or even update representations of any product record,
given these state transitions on product records involved are required to be processed in
the decentralized system components as well. In case the number and size of product
records grow with more products circulating in the supply chain, longer computation time
is definitely needed for these product record operations with more computation resources
committed on data processing of product records stored in the off-chain backend database
structure. Data stored and processed on decentralized system components, such as the
blockchain network, should be kept minimum, given the computation resources needed
for these decentralized processes could be exponential compared with its centralized
counterparts. The requests sent to the existing microservices and blockchain interface
could be handled sequentially for which a new request could be processed only if the
previous one is completed. The single-threaded handling of these microservices, involved
in any end-to-end product record operations, could possibly hinder the scalability of the
decentralized solutions as a whole.

Given the extra decentralized processes required in the decentralized solutions from
the point of invoking endpoints made available in blockchain interface all the way to the
blockchain network. The size of the blockchain will grow over time with more transactions
validated and packed in blocks mined, not to mention a new block could be created in an
interval of block time defined when initiating the blockchain network. It could take fairly
long period of time for any new blockchain node to synchronize with other blockchain
nodes to get to the latest global states of the network. The long synchronization time
would hinder the user experience for participants using the decentralized solutions when
the size of blockchain is too bulk. Though there are potential scalability concerns on any
proposed decentralized solutions, it is still worth decentralizing the supply chain anti-
counterfeiting and traceability, if comparing with the benefits brought by decentralization,
such as the strengthened data integrity and improved system security with distributed
instances enabling individual nodes along the supply chain collaborating to combat prod-
uct counterfeits.

6.3.4. Potential Security Vulnerabilities

Every registered instance of the decentralized solutions is normally assigned with a
blockchain node and an account of which a key pair could be generated and assigned to
registered instances for their storage and management. Key pairs are required to validate
and send transactions with its local blockchain node via the chosen blockchain client
protocol. The same key pair could be retrieved and utilized over and over again without a
concept of proper key rotation and management, and it is possible that the key pair could
be compromised and thus the aforementioned attacks could still be made possible to create
vulnerabilities and threats to the decentralized solutions.
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Following the compromised key secrets, distributed denial of service (DDoS) could
also be made possible as long as the blockchain node is hosted with enough computa-
tion resource, and it is possible to spam the blockchain network with a huge amount of
transactions to be processed. The denial-of-service attack could also be performed by any
malicious registered node, though they are part of the supply chain industry. A distributed
key management module with key rotation functionalities to store and manage the key
secrets should be implemented in the decentralized solutions, and a security authentication
layer should also be added on top of the key management module whenever the blockchain
interface, owned by the same registered instance, retrieves the key pair.

While for the data of product records stored and processed on decentralized compo-
nents of decentralized solutions, such as the smart contracts deployed to the blockchain net-
work and the service instance of any distributed file storage implemented, any blockchain
node assigned to the registered entities could interpret and retrieve product record subsets
if requested. The retrieval of product records is possible only if the unique identifier
of processed products is supplied, as these product record subsets stored with the de-
ployed smart contracts might not be encrypted and obfuscated with any hash algorithms.
Though application of data security is really dependent on which types of blockchain
network and consensus algorithm are adopted, which could generally categorized either
into “permissioned” or “permissionless”, the decentralized solutions could adopt. Any data
stored and processed on any decentralized system component should be kept minimum,
obfuscated, and even encrypted to prevent from any potential malicious manipulation.

The publicity of the smart contract source code could also cause security vulnera-
bilities. Unlike the source code of different system components in NAS, which has the
option to have its code base open-sourced or completely privatized, the smart contract
code of decentralized solutions is always open and easily accessible by blockchain nodes
running on the same network. Malicious users of the decentralized solutions running
blockchain nodes could therefore look for human-induced vulnerabilities if any method of
the deployed smart contracts is not implemented correctly.

6.3.5. Privacy Concern

As discussed in the potential security vulnerabilities, lacking a key rotation mechanism
would imply the same public address is possible to be mapped to an actual registered
node. The system role identifier of each registered node could further be mapped to a true
identity of the representative organization or entity of the supply chain industry, by other
registered nodes running on the same blockchain network if the decentralized solutions
are developed in a setting with permissioned blockchain implementations.

Although public addresses stored on-chain could be obfuscated with hash functions
applied, events could be emitted when methods of the deployed smart contracts are
invoked, whenever there is a new transaction initiated on product record operations
related to the same public addresses. The related events are later received by the event
listener of every blockchain service instance. With more events emitted involving the
same set of public addresses, it is more likely a specific public address could be mapped
to an actual registered instance, and so its transaction volume could still be derived by
other users of the decentralized solutions, which could potentially be its competitors. In
addition to public addresses, these data fields could directly relate to physical entities
and cause privacy concern if there is no privacy-preserving technology in place for these
sensitive data fields. If the NFC tags are not deactivated properly when the respective
products are consumed or transferred, it could possibly lead to a privacy threat based
on any unencrypted or unobfuscated data field of specific product records stored in the
NFC tags. Privacy-preserving technologies are required with use cases defined, based on
chosen mechanisms on data processing and validation procedures to be included in the
decentralized solutions.
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7. Conclusions

Based on the growing concern in product counterfeiting of supply chain industry,
the contributions of this research are to determine if anti-counterfeiting and traceability
solutions currently adopted in supply chain industry could benefit from a certain degree of
decentralization, via a series of security analyses: functional analyses performed against
NAS. The possible opportunities and a list of fundamental system requirements of a
decentralized version on NAS are also identified. Further statistical analyses on the
research references of this research were also performed and demonstrated in Appendix A,
where 86% of the research references of this research were published between 2012 and
2021, in which 44% were actually published within the past 5 years, and 20% of research
references were actually published by IEEE.

A thorough explanation of blockchain technology is covered in this exploratory re-
search so as to rationalize why the decentralized solutions should be developed with
existing Blockchain 2.0 implementations, and why blockchain technology should be uti-
lized to decentralize current solutions. There are mainly two categories of threats identified
in these centralized solutions: physical NFC tag threats and system threats. These indicate the
fact that tag-cloning, tag-disabling, tag’s data modification, man-in-the-middle relay attack,
spoofing attack on product data, and denial-of-service are among the most probable and
risky threats to NAS as well as other existing anti-counterfeiting and traceability systems
built with any software system component and wireless tag component.

The discussion of research results indicated some potential opportunities, which
are exactly the potential advantages of decentralizing the existing supply chain anti-
counterfeiting solutions where it has been maintained merely by product producers or
in the case of NAS—the winemakers. The opportunities, such as (1) the improved data
integrity with a decentralized product record management with state transitions on prod-
uct records only accepted if its respective transaction is validated and the block is mined
on the blockchain network; (2) the strengthen security considerations on data of product
records processed with multilayered validations in place; and (3) the high availability
on system components and data of product records enabled by the decentralized system
components, including the blockchain network to prevent from possible system downtime
and unavailability.

There are also potential concerns on actual development of the decentralized solutions:
(1) the manageable system integration model on whether it could promote adoptions among
the industry participants; (2) degree of decentralization which could be contradicting the
performance and throughput of processing product records; (3) the limited scalability
attributed by the extra decentralized processes and multilayered validations on processing
product data; (4) the security vulnerabilities attributed by lack of proper key management
and rotation mechanism; and (5) the privacy concern on true identities of targeted entities
being exposed, which could be mapped basing on a public address of repetitive uses,
by other malicious entities running instances of the decentralized solutions, and even
nodes on the same blockchain network. A fundamental set of system requirements for
the Decentralized NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (dNAS), which is proposed to
decentralize NAS of centralized architecture, is therefore defined, according to the potential
concerns discussed. The system requirements defined will clarify the actual development
and implementation of dNAS to take place in a separate research where the proposed
system use cases, architecture and implementation will be elaborated with explanation on
why the proposed decentralized solution could combat product counterfeiting in supply
chain industry.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
NAS The NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System
NFC Near-Field Communication
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
EUIPO European Union Intellectual Property Office
POS Point-of-Sale
RFID Radio-frequency Identification
IoT Internet of Things
PID Product Identifier
dNAS The Decentralized NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System
PoW Proof-of-Work Consensus Algorithm
UTXO Unspent Transaction Outputs
EOA Externally Owned Accounts
EVM Ethereum Virtual Machine
Geth Go-Ethereum Client
DoS Denial-of-Service
GHOST Greedy Heaviest Observed Subtree
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
ÐApps Decentralized Applications
CIA Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability

Appendix A. Statistical Analyses on Research References

The research references listed in this research are categorized by year of publication,
as depicted in Figure A1, where 86% of the research references were published between
2012 and 2021.

Figure A1. Research References By Publication Year.

The research references listed in this research are categorized by publisher, as depicted
in Figure A2, where 20%, 13%, and 9% of the research references were published by IEEE,
Springer, and Elsevier, respectively.
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Figure A2. Research references by publisher.

Appendix B. Security Analysis on NAS

Appendix B.1. Asset Analysis of NAS

The asset analysis of NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (NAS) is demonstrated
in Figure A3.

Figure A3. Asset analysis of NAS.
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Appendix B.2. Threat Analysis of NAS

The threat analysis of NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting System (NAS) is demon-
strated in Figure A4.

Figure A4. Threat analysis of NAS.

Appendix C. Proposed System Requirement of dNAS

Fundamental System Requirements of dNAS

The system requirements of the proposed Decentralized NFC-Enabled Anti-Counterfeiting
System (dNAS) are demonstrated in Figure A5.
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Figure A5. System requirements of proposed dNAS.
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